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DRUMGEN in a Nutshell
DrumGen, the Drum Pattern Generator, is an easy-to-use tool for laying out, filling in
and playing MIDI drum tracks. The user can construct or record patterns, play along
with the drum tracks, export them to other music applications, and import MIDI files to
accompany them. DrumGen’s sequencer can send MIDI to external drum boxes and rack
units and also drive drum software such as EZDrummer, Addictive Drums and many
others.
The user defines a drum map - a mapping of drum sounds within a MIDI drum bank to a
set of symbols (Notes) - and then creates or records Patterns with these Notes using a
simple declarative computer language. The language contains several constructs for
adding natural variability (“humanization”) to a drum track, as well as powerful Pattern
building features. In addition, the user can control DrumGen’s sequencer operation from
a remote MIDI keyboard and play along with the drum track.
The drum track is specified in a drum program, a set of text specifications stored in a
source file – the drum program file (*.drm) - which, when compiled (translated), results
in a set of MIDI messages - a Sequence – which is played in DrumGen’s simple
sequencer.

Drum programs can be interactively typed in, cut-and-pasted from a text editor, or
opened as an existing file, including drag-and-drop. An example is:
// a simple General MIDI drum program
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
PATTERN RockPattern {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.SideStick
GM.BassDrum1
GM.SideStick
}
PLAY RockPattern *32

6

4
4
8
4

*2

Compiling and Playing a Drum Program
DrumGen follows the paradigm of an interactive development environment used for
creating computer programs. Drum programs are created in tabbed editable panes within
DrumGen1.

The drum program above (RockPattern.drm, included in DrumGen’s install
directory) is compiled by clicking the Compile button:

1

Drum programs can be created in any external text editor as well, such as Microsoft Notepad or WordPad.

7

After compilation, two new tabs are created. The Listing view shows the results of the
compilation while the Staff view shows the drum track in music notation.

To play the drum program, bring up the Sequencer:

The Sequencer plays the compiled drum program while the musical time position is
shown advancing in the Staff view2.

2

See MIDI and other Settings to select the MIDI output device.
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How to Use DrumGen
Music-Minus-One
The user can drag-and-drop standard MIDI files to create a drum program, or merge a
MIDI file into a drum program for the purpose of accompaniment. This allows multiinstrumental playback, and is also useful when creating a drum track to match previously
recorded MIDI instruments. When used together with the interactive sequencer control
via remote MIDI controller, this provides a music-minus-one capability. For example, a
pianist can import a MIDI file for a standard jazz tune, mute the piano track, then
accompany the drum program while controlling the Sequencer from his piano bench3.

Music Production
Drum programs can be easily constructed to provide tracks for any MIDI instrument in
real-time. With DrumGen’s MIDI recording, electronic drummers or keyboardists can
record drum intros, looping patterns, fills, and solos for use in laying out full drum tracks,
or can record any other instrumental tracks, such as lead voices. The user can edit
individual MIDI messages, construct complex Patterns, and add human variability no
matter where the MIDI data originated. The compiled drum programs can be exported as
standard MIDI files, and individual Patterns can be exported directly using drag-and-drop
from the Inspector.

3

The Sequencer can be controlled remotely with a MIDI device; see MIDI Input and Output, Sync and The
TRIGGER Statement.

9

Exported drum programs or Patterns can be imported into popular audio production tools
giving the user access to a full range of capabilities such as:




combining with further MIDI or audio tracks
busses and effects processing
wide range of device control, routing and sync

Real-Time Triggering (DrumGen Pro only)
For live use, drum programs can specify that patterns of MIDI notes will be played in
real-time when triggered by keys on a remote MIDI controller.

10

About DrumGen
Version 1.0.6 of DrumGen supports the following:





System requirements: Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8/10; MIDI
output; screen resolution of 1280 x 1024 recommended, 96 dots per inch (DPI)
required
Time signatures: supports 4/4 meter (common time) and 3/4 meter.
Key signatures: displays a single key signature per drum program in Staff view
Internationalization: English only

More information is found in the included ReadMe.txt, including new features and other
improvements of this version of DrumGen.

This DrumGen User Manual corresponds to Version 1.0.6.
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NEW FEATURES in VERSIONS 1.0.5 and 1.0.6
This section highlights the new capabilities released in DrumGen versions 1.0.5 and
1.0.6. Additionally, the ReadMe.txt for any version contains a list of new features and
other improvements.

Import MIDI file
The Import MIDI file menu item within the File menu allows the user to select a standard
MIDI file (.mid) and convert it into a drum program. The Import MIDI dialog now offers
new filtering capabilities.

Lyrics: import META_TEXT and
META_LYRICS metaevents as song lyrics. See
example below.
Text: import META_TEXT metaevents and create
STAFFTEXT for them.
Show all: when creating TREBLETRACKs and
BASSTRACKs for display in the Staff view of the
resultant drum program, add the SHOW modifier
for all Tracks. If this box is not checked, the
import operation will employ an algorithm to
select preferred Tracks to display (SHOW) for the
treble and bass clefs; all other Tracks will not be
displayed (NOSHOW). See discussion below.
share staves: cause each type of non-Note channel
message (controllers, pitch bend, channel pressure)
to share a common drum stave in the Staff view.
This is accomplished by using a shared <staffname> within the resultant xxxDEFs. See
example below.

12

Lyrics Example. Many MIDI song files (particularly those used for Karaoke) contain
embedded lyrics that are represented with META_LYRICS and/or META_TEXT
metaevents. Selecting the Lyrics checkbox will cause DrumGen to search for these
metaevents and collect them into a Pattern in the resultant drum program.
PATTERN LyricsPattern {
// *** Bar 1 ***
REST
1 *5
// *** Bar 6 ***
REST
16 DOT
| > 50 | STAFFTEXT
"\Just"
REST
16
| > 55 | STAFFTEXT
" yest"
REST
8
| > 50 | STAFFTEXT
"er"

LyricsLevel LyricsFont
LyricsLevel
LyricsLevel

The STAFFTEXT words of LyricsPattern will be displayed between the treble and
bass clefs of the piano staff.

The vertical positioning and font of the lyrics can be adjusted as desired within the
resultant drum program. By default, the import operation will add space between the
piano clefs (STAFF "BASSCLEF 100") as well as widening the bars to minimize
crowding of the lyrics (STAFF "BARWIDTH 2").
STAFF "BASSCLEF
DEFINE
DEFINE

100

LyricsLevel
LyricsFont

BARWIDTH

2"

240
"Arial-10-i"
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Importing Text. Importing text by selecting the Text checkbox is similar to importing
lyrics as described above. DrumGen searches the MIDI file for META_TEXT
metaevents and collects them into a Pattern in the resultant drum program.
DEFINE
DEFINE

TextLevel
TextFont

PATTERN TextPattern {
STAFFTEXT
STAFFTEXT
REST

115
"Arial-12-B"
"Fire and Rain"
"James Taylor"

TextLevel
TextLevel

TextFont

1 *5

META_TEXT metaevents that are imported into TextPattern as STAFFTEXT
statements may provide information about the MIDI file, playback directions, or musical
markings that the user desires to display within the Staff view. Typically the resultant
STAFFTEXT statements will need editing for best placement within the Staff view. The
user can adjust the vertical placement, the font, or the horizontal placement; for example,
in the drum program fragment above:
DEFINE
DEFINE

TextLevel
TextFont

PATTERN TextPattern {
STAFFTEXT
STAFFTEXT
REST

115
"Arial-12-B"
"Fire and Rain"
"James Taylor"

TextLevel
TextFont
TextLevel + 25

1 *5

the vertical placement of the second STAFFTEXT has been lowered (‘+ 25’) so that it
does not directly overlay the previous STAFFTEXT:

Show all. Selecting Show all in the Import MIDI dialog box affects the resultant drum
program when Tracks are created in the PLAY Section. Each Track will have the SHOW
modifier; this has been the default in previous DrumGen versions. Because importing
MIDI files can result in many Tracks – often more than the user desires to display for
14

best clarity and intelligibility of the Staff view – deselecting this check box causes
DrumGen to use an algorithm to choose several Tracks for display (SHOW); all other
Tracks will have the NOSHOW modifier. NOTE: the algorithm employed is simple4;
thus the user should consider its selections a starting point for determining which Tracks
to display in the Staff view.
Share staves. Selecting share staves in the Import MIDI dialog box reduces the number
of drum staves displaying channel messages – controller, pitch bend and channel pressure
- in the Staff view; it does not apply to drum staves displaying drum Notes such as snare,
bass drum, etc. Instead of displaying a separate staff line for each MIDI channel of a
particular message type, they are accumulated on a single named staff line by sharing the
<staff-name> field within their definitions. For example:
STAFF
"ENVELOPES"
// all Mod (CC #1) messages share same drum staff
DEFINE
Ctl1_StaffName
"Mod"
…
CONTROLDEF C1_Mod
Ctl1_StaffName
[1 : 1 : 127]
CONTROLDEF C2_Mod
Ctl1_StaffName
[2 : 1 : 127]
…

In this example, all CC #1 messages on all channels, if they are to be displayed in the
Staff view, will share a common drum staff line named Mod.

Staff View Improvements
Several new features give the user more control over the Staff view.
The STAFF statement recognizes a new parameter: SHOWCONTROLLER.
PLAY
// show only mod wheel and volume messages on Staff
STAFF
"NOCONTROLLERS SHOWCONTROLLER 1 SHOWCONTROLLER 7"

The user may desire to limit the drum staves that are displayed in the Staff view devoted
to controllers by selecting just a few controllers for display. For example, controllers such
as modulation (#1), volume (#7) and expression (#11) that are typically varied throughout
the drum program may be most beneficial to display in the Staff view. See The STAFF
Statement.

4

The algorithm uses Track statistics such as (i) the GM instrument (patch) of the Track, (ii) the number of
notes, (iii) pitch range of notes, and (iv) whether the notes appear more chordal or linear/melodic.
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Playback Improvements
The Staff view window can be detached (floated) from the main DrumGen window,
zoomed (View menu) and resized as appropriate. If desired, the main window can be
minimized directly or from the Sequencer’s Hide button (see Hide Main Window). Thus,
using the space bar to start/stop the Sequencer, the user may interact with just the Staff
view for playback operation.
The MIDIDEV statement allows DrumGen to flexibly target complex configurations of
MIDI output devices. See MIDI and MIDIDEV as well as The MIDIDEV Statement.

Arithmetic Expressions
The drum language now allows simple arithmetic expressions in most places where
numeric values are specified5. These expressions can take the following forms.
<term> + <term>
<term> - <term>
( <term> * <term> )
- <term>
An example:
DEFINE
DEFINE
PATTERN p {
…
STAFFTEXT
STAFFTEXT
STAFFTEXT
…
}

5

TLevel
TSize

20
20

"Message1"
"Message2"
"Message3"

Expressions cannot be used for Note durations.
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"text position"
"text size"

TLevel
TLevel + TSize
TLevel + (TSize*2)

Parentheses are required whenever using the ‘*’ operator arithmetically since the
construct ‘* <expr>’ is otherwise reserved for specifying Note and Pattern multipliers.
To illustrate:
DEFINE sng 60
"snare ghost velocity"
PATTERN p {
GM.AcousticSnare
4
sng
*2
GM.AcousticSnare
4
(sng *2)
…
}

// two notes; vel=60
// one note; vel=120

Note that the arithmetic operators ‘+’, ‘-‘, and ‘*’ cannot be applied to Range values.

SETTINGS Statement
A new statement has been introduced to allow the user to control operational settings
throughout a drum program. Unlike the global static settings available in the toolbar
Settings dialog, multiple SETTINGS statements may be used to vary these parameters at
different points within a drum program.
PLAY
SETTINGS "CTLRANGES 2"

// make ranges more sensitive

As of this time, SETTINGS may be used to control the density of MIDI controller
messages produced for range values. See The SETTINGS Statement.
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OPERATION
DrumGen operates on drum program files (or drum files) which are simple text files6,
typically with the .drm extension. The drum file contains the entire specification of the
user’s drum track or song. The user can create, edit and save the drum program within
DrumGen or can use any text-based editor such as Windows Notepad.

Navigating the Main Window
The main window of DrumGen has a tabbed interface with menu and toolbar features
similar to many text editing applications. Each tab, one of which typically has the
application focus, displays a document pane that can be a:
Drum program pane – drum programs are constructed within these editable panes
Listing view – displays the results of a compilation (not editable)
Staff view – displays the musical notation after successful compilation (not editable)
Log view – displays messages from VERBOSE commands (not editable)
The user can reorder the tabs by dragging their title bars sideways and can also display a
list of all tabs and select a document from the list by clicking on the Active Files icon7.
In version 1.0.5 the Staff view can now be a floating window.

6
7

Drum files are stored using the Unicode character format.
This is most useful when a large number of tabs forces some tabs not to be displayed.
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Splitting and Docking Windows
Splitting and docking/undocking DrumGen’s windows gives the user flexible control
over DrumGen’s use of display screen space. Other than the Staff view, the tabbed
document types described above are always docked within the frame of the main window
– they cannot be detached into separate free-standing (floating) windows. They can
however be split horizontally or vertically into two or more tiled windows, as shown
below8. Just click in the title bar of a tab and drag it to create a new tab group, or to add
the tab to an existing tab group.

The Menu Bar and toolbar may be undocked by dragging the grabber area of the bar; they
may also be redocked along any side of the main window:

8

Dual-monitor PC workstations can make good use of horizontal splits.
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Similarly, the Navigator and Inspector can be docked or floating. When dragging these
windows by clicking within their title bars, anchor points will be temporarily displayed;
drag the mouse over the anchor point to dock the window in the associated location.

The Navigator and Inspector can be separate windows, or docked together in a frame
(which itself can be floating or docked within the main window). When docked together,
they may be split horizontally or vertically so both are visible, or they may be tabbed so
that the entire space within the frame is given to one of them. When docked to the main
window, the Navigator and Inspector have available the auto-hide feature, in which the
window is opened only when the mouse hovers over it:
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Auto-hide is turned on/off with the pin
icon on the title bar. Upon exit,
DrumGen stores the docking status of
these windows for the next invocation
of the application.

The Active Drum Program
The user may have open many documents and compiled drum programs in DrumGen. At
any time, one tabbed document has the focus (on top), and one successfully compiled
drum program is active – the active drum program.
Each compiled drum program comprises three unique displayed documents – the drum
program in the edit pane, the Listing view and the Staff view - and a unique Sequence
data structure. In other words, when a drum program is successfully compiled, the
following occurs:




the Listing view is created and displayed
the Staff view is created and displayed
the Sequence data structure is created, containing the compiled MIDI messages
and metaevents

Furthermore, after compilation, the drum program becomes the active drum program.
Thus:




the Navigator is loaded with navigation information from the drum program
the Inspector is loaded with symbols defined in the drum program
the Sequencer is loaded with the compiled Sequence and is ready for playback
and recording

At any time, within the DrumGen main window, if the user clicks on a drum program
tab, Listing tab or Staff tab, the associated drum program becomes the active drum
program and the Navigator, Inspector and Sequencer will be loaded with that program. If
the selected tab is a drum program that has not yet been compiled, these windows will be
cleared.

Drum Program Pane
DrumGen starts with a single tab with an empty pane – DrumFile1. If no operations are
performed on this pane it will disappear when the user opens a file. The user can add
new drum program panes in four ways ways: typing ctrl-N, from the File – New menu,
dragging and dropping a file into the main window, or from the toolbar:
21

The editing capabilities within the drum program pane are common to simple text editing
applications such as Windows Notepad; these editing operations are accessed from the
File and Edit menus, the toolbar icons, context menu (right-click), and through keyboard
accelerators.
Any tabbed document may be closed. If a drum program pane is closed, the compiled
Sequence (if any) is no longer available for playback and the Listing and Staff tabs are
also closed. The Sequence may still be exported as a MIDI file; see Save Sequence as
MIDI file.
Keyboard Accelerators
Keyboard accelerators provide fast access to common operations without the use of a
mouse. There are two types: editing shortcuts using the ctrl key, such as typing ctrl-G
for the Go To Line operation, and menu access shortcuts using the Alt key that allow
navigation of the menus, such as typing Alt-E (hold the Alt)-G to select Edit - Go To
Line. The menu items in the Menu Bar and the toolbar tooltips indicate if there is a
shortcut key associated with an operation. When the Alt key is pressed and held, each
menu item shows an underlined letter indicating which key to press next to select that
menu operation9.

Listing View
The Listing view displays the compilation results and other messages. It shows the
listing of the compiled drum program together with any embedded WARNINGs. This
pane is not editable, but copy, search and print operations are enabled. If VERBOSE 6 is
used, wherever it displays a timestamp in the Listing, the user can double-click on the
timestamp to set the current playback position in the Sequencer and Staff view.
When the compiler encounters a syntactic error, it attempts to continue parsing. Almost
all syntactic errors, illegal argument values and other problems with the drum program
will result in a WARNING in the Listing view.
9

After pressing the Alt key, the menus and submenus may also be traversed with arrow keys. Microsoft
Windows has many conventions for shortcut keys at the system, application and window levels.
DrumGen’s tabbed interface uses these shortcuts (F4, F6 and Tab in particular) for navigation and control;
all dialogs use Tab and shift-Tab to navigate between dialog items.
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The compiler also issues advisory WARNINGs. For example:

In this example, a Section (“Lead-In”) contains one and a half bars of Pattern
(DrumPatt *3). Since the following Section is required to start on a bar boundary, a
WARNING is generated10.
Several drum language statements (e.g. FONT, TAB, LISTING) give the user control
over the Listing. See Statements that affect the Listing and Log Views.
After a successful compile the total number of notes in the drum track is summarized11.
10

As this example illustrates, a WARNING may be displayed several lines below the statement causing it.
Only sounding notes (MIDI note-on) are counted, both from Patterns and IMPORT statements. Control
and other MIDI messages, while they may be displayed on drum staves, are not counted. Counted notes
may be hidden in the Staff view when using Tracks with NOSHOW or IMPORTs.
11
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Staff View
The Staff view displays the compiled drum program in common music notation. During
Sequencer playback, the progression of the current playback through time is marked with
a moving vertical line - the Play caret. The user can click into the Staff view to set the
current playback position of the Sequencer12. See The STAFF Statement for control over
the layout of the Staff view. Right-click in the Staff view window in order to float it.
The Staff view displays the following:

12



A Title, if the user has used the TITLE or SUBTITLE statements.



Bar numbers, starting with bar 1 by default. The user can control the displayed
numbers, e.g. to match the barring in sheet music, using the BARNUM statement.
If the bar numbers shown on the Staff are in parentheses, it indicates the assigned
bar number is different than the “natural” bar number. The natural bar number is
used in all other cases to display and set the time location during compilation or
playback position within the Navigator and Sequencer.



Section names, which are specified with the SECTION statement.



Markers, when the MARKER statement is used. Markers may be used as
rehearsal numbers, for playback navigation with Triggers, or to place any desired
text above the piano staff (also see STAFFTEXT).



A Piano staff, or grand staff, where non-drum notes may be displayed. Drum
program Tracks (TREBLETRACK, BASSTRACK) and notes from IMPORT
MIDIFILE will be displayed on this staff. The Staff view employs “engraving”
rules to enhance readability of notes on the piano staff. As a result, these notes
are not always lined up exactly with the notes on the drum staves nor with the
Play caret shown during playback. See APPENDIX: Using the Piano Staff.



Trigger indicators, when the TRIGGER statement is used.



Tempo indicators, when the TEMPO statement is used.



Drum staves, which show all Notes for which MIDI messages have been
generated13. These Notes are all shown with solid noteheads and linear spacing
(not engraver spacing)14. Rests are not shown to minimize clutter.

The horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of the Staff view allows scrolling through the entire drum score
but does not affect the current playback position.
13
Notes include all the MIDI message types defined in xxxDEF statements, for which the display has not
been redirected to the piano staff. MIDI messages generated from other statements (e.g. CONTROL,
SUSTAIN) are also displayed.
14
In other words, drum notes are placed horizontally in exact relation to their start time and may not line up
exactly with contemporaneous non-drum notes in the piano staff.
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Text fields, are shown below the Drum staves. These text strings are optionally
included in Patterns by using the TEXT and STAFFTEXT statements. They may
be used to display lyrics, instructions, or to provide a visual aid showing where
Patterns are being used in the drum program15. The user may need to resize the
Staff view to see these fields.



Play Caret, shows the current playback position within the Sequencer.

Within the Staff view, the bars are of fixed width16 and the staves are in a fixed position.
The user can control the order of vertical placement of named drum staves – this order
follows the order of definition of Notes in the DEFINITION Section as they are
encountered during compilation.

Log View
The Log view is used to display text information generated primarily from VERBOSE
flags. It is made visible by clicking the toolbar icon:

15

Since their constituent Notes are distributed on individual staves, it may be hard to visually identify
Patterns on the drum staves.
16
The fixed bar width may be widened with the STAFF statement.
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The Log keeps accumulating information until it is emptied.

Compiling a Drum Program into a Sequence
Drum files (.drm) can be opened, edited and saved in DrumGen just as in any simple text
editor. At any time the drum program may be compiled into a Sequence data structure
which contains the MIDI messages and metaevents of the drum program.

A new Sequence is created for each successful compilation of a drum program and is
named Seq1, Seq2 … SeqN17. When a drum program becomes active, only its most
recently compiled Sequence is loaded into the Sequencer for playback18.

17

Other operations, such as reading a MIDI file with the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement, also create
Sequences.
18
However all previously compiled Sequences are available for the File – Save Sequence as MIDI file
menu operation.
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Menu Operations
Import MIDI file
The Import MIDI file menu item within the File menu allows the user to select a standard
MIDI file (.mid) and convert it into a drum program. A new drum program pane is
created and the MIDI messages and metaevents in the MIDI file are converted into a
series of Patterns according to the user’s selections in the Import MIDI dialog box19. The
new drum program can then be compiled and played back in the Sequencer.
Filtering the Imported MIDI Messages
Single channel: MIDI messages from a single MIDI channel between 1-16 are imported,
e.g. the drum track on MIDI channel 10.
Single track: for Type 1 (multiple track) MIDI files, import the MIDI messages from the
specified track number only.
Notes only: import only note-on and note-off MIDI messages. Do not import controller,
aftertouch, program change messages, or metaevents.
Tempos: import tempo change metaevents into the resulting drum program.
Notes above/below: import MIDI notes above or below a certain pitch value. Does not
affect other MIDI message types. Provides more control over importing full-range
instruments (such as keyboards) from a single MIDI track or channel20.
Double speed: MIDI message timestamps, and thus Note durations, are halved while the
tempo is unchanged.
Half speed: MIDI message timestamps, and thus Note durations, are doubled while the
tempo is unchanged.
Add timestamps: the timestamp of each imported MIDI message is displayed as a
comment alongside the associated Pattern element. The timestamp is relative to the
beginning of the Pattern.
19

More generally, DrumGen provides two mechanisms for incorporating existing MIDI files: Import MIDI
file, a menu operation which creates a new drum program that can be further edited, rearranged, extracted
and then compiled by the user; and the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement, which when encountered during the
compilation of a drum program causes the importation of selected MIDI messages from a standard MIDI
file directly into the compiled Sequence. IMPORT MIDIFILE is aimed primarily at importing
accompaniment material – i.e. extracting MIDI tracks to play along with or to display on the piano staff of
the Staff view; see The IMPORT MIDIFILE Statement. IMPORT MIDIFILE can also accommodate larger
MIDI files than the menu operation. In addition, DrumGen Pro allows importing MIDI files into the
Pattern Builder tool.
20
Can also be used to separate keyswitches from sounding notes.
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Send SYSEX: if the MIDI file contains
System Exclusive (SysEx) messages –
typically used to set device playback
parameters – these messages will be sent
out to the main MIDI output device. Note:
these messages are only sent during the
MIDI file import, they do not become part
of the resulting drum program nor are they
sent each time the resulting drum program
is compiled and played back in the
Sequencer. The user should ensure the
main MIDI output device is set as intended
for the SysEx messages (see MIDI and
other Settings).
Create Context: when checked, all
symbols created within the resulting drum
program are enclosed in a Context or given
an explicit Context name. This reduces
name space collisions when combining
multiple importations21.
Specifying Notes
Imported MIDI messages – particularly
notes - can be defined and spelled (i.e.
specified in Patterns) in several ways. In
some cases, non-note messages are spelled
using nondurational formats22.
GM Drums (Ch10): if MIDI note
messages are found on MIDI channel 10,
use the NOTEDEFs in GMDRUMS.DRM to
spell the Notes within Patterns. This is
independent of other selections.
Define Notes: create a NOTEDEF for
each unique imported MIDI note message.

21

Keeping the Context name short can significantly reduce memory usage during compilation; the MIDI
import dialog may preload this field with a name of 8 characters maximum and the user can shorten or
replace it. When importing large MIDI files, save space by not using a Context.
22
If CONTROLDEF, PITCHDEF, PRESSUREDEF or TOUCHDEF are used, the import operation does
not attempt to discover and organize multiple channel messages into linear envelopes and use ranges within
these xxxDEF statements.
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Literals: spell each MIDI note message in a literal format: [xx:xx:xx]23.
Existing compiled: use matching xxxDEFs of the active drum program to spell imported
MIDI messages. A new NOTEDEF will be created only for unmatched notes. This
selection is only available if there is an active drum program24.
Match channel: When using General MIDI Note definitions or the existing compiled
definitions from the active drum program, only use the definitions if the MIDI channel
matches. If deselected, existing xxxDEFs will be used to spell imported MIDI messages
on all MIDI channels. This can be useful if, for example, General MIDI drum notes are
imported on a MIDI channel other than channel 1025.
Fill durations: extend the duration of imported MIDI notes up to a maximum of one beat
(480 time ticks) or until the onset of the next MIDI note. MIDI files representing drum
tracks typically contain notes of short duration. When the file is converted to a drum
program, many short intervening rests may be generated. This selection allows these
rests to be minimized. Note that most drum sounds have short sustains and will not
sound differently with an extended duration. Other voices, e.g. organ, may sound quite
different with extended durations.
Velocity range: spell the imported MIDI notes26 with a velocity range, thus introducing
randomness (humanization) during compilation. When selected, the user can enter a
number between 0 and 127. If the user enters 5, and an imported MIDI note has an actual
velocity of 120, the resulting Pattern element will be spelled with a velocity range of
115..125.
Force channel: when define Notes or Literals is selected, force the MIDI channel of
imported MIDI messages to be an integer value (1-16) or a symbol name, for which a
value may be assigned with a DEFINE statement. This choice is only active when single
Pattern is selected.
Structuring Patterns
MIDI messages that are imported are organized into Patterns according to the user’s
selections; these are then collected into a single master Pattern – a Pattern of Patterns –
unless either single Pattern or create Tracks is selected. Separate Patterns are created for
tempo changes and imported MIDI markers.

Useful to prevent “too many Notes defined” overflow and duplicate NOTEDEF definitions during
compilation.
24
Since multiple definitions may match a MIDI message, preference is given to matching to symbols
defined with SHOW active (the default), thus giving the user a measure of control. If no match is found,
symbols defined with NOSHOW will then be matched.
25
When deselected, MIDI statements must be added to the resulting PLAY Section to establish the correct
MIDI output channel of particular Patterns; most practical when importing from one MIDI channel or when
Create Tracks is selected.
26
Affects only note-on MIDI messages, not other MIDI message types.
23
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Per channel: sort the imported MIDI messages by MIDI channel. A separate Pattern is
constructed for the notes of each channel. The resulting Patterns will typically represent
the Notes of a unique MIDI instrument.
Per Note (drums): if constructing Patterns per channel (above), also sort the MIDI
messages by note value, i.e. pitch. A separate Pattern is constructed for each note value.
This Pattern structure is meaningful primarily for importing drum notes, where each
pitch constitutes a specific drum sound. A maximum of 255 such Patterns can be created.
This selection can be used in conjunction with the single channel selection to import
drum notes from MIDI channel 10. See the example below.
Per Track: when importing Type 1 MIDI files, create a Pattern for each MIDI track
within the file.
Single Pattern: merge all imported MIDI messages and metaevents into a single Pattern
instead of a master Pattern. This is the most compact form of importation.
Controller Patterns: create separate Patterns for each non-Note MIDI message type,
including controllers, pitchbend, aftertouch and program changes. Gives more playback
and display control without needing to specify per Note when these message types are
interspersed with melodic notes in the MIDI file.
Create Tracks: instead of creating a master Pattern, create a Track within the PLAY
Section for each Pattern. By convention, DrumGen creates TREBLETRACKs for nondrum Patterns and TRACKs for drum Patterns27. See Sections and Tracks – Structure.
Track-level statements such as MUTE, MIDI, VOLUME, PAN, PATCH and CONTROL
can be then applied to the Patterns. Additionally, Track modifiers can optimize the
display of Notes on the piano staff.
Fill to barline: if the time length of a created Pattern does not fall evenly on a bar
boundary, add a final REST. This is useful when looping a Pattern (using a multiplier),
particularly to keep multiple looped Patterns from the same importation synchronized.
NOSHOW: add DESCRIPTION “NOSHOW” to each created Pattern except the main
Pattern.

27

Thus a TRACK is created for Patterns with MIDI messages on channel 10 and a TREBLETRACK for all
other Patterns. If importing bass notes, the user may afterwards change TREBLETRACK to
BASSTRACK.
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Importing large MIDI files can result in very long Patterns that resemble the Event List
view of some commercial sequencers. Unless these Patterns will be rearranged, edited,
looped, humanized, excerpted or specially formatted in the Staff view, using the
IMPORT MIDIFILE statement may be a better option.
In the following example, a MIDI drum pattern is imported from ToonTrack EZ
Drummer. More examples can be found in the appendices.
First, the include file EZCocktail.drm is compiled to provide symbol definitions28:
INCLUDE "EZCocktail.drm"

Next, the MIDI file is imported with a Context name “Groove25”, with existing compiled
selected (while setting match channel off) for Note definitions, with per channel and per
Note for Pattern definitions, and with create Tracks and fill to barline. A loop multiplier
(Reps) is then added to each Pattern. Each drum Note is on a separate Track; the
original drum Pattern has been edited by muting one Track.

28

Include files for mapping popular commercial drum banks and for providing Pattern libraries, are not
delivered as part of the Drum Pattern Generator product; however they may be made available from time to
time on the product website www.drumgen.com.
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Time Signatures and Key Signatures
Several MIDI metaevent types – time signatures, key signatures, tempi and markers - are
commonly found in standard MIDI files and will be imported unless Notes only is
specified and/or Tempos is deselected. Imported key signatures, other than the key of C,
will cause a KEYSIG statement to be generated, while imported time signatures may
cause a TIMESIG 3 statement to be generated if the number of beats is divisible by 3.
Most commonly encountered time signatures will map to supported time signatures in
DrumGen – namely 4/4 and 3/4. In some cases, such as 4/8 and 6/4 or 12/8, Listing
comments are generated suggesting the user consider importing at half speed or double
speed (respectively) in the Import MIDI dialog in order to preserve bar correspondence.
For example, consider importing a MIDI file exported from a commercial notation
program with 12/8 time signature:

This one-bar 12/8 MIDI file will be imported as two 3/4 bars, preserving 8th notes:
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If we take the suggestion in the Listing to import at double speed:

we now have one bar, like the source material, however spelled as 16th notes. Note that
DrumGen beams assuming an underlying 3-beat meter which does not follow the
beaming in the source material in this example.
33

Save Sequence as MIDI file
The Save Sequence as MIDI file menu item within the File menu allows the user to write
out a compiled Sequence as a MIDI file. A drum program can thus be compiled into a
Sequence, written out as a standard MIDI file, then imported into any other MIDI
application. The standard MIDI file format is used for storage and exchange of MIDI
songs, however there is not a direct correspondence between a Track in a drum program
and a MIDI file track29. While DrumGen is running, all compiled Sequences are retained
and can be exported, even if the corresponding drum program has been closed.
Type 0: all the MIDI messages on all MIDI channels are combined into a single track, as
specified in the MIDI standard.
Type 1: a separate track is created within the MIDI file for each MIDI channel Y for
which there are messages in the Sequence X- this track is given the name “SeqX MidiY”.
Note that some commercial applications, such as SONAR, will automatically sort MIDI
messages into different tracks, by channel, when reading Type 0 MIDI files.
Save TEMPO: tempo
changes are included in the
MIDI file as metaevents. An
initial tempo is always saved.
If there is no TEMPO
statement associated with time
0 ([1:1:0]) in the Sequence,
the current tempo shown in
the Main window is written
out as the initial tempo.
Tempo changes result from
TEMPO statements in the
compiled drum program and
also from tempi imported with
IMPORT MIDIFILE.
Save TIME/KEY SIG: the Sequence time signature and key signature are written out as
metaevents30. Within the active drum program, the key signature only affects the piano
staff and is controlled by the KEYSIG statement; time signature is controlled with the
TIMESIG statement. Both may be determined by import operations.
Save SECTION names: any MARKER statements in the compiled program will result
in marker metaevents being saved in the MIDI file. If checked, SECTION statements
will also result in a marker metaevent being saved in the MIDI file.
A Sequence saved as a MIDI file can later be imported with File – Import MIDI file, but the Track
structure of the original drum program will be rearranged by MIDI channel and the original Pattern
definitions will not be present. Thus a MIDI file is not an ideal form of storage for a drum program.
30
A Sequence has a single time signature of either 4/4 or 3/4, and has a single key signature for its
duration; the default values are 4/4 and the key of C (no sharps, no flats).
29
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Note that:


The timestamps (i.e. start times) of Notes in a Sequence are affected by the
SWING statement, and will be saved in the MIDI file with a swing feel if so
specified. If no swing feel is desired, recompile with SWING 0 before saving the
Sequence.



The MIDI MAP statement allows the user to redirect MIDI messages in a
Sequence to different devices or MIDI channels. When the Sequence is written to
a MIDI file, this remapping is not performed or saved in the file. However, many
commercial MIDI applications support such remapping on a per-track basis after
a MIDI file has been imported31. Alternately the user can use MIDI statements in
the drum program; such MIDI channel reassignments are saved in the MIDI file.

Delete all stored Sequences: after many compilations, the list of created Sequences may
be long. When this checkbox is selected, the dialog does not save any Sequences but
instead removes all Sequences that are non-active (the corresponding drum program has
been closed) in order to reduce memory usage. Sequences for which drum program
panes are still existing are not affected; these Sequences can still be played back in the
Sequencer when the corresponding drum program becomes the active drum program.
Removed Sequences cannot be retrieved.

31

In this case, save the Sequence as Type 1.
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The Sequencer
The Sequencer is a freestanding window that can be dragged anywhere on the desktop by
clicking in the upper portion of the window. The Sequencer is used for MIDI playback
and recording; it has a familiar media player layout, with rewind, play/pause and record
buttons. The MIDI In indicator lights when MIDI messages are detected on the MIDI
input device; the MIDI Out indicator lights for each quarter-note beat during playback
and recording. The MIDI Thru indicator lights when received MIDI input is being rewritten to the main MIDI output device.

The Sequencer may be opened at any time from the toolbar:

When opened, the Sequencer is always loaded with the most recently compiled Sequence
from the active drum program. During playback, the Sequencer outputs MIDI messages
to the default MIDI output device (the main MIDI output)32 and receives MIDI input (for
Triggers and recording) from the MIDI input device. These device selections can be
controlled from the Settings dialog accessed from the toolbar:

32

As well as other MIDI output devices if the MIDI MAP statement is used.
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See MIDI and other Settings for more information on connecting and using MIDI devices
with DrumGen.

Set Position and Set Tempo
During MIDI playback, the current playback position in bar : beat : ticks is displayed in
the Sequencer as well as the current tempo in beats per minute. When playback is
stopped, the user can click directly on the displayed number to bring up a dialog to adjust
either value.

The current playback position can be changed in several ways when playback is
stopped:
 from the Sequencer: use the horizontal scroll bar below the display area or click
on the current position value in the display area as described above.
37





from the Staff view: click in the Staff pane at the desired location. Use the
horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of the Staff view to scroll through the drum
program.
from the Navigator; see The Navigator.
from the Listing view: if VERBOSE 6 is used, click on the displayed time stamps;
see Listing View.

During playback, the playback position can be controlled interactively with a remote
MIDI keyboard by using the TRIGGER statements in the drum program; see Triggers
and Controls; The TRIGGER Statement. Controller values are not chased if the playback
position is changed33.
The current tempo can be controlled in several ways, as described in Meter, Tempo and
Duration; see also The TEMPO Statement. Clicking on the current tempo value in the
display area of the Sequencer brings up a dialog that allows the user to set the tempo in
fine detail (e.g. 140.53 beats per minute)34. Once the user has set the tempo and starts or
resumes playback of the active drum program, the new tempo will be maintained, unless
the active drum program contains TEMPO statements. If the drum program contains
TEMPO statements, a tempo map is created and the tempo is ‘chased’ such that the
appropriate tempo for the current playback position is maintained. To control the tempo
from the Sequencer, the user may override this behavior by enabling User Set Tempo in
the Settings dialog, which instructs the Sequencer not to chase or change the tempo
during playback.

Triggers and Controls
Triggers and Controls are drum language features that provide remote control of
Sequencer operations, such as starting playback and recording, using MIDI input from a
MIDI keyboard (see Statements that affect Playback and the diagram in MIDI and other
Settings). The user can play along with the drum track while controlling its playback
with his MIDI keyboard or small MIDI controller alongside his instrument.

33
34

Tempo is chased however; see the explanation in The CONTROLDEF Statement.
Tempo changes from this dialog are not permanently retained as part of the compiled drum program.
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If the active drum program contains the applicable statements35 and a MIDI input device
has been selected in the Settings dialog, the Trigger button will be highlighted. The
user can disable Triggers and Controls by deselecting this button.
Note that:
 The Trigger button cannot be highlighted if there is no MIDI input device selected
or if there are no Triggers or Controls defined in the active drum program.
 Triggers and Controls are not MIDI channel specific – they are read in OMNI
mode.
 The MIDI input device is shared between Triggers, Controls and the recorded
MIDI stream36. During recording, Controls are always disabled and only certain
Trigger types may be active. MIDI notes that are active as Triggers will not be
recorded as part of the MIDI input stream37.
 MIDI notes and controller messages that are active as Triggers and Controls will
not be echoed to the MIDI output.
The Trigger and Control features are not related to controlling the operation of MIDI
output devices with CONTROLDEF and CONTROL statements within the drum
program.

Metronome
The drum language allows the user to declare a Pattern defined in the DEFINITION
Section of the drum program as a metronomic Pattern in the PLAY Section; see The
METRONOME Statement. The Metronome button is used to enable this Pattern. When
enabled, the user may click the Play button to start playback of the metronomic Pattern in
a loop. When the Metronome is enabled, the active drum program is not played and the
current playback position does not advance.

Triggers are specified with TRIGGER statements; Controls are specified with TEMPO … PITCHBEND,
TEMPO … MODWHEEL.
36
The user can insure there is no interference between recording and Triggers or Controls by disabling the
Trigger button, or by specifying very high or low Trigger notes on the keyboard - out of the normal playing
range.
37
Similarly, if the pitch wheel or modulation wheel are specified in the active drum program as Controls
(to control tempo) and the Trigger button is enabled, pitchbend or modwheel MIDI messages will not be
recorded as part of the MIDI input stream.
35
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The tempo of metronomic playback is the current tempo. If the metronomic Pattern
contains TEMPO statements, these will alter the playback tempo. To interactively
control the metronomic tempo, the user can enable User Set Tempo in the Settings dialog.
When a Pattern is used as the metronomic Pattern, any constituent Pattern elements that
are oriented toward Staff view display (such as TEXT, STAFFTEXT and MARKER) are
ignored.
During metronomic playback, two Trigger types may be enabled: TRIGGER PLAY will
start and pause playback, while TRIGGER RECORD allows the user to use the recording
feature (free recording, not overdubbing) in conjunction with the Metronome.

Hide Main Window
For more efficient use of space on the user’s display screen during Sequencer operations,
the Hide button can be used to hide DrumGen’s main window, leaving just the Sequencer
visible. Clicking it a second time restores the main window.
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The Inspector
The Inspector, together with the Navigator, is opened from the toolbar. It displays the
Patterns, Notes and Constants of the active drum program in a tree view.

The Inspector provides a convenient view of all symbols that are defined and literals that
are used. When symbols are defined with descriptions, the descriptions will appear in the
Inspector. Individual Notes and Patterns may be clicked in order to hear their sounds.
The user can thus create and share libraries of Notes and Patterns (often collected into
include files for particular drum devices) that can be auditioned in the Inspector then
selected for use within songs. For example, to audition the sounds of a GM drum bank,
simply open GMDRUMS.DRM within DrumGen, compile it, then click the Notes within
the Inspector. Sliders to control tempo and swing depth are also provided.

41

Operation of the Inspector:





Clicking (selecting) an item in the Patterns list will cause the Pattern to be played
back in a loop at the current tempo38. The tempo may be adjusted with the toolbar
slider.
Clicking on an item in the Note list will cause the Note to be played.
Double-clicking the Patterns, Notes or Constants item will hide or expand the
listed items below.
Clicking the ‘+’ at the base of any item will expand it to display the value of the
symbol. For a Pattern, the value displayed is its duration in [bars:beats:ticks].

The Inspector has two local toolbar icons and two sliders, for tempo and depth of swing.
The drop-down menu gives control over the display format.
.
Expand: when selected, all list items will be expanded to show
their symbol values.
NOSHOW: symbols defined with “NOSHOW” as their
description or defined after the NOSHOW statement has been
encountered, are displayed in gray. If this menu item is not
selected, these symbols are not displayed at all39. Literal Notes
and subpatterns are shown as well with no name.
Compact: symbol values are displayed in compact form.
Comments: Inspector line items resulting from documentation-style comments in the
Drum Program are displayed. See PATTERNDOC, NOTEDOC and DEFINEDOC
below.
Contexts: the Context portion of the symbol names is displayed.

The Play button will start or stop playback of the
currently selected Pattern or Note.

38

Patterns with variable length or other variability (e.g humanizations) are compiled as one iteration and
then looped; thus, each loop iteration plays the same variation. Click the Pattern again to hear different
variations. Patterns with length less than one beat are not looped.
39
Thus, symbols may be made “invisible” within the Inspector by defining them with NOSHOW.
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Clicking on items in the Inspector allows the user to, for example:




Audition individual drum Notes on MIDI drum devices for use within Patterns.
Audition a Pattern at different tempi or depth of swing.
Define and send controller messages to connected MIDI devices to set patches,
pan, volume, and other device settings interactively; see example below.

Note that:
















When clicked, Patterns and Notes will play back using the MIDI device mapping
of the active drum program, if any (see The MIDI MAP Statement).
Notes are played back with one beat (quarter note) duration. MIDI voices whose
natural duration is longer than a single beat at the current tempo may sound
clipped; the tempo slider may be adjusted downward in this case.
The SWING value of the active drum program will be used to set the initial value
of the swing depth slider on the toolbar and will be used for playback40. Swing
depth adjustment takes effect only on the next click. Adjustments will not affect
the active drum program.
RANDOM START is not incorporated into playback.
If the value displayed for a Pattern has ‘**’ appended, it indicates a variable
duration (of which the displayed duration is just one instance). See Pattern
Duration and Alignment. The durational value of a Pattern will be different for
4/4 and 3/4 time signatures.
With the NOSHOW menu item selected, list items with no symbol name are
displayed in gray for literals, i.e. nested Patterns or Notes that are spelled literally
(with no corresponding definition), literal range Constants such as ‘120..127’ and
non-Note MIDI messages imported from MIDI files41.
The value displayed for multi-notes is ‘MULTI’ – the details of the constituent
note pitches, channels and velocities are not displayed, but the Note may still be
auditioned by clicking on it.
All xxxDEF symbols are displayed within the list of Notes.
Some Pattern element types (such as TEMPO, TEXT) are not displayed.
Auditioning Patterns and Notes in the Inspector may cause controller, pitch and/or
program change messages to be sent to connected devices. These values remain they are not restored to previous settings after use of the Inspector. (See the
example below.) However, tempo is restored to its previous value during
subsequent playback of the active drum program.
Extended Time does not affect the listed duration of Patterns.

40

The last encountered SWING value during compilation will be used for the initial value. Swing depth
affects only offbeat 8th notes and thus has the most reliable effect for “constructed” Patterns and may be
less effective for recorded or imported Patterns.
41
However, not all literal (unnamed) Notes appearing in the active drum program may be listed in the
Inspector. The compiler reuses the definition of a previous literal if it encounters another with the same
MIDI channel and pitch. For example, if ‘[1:C5:127]’ has already been encountered, a subsequent Pattern
element of ‘[1:C5:122]’ may be internally represented as ‘[1:C5:127] 122’, and the literal [1:C5:122] will
not be shown in the list of Notes. Sharing of literal definitions is also used with MIDI messages imported
from MIDI files.
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Drag-and-Drop
The Inspector supports drag-and-drop of Patterns onto the desktop, File Explorer, other
applications, or even DrumGen
itself; see the section Drag and
Drop Operations.
Additionally, DrumGen Pro users
can bring up the context menu
(right-click) to load the selected
Pattern into the Pattern Builder.

In the following example, the definitions in the drum program below result in Inspector
list items that can be clicked to control parameters of attached MIDI devices.

See also the VxPatch example in The PITCHBEND, PRESSURE and PATCH Statements.
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.

PATTERNDOC, NOTEDOC and DEFINEDOC
As illustrated in the example above, specially formatted documentation-style comments
in a Drum Program can supply further commentary (in addition to the description field)
and visual separation between line items within the Inspector. The comments are
delimited by initial and final comment lines with key words: PATTERNDOC
commentary will appear in the Inspector tree view above the next defined Pattern;
NOTEDOC commentary above the next defined Note; and DEFINEDOC commentary
above the next defined Constant. Thus for the following:
// NOTEDOC
//
// -- Preset Pan positions to audition Notes
//
// ENDNOTEDOC
DEFINE Pan
10
DEFINE Pan.Ch 1
CONTROLDEF

"Pan controller #"
"MIDI channel for panning"

PanLeft

[Pan.Ch : Pan : 0]

"Pan full left"
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the commentary “-- Preset Pan positions to audition Notes” will appear
directly above PanLeft (which is a Control within the Note section of the Inspector) as
shown in the previous example.
This is a simple mechanism; text formatting and tabs have no effect. Each enclosed
comment line in the Drum Program appears as a separate Inspector line item. The initial
and ending key words must be the first words on the enclosing comment lines. Only one
DOC-style comment field will be displayed above any symbol in the Inspector.
// NOTEDOC
//
shown
//
shown
//
shown
// ENDNOTEDOC

-- text here not shown

Text in the other form of comments may also be used:
/*
NOTEDOC
-- Preset Pan positions to audition Notes
ENDNOTEDOC

*/

The commentary is finalized by delimiting with the key words ENDPATTERNDOC,
ENDNOTEDOC or ENDDEFINEDOC, or if the contiguous comments are broken with
some other language construct, as in:
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Commentary is not added to the Inspector when NOSHOW is active in the drum
program:

New in DrumGen Version 1.0.4
Within DrumGen version 1.0.4, Inspector comments are displayed differently: by default
the comment text is given a shaded background.
Note that:


The user may control the horizontal width of the shading behind the text by
setting the text extent of the first line – the width of shading of the first line will
be maintained for all subsequent comment lines of shorter text. Therefore, to
create a rectangular “box” of shading, the text of the first line should be longer
than subsequent lines. See the example below.



In order to maintain the look of previous versions of DrumGen – in other words,
to have no shading behind Inspector comments, the initial characters of text in the
commentary may be set to ‘\c’ or ‘\C’. See the example below.
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// PATTERNDOC
//+--------------------------------------------------------------------//|
JazzLib - Basic 1-bar timekeeping shuffles on Ride & HiHat
//|
//|
These Patterns are parameterized with the following Notes:
//|
//|
rcx
- basic Ride Cymbal sound
//|
rcax
- accented Ride Cymbal
//|
rcy
- set for Ride/HH alternatives
//|
within Ride patterns
//|
hhclx
- set for Ride/HH alternatives
//|
within HiHat patterns
//+--------------------------------------------------------------------// ENDPATTERNDOC
// Parameters: these Note definitions are used in the Shuffle patterns

In DrumGen version 1.0.4, the comments above will appear in the Inspector as:
NOTEDEF rcx
NOTEDEF rcax

"RideCym"
"RideCym"

[rc]
[rca]

"Ride Cymbal - use [rb] for ride
"Ride Cymbal accent - use [rb] …

// some interesting alternatives for 'rcy', which is used below in …
NOTEDEF rcy

[rca | rc | hhcl]

"Ride cymbal or …

// Defining 'hhclx' to '[hhcla | rca | ...]' makes for some lively
//
offbeat variations in the HiHat patterns below
NOTEDEF hhopx

[ hhop + rc ] "NOSHOW"

To maintain the old style, add an initial ‘\c’:
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// PATTERNDOC
//\c+------------------------------------------------------------------//|
JazzLib - Basic 1-bar timekeeping shuffles on Ride & HiHat
//|
//|
These Patterns are parameterized with the following Notes:
//|
//|
rcx
- basic Ride Cymbal sound
//|
rcax
- accented Ride Cymbal
//|
rcy
- set for Ride/HH alternatives
//|
within Ride patterns
//|
hhclx
- set for Ride/HH alternatives
//|
within HiHat patterns
//+--------------------------------------------------------------------// ENDPATTERNDOC
// Parameters: these Note definitions are used in the Shuffle patterns
NOTEDEF rcx

"RideCym"

[rc]

"Ride Cymbal - use [rb] for ride

The comments will now appear as:

An example of comment text without a box is
shown here. Directly below it is the same example,
however the first line has been padded with spaces
in order to set the width of the shading of
subsequent lines and create a shading box.

//
//
//
//
//

PATTERNDOC
this line <add spaces here>
is shorter than
the subsequent lines
ENDPATTERNDOC
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The Navigator
The Navigator, together with the Inspector, is opened from the toolbar. It is organized by
time (Bars) and displays a line for items of structural importance in the active drum
program. Clicking on a line item in the Navigator repositions the current playback
position within the Staff view and the Sequencer, thus the Navigator provides a
mechanism to quickly traverse the active drum program when the Sequencer is not
running.

Drum language statements that result in line items in the Navigator include:






TITLE
SECTION
MARKER
TRIGGER
TEMPO

See also The VERBOSE Statement (for VERBOSE 6) and Set Position and Set Tempo.
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Recording
The most human-sounding drum tracks are the ones played by actual humans. In
DrumGen, drummers can use their electronic drums to record Patterns and then lay them
out into a full drum track using all the layering, looping and structuring features of the
drum language. Any MIDI instrument may be recorded in DrumGen – for example, a
keyboard overdub of bass and drums.

DrumGen supports MIDI recording in two modes, free recording and overdubbing. Free
recording occurs when there is no concurrent playback during recording; overdubbing
occurs when the active drum program is being played back during recording.
When recording stops, a new drum program pane is created and the recorded MIDI
stream is converted into a drum program. The Record dialog box is shown and the user
makes selections to control this conversion.
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Recording in DrumGen allows the user to create Patterns and accompaniments. After
overdub recording, the user may integrate the resulting recorded Patterns back into the
active drum program.
The Record dialog allows the user to control how the recording will be formatted in the
new drum program pane; most basically:


By default, the recorded MIDI messages will be formatted as a full drum program
that can be immediately compiled and played.



By selecting Include file only, no PLAY Section is created; the Definitions of the
recorded messages can be saved as a drum file and included in other drum
programs with the INCLUDE statement. This is of most use with overdubbing.



By selecting Keep active drum program, the existing drum program is converted
along with the recorded messages. Compiling and playing back the results allows
the overdub to be immediately auditioned along with the active drum program42.

Free Recording and Overdubbing
To initiate free recording, the user clicks the Record button while playback is stopped43.
Free recording can be undertaken when there is an active drum program, or no program.
If there is an active drum program with a metronomic Pattern, the user can click the
Metronome button, then click the Play button to start the metronome, then click the
Record button to start recording – this is also free recording44.
To end free recording, the user clicks the Record button once again. With free recording,
timestamps for recorded MIDI messages are relative to the start time of the internal MIDI
Sync device, as shown by the flashing MIDI Out light on the Sequencer45. This light
flashes when the Record button is clicked or the Play button (for the metronome in this
case) is clicked.
When there is an active drum program, the user can overdub. To initiate overdubbing,
the user first clicks the Play button to start playback of the active drum program, then
clicks the Record button. These buttons may be activated with Triggers as well.
To end overdubbing, the user clicks either the Record or Play button. With overdubbing,
timestamps for recorded MIDI messages are relative to the beginning of the active drum
program in order to properly synchronize with the MIDI being played back. The MIDI
42

This form of the active drum program is mainly intended for temporary use in recording; see the
discussion below.
43
Remember to select MIDI Thru in the Settings dialog if needed. During free recording the Sequencer
and Staff view are inactive.
44
TRIGGER PLAY and TRIGGER RECORD may also be used to remotely control recording.
45
This light indicates that the MIDI Sync device is active; MIDI Sync is active during playback and
recording.
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Latency value (Settings dialog) can be adjusted for best synchronization with the playing
drum track.
Certain features of the active drum program are active during recording:


MIDI mapping is active (see The MIDI MAP Statement).



The metronomic Pattern is active and may be free recorded with.



TRIGGER PLAY and TRIGGER RECORD are enabled; other Triggers and Controls
are disabled46.



The resultant recording takes the time signature of the active drum program.

Example:
// remote control of free recording, triggered by key ‘C9’
PLAY TRIGGER RECORD C9

The Record Dialog
The Record dialog, similarly to the Import MIDI dialog47, allows the user to guide the
conversion of the recorded MIDI stream into a drum program. The resulting new drum
program is ready for compilation immediately after recording.
Filtering the Recorded MIDI Messages
Notes only: include only note-on and note-off MIDI messages in the resulting drum
program. Do not include controller, aftertouch, or program change messages.
Tempos: during overdubbing, include tempo changes in the resulting drum program.
This allows the recorded notes to be played back with the same timing as recorded.
Multiple tempo changes result in a Pattern TempoPattern which may be removed
when the resulting drum program is merged with the active drum program.
Add timestamps: the timestamp of each recorded MIDI message is displayed as a
comment alongside the associated Pattern element. The timestamp is relative to the
beginning of the Pattern and uses the time signature of the active drum program, if any.

46

When the Trigger button is enabled on the Sequencer, the trigger keys defined for TRIGGER PLAY and
TRIGGER RECORD will not be recorded as notes but just act as Triggers.
47
See Import MIDI file.
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Quantize: the timestamp of each recorded
MIDI message is rounded to the nearest 32nd
note position. If unchecked, the Delta Time
construct is used in the resulting Patterns to
capture the exact timestamp of the MIDI
message.
Overall Formatting
Create Context: when checked, all newly
defined symbols within the resulting drum
program are enclosed in a Context or given an
explicit Context name. This reduces name
space collisions when combining multiple
recordings.
Include file only: when overdubbing, create
only definitions of Notes and Patterns (no
PLAY Section); these may be saved to a drum
file and included in another drum program. See
discussion above and example below.
Keep active drum program: when
overdubbing, reproduce the active drum
program in the recording so the overdub may be
immediately compiled and auditioned along
with the underlying drum track or song; see
discussion below48.
Specifying Notes
Recorded MIDI messages – particularly notes can be defined and spelled (i.e. specified in
Patterns) in several ways. In most cases, nonnote messages are spelled using nondurational
formats49.
GM Drums (Ch10): if converting MIDI note messages recorded on MIDI channel 10,
use the NOTEDEFs in GMDRUMS.DRM to spell the Notes within Patterns. This is
independent of other selections.
Define Notes: create a NOTEDEF for each unique recorded MIDI note message.

The active drum program is converted in a standard way, independent of the user’s dialog selections.
If CONTROLDEF, PITCHDEF, PRESSUREDEF or TOUCHDEF are used, the recording operation does
not attempt to discover and organize multiple channel messages into linear envelopes and use ranges within
these xxxDEF statements.
48
49
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Literals: spell each MIDI note message in a literal format: [xx:xx:xx].
Existing compiled: use matching xxxDEFs of the active drum program to spell recorded
MIDI messages. A new NOTEDEF will be created for unmatched notes. This selection
is only available if there is an active drum program50.
Match channel: When using General MIDI Note definitions or the existing compiled
definitions from the active drum program, only use the definitions if the MIDI channel
matches. If deselected, these NOTEDEFs will be used to spell MIDI note messages
recorded on all MIDI channels. This can be useful, for example, when recording a MIDI
keyboard that is driving a General MIDI drum device on a MIDI channel other than
channel 1051.
Fill durations: extend the duration of recorded MIDI notes up to a maximum of one beat
(480 time ticks) or until the onset of the next MIDI note. MIDI drum notes are typically
of short duration. When the recording is converted to a drum program, many short
intervening rests may be generated. This selection allows these rests to be minimized.
Note that most drum sounds have short sustains and will not sound differently with an
extended duration. Other voices, e.g. organ, may sound quite different with extended
durations. When recording controller messages, use a durational form (CONTROLDEF)
and Existing compiled with Fill durations to minimize rests.
Velocity range: spell the recorded MIDI notes52 with a velocity range, thus introducing
randomness (humanization) during compilation. When selected, the user can enter a
number between 0 and 127. If the user enters 5, and a recorded MIDI note has an actual
velocity of 120, the resulting Pattern element will be spelled with a velocity range of
115..125.
Force channel: when define Notes or Literals is selected, force the MIDI channel of the
recorded MIDI messages to be an integer value (1-16) or a symbol name, for which a
value may be assigned with a DEFINE statement. This choice is only active when single
Pattern is selected. See the Appendix section Recording a Multitrack Song with Kontakt
for an example.

Structuring Patterns
During conversion to the resulting drum program, recorded MIDI messages are organized
into Patterns according to the user’s selections; these are then collected into a single

50

Since multiple definitions may match a MIDI message, preference is given to matching to symbols
defined with SHOW active (the default), thus giving the user a measure of control. If no match is found,
symbols defined with NOSHOW will then be matched.
51
When deselected, MIDI statements must be added to the resulting PLAY Section to establish the correct
MIDI output channel of particular Patterns; most practical when Create Tracks is selected. To avoid
matching GM notes, uncheck GM Drums (Ch10).
52
Affects only note-on MIDI messages, not other MIDI message types.
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master Pattern – a Pattern of Patterns – unless either single Pattern or create Tracks is
selected. A separate Pattern is created for tempo changes.
Per channel: sort the recorded MIDI messages by MIDI channel. A separate Pattern is
constructed for the notes of each channel. The resulting Patterns will typically represent
the Notes of a unique MIDI instrument.
Per Note (drums): if constructing Patterns per channel (above), also sort the MIDI
messages by note value, i.e. pitch. A separate Pattern is constructed for each note value.
This Pattern structure is meaningful primarily when recording drum notes, where each
pitch constitutes a specific drum sound.
Single Pattern: merge all recorded MIDI messages and tempo changes into a single
Pattern; the most compact form of recording.
Controller Patterns: create separate Patterns for each non-Note MIDI message type,
including controllers, pitchbend, aftertouch and program changes. Gives more playback
and display control without needing to specify per Note when these message types are
embedded within recording streams of melodic notes.
Create Tracks: instead of creating a master Pattern, create a Track within the PLAY
Section for each Pattern. TRACK MUTE can then be used to hear the effect of muting
individual Patterns. Other Track-level statements such as MIDI, VOLUME, PAN and
PATCH can be applied to the Patterns. See Sections and Tracks – Structure.
Create TrebleTracks, Create BassTracks: when Create Tracks is specified, create
TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK statements so the recorded Notes will be displayed
on the piano staff instead of the drum staves in the Staff view.
Fill to barline: if the time length of a created Pattern does not fall evenly on a bar
boundary, add a final REST. This is useful when looping the Pattern (with a multiplier)
or aligning it with other Patterns; see Pattern Duration and Alignment.
NOSHOW: add DESCRIPTION “NOSHOW” to each created Pattern except the main
Pattern.

Inserting Overdubs into the Active Drum Program
Overdub recordings can be incorporated into the active drum program pane easily by
specifying Include file only in the Record dialog, saving the recording as a file, and then
adding an INCLUDE statement to the active drum program53. In the examples below, an
overdub recording of a melodic instrument (say a piano) has been given a Context
“Deb”; the resulting Pattern Deb.p has been stored in drum file Record1.drm. Note

53

Select All – Copy – Paste can also be used to insert the recording directly into the active drum program.
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that if the SWING and RANDOM START features are in use in the active drum
program, they most likely should be disabled locally for the recorded material.
INCLUDEDIR
INCLUDE

"c:\DebbyRecordings"
"Record1.drm"

// all recordings saved here
// current overdub

PLAY
…
TREBLETRACK // ------------ O V E R D U
QUANTIZE 16
SWING 0 RANDOM START 0
//
Deb.p
//
// -------------------------E N D
O V

B

A R E A

---------------

disable for overdubbing
recorded Pattern
E R D U B ------------------

// reestablish SWING and RANDOM START if needed

Overdubs can be laid over drum programs containing Sections by using the implicit
Section at the beginning of the PLAY Section, along with KEEPTIME:
INCLUDEDIR
INCLUDE

"c:\DebbyRecordings"
"Record1.drm"

// all recordings saved here
// current overdub

PLAY
// needs to be at beginning of PLAY Section
TREBLETRACK // ------------ O V E R D U B
A R E A --------------QUANTIZE 16
SWING 0 RANDOM START 0
// disable for overdubbing
IMPORT PATTERN Deb.p KEEPTIME
// recorded Pattern
// -------------------------E N D
O V E R D U B -----------------// reestablish SWING and RANDOM START if needed

To redirect the overdub to an alternate MIDI channel or an alternate MIDI device for
playback, use the MIDI statement and MIDI MAP.
INCLUDEDIR
INCLUDE

"c:\DebbyRecordings"
"Record1.drm"

// all recordings saved here
// current overdub

PLAY
// needs to be at beginning of PLAY Section
TREBLETRACK // ------------ O V E R D U B
A R E A
QUANTIZE 16

---------------

MIDI MAP 6 : "E-DSP MIDI Port [D000]" 1
SWING 0 RANDOM START 0

// disable for overdubbing

MIDI 6
IMPORT PATTERN Deb.p KEEPTIME // recorded Pattern
ENDMIDI 6
// -------------------------E N D
O V E R D U B -----------------// reestablish SWING and RANDOM START if needed
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See the recording examples in the appendices for further illustrations of using the Record
dialog.

Keep Active Drum Program
Instead of (or in advance of) inserting overdubs into the active drum program as
explained above, the user may select Keep active drum program in the Record dialog. In
that case:


The user may audition the overdub immediately without any manual insertion
operation.



The active drum program is reconstructed from its internal (compiled)
representation as simple Patterns of messages for each MIDI channel. Triggers
(except TRIGGER LOCATION), Tempos and the MIDI MAP are included, as
well as several Staff features: Text, Markers and time/key signature. A Track is
created for MIDI channel 10 and TREBLETRACKs are created for the Patterns of
other MIDI channels. Section names are recreated as Markers.



The user can adjust the Track modifiers to control the Piano Staff display, while
keeping in mind that this form of the active drum program is mainly intended for
temporary use in recording.

Successive overdubs can be accumulated in this fashion. It is advisable to eventually
insert the overdub into the original drum program when a suitable recording has been
made.

Time Signature
Some recording features – add timestamps, Keep active drum program, fill to barline and
commented bar separators in the resultant recording (“// *** Bar 3 ***”) – make use of
the time signature. Whether free recording or overdubbing, the time signature is taken to
be that of the active drum program. If the tabbed document that has the focus when
recording is initiated is not one from a successful compile, then the time signature is 4/4.
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Drag and Drop Operations
Windows applications often allow users to import, export and share data between
applications with convenient drag-and-drop operations. With DrumGen, the user can:


Drag a drum program file (.drm) onto the main window of DrumGen in order to
open the program. The operation is equivalent to the File – Open menu operation.



Drag a MIDI file (.mid) onto the main window of DrumGen, in order to import
the MIDI file. The operation is equivalent to the File – Import MIDI file menu
operation.



(DrumGen Pro only) Drag a MIDI file (.mid)
onto the main window of the Pattern Builder tool,
in order to import the MIDI file.



Drag a Pattern listed in the Inspector in order to
share it as MIDI in the following ways:
o When dragged onto the Desktop or File
Explorer, a MIDI file of the Pattern is
created. The operation is similar to the
File – Save Sequence as MIDI file menu
operation.
o When dragged onto the main window of
DrumGen, a new drum pane is created and
the Pattern is spelled as Notes.
o When dragged onto another application
that supports drag-and-drop – such as the
RealPlayer, a MIDI track in SONAR, or
(as shown on this page) the song builder
within EZ Drummer2 – the Pattern’s
MIDI events are imported into the
application.
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MIDI and other Settings
During Sequencer operation, DrumGen uses MIDI input and output as illustrated in the
following diagram.

MIDI output is used to play back the drum program on external hardware or virtual
instruments such as softsynths, sample libraries and drum apps. MIDI output devices
within the PC system are opened as timing master devices54. DrumGen works well with
Midi Yoke, loopMIDI and other systems of virtual (software) MIDI cables. DrumGen is
not a host for VST or ReWire, nor does it operate as a VST plugin.
The user can select MIDI devices with the Settings icon on the toolbar.

One entry listed in the PC system’s MIDI output device list will be highlighted as the
main output device; similarly for input55. The user may select a different MIDI device
and these device selections will be retained across subsequent invocations of DrumGen.
The MIDI input may be set to off to filter out all incoming MIDI messages.

54

When this is done, the output device automatically outputs MIDI Start, Stop and Clock messages that
connected sound modules can sync to.
55
DrumGen will exit if there is no MIDI output device discovered in the PC system.
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By default, the Sequencer will direct all MIDI output to the main output device. The
MIDI MAP statement may be used in a drum program to redirect output for particular
MIDI channels to different devices and channels.
MIDI input allows the user to control the Sequencer using a remote MIDI controller, as
well as to perform MIDI recording. MIDI input may be echoed to MIDI output devices;
see below. MIDI input cannot be used to provide external synchronization during
playback56.
The TRIGGER statement is used in a drum program to specify real-time remote control
of the Sequencer during playback. The user can control tempo with either an external
modulation wheel or pitch wheel, and can assign MIDI notes as Triggers to start/pause
the Sequencer, enable recording, or to cause the Sequencer to jump to a specific time
position in the drum program. See Triggers and Controls.
MIDI Thru allows the user to control whether MIDI input received by DrumGen is
echoed to a MIDI output device57. MIDI Thru is typically enabled when the user desires
to use a separate keyboard controller to play a MIDI sound module attached to the main
In other words, MIDI synchronization is internal – DrumGen cannot be slaved to a drum machine. If
external sync is needed, the drum program may be exported to a standard MIDI file and then imported into
a commercial MIDI sequencer that supports external synchronization.
57
If an incoming MIDI message is a channel message, it will be echoed to the device and channel specified
in the corresponding MIDI MAP statement of the active drum program, if any.
56
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MIDI output, e.g. during recording. It is typically disabled if the keyboard controller is
used simply for Triggers and Controls58.
DrumGen works with a subset of the full MIDI specification – channel messages and
SysEx59. Received SysEx messages are echoed to the main output device if MIDI Thru is
selected; SysEx messages are also sent if encountered during MIDI file importation.
User Set Tempo instructs the Sequencer to disable tempo changes resulting from
TEMPO statements in the active drum program and metronomic Pattern during playback,
recording and auditioning Patterns in the Inspector. This allows the user to control tempo
interactively via Controls60 or by clicking on the Tempo field on the Sequencer display
when playback is stopped.
MIDI Latency is the amount of delay encountered during overdub recording with respect
to the drum track currently playing – this is dependent on the user’s PC system. An
initial value of this parameter is given but it is not determined from the user’s system, so
the user may need to increase the value if overdubbed notes seem to lag the underlying
drum track when played back together, or decrease the value if overdubbed notes seem to
lead the drum track. System latency may change if the user switches between software
and hardware sound modules or MIDI cords. Latency adjustment is applied to the timing
of recorded notes, not to playback notes.
The INCLUDE directory and IMPORT directory specify the default file path to search
for include files and imported MIDI files, respectively. The default path is used when a
file specification in an INCLUDE statement or IMPORT MIDIFILE statement is not
anchored – i.e. it is in the form “mydrums.drm” instead of “c:\Users\....\mydrums.drm.”
These directory paths are initially set relative to DrumGen’s installation directory, but
can be controlled by the user in the Settings dialog. These defaults are in effect unless
the user specifies INCLUDEDIR and IMPORTDIR statements within a drum program.
If these statements are used within a drum program, they will override the default paths in
the Settings dialog. See The INCLUDE and INCLUDEDIR Statements.
Maximum drum program size determines the size of the MIDI playback buffer within a
Sequence. The number represents the maximum number of MIDI messages that can be
stored as a drum program. The user may need to adjust this number higher for large
drum programs61.
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When MIDI notes are defined as Triggers in the active drum program, or when the pitch wheel or
modulation wheel are defined as Controls, and Triggers and Controls are enabled in the Sequencer, these
particular MIDI messages will not be echoed even if MIDI Thru is enabled.
59
Other MIDI message types – MTC, SYNC, CLOCK, SPP, START/STOP and others – are not generated
by DrumGen and are filtered out at the MIDI input; thus they are not echoed.
60
Using the modulation wheel or pitch wheel of a MIDI controller.
61
Compiling a drum program might result in a large stream of MIDI messages if a large multiplier value is
used with a Pattern or Pattern element. Additionally, importing large MIDI files can significantly increase
the size of a drum program. Overflow messages can result when a drum program exceeds (i) the maximum
number of MIDI messages, (ii) the maximum number of Staff view items to display, or (iii) the maximum
duration (in bars) of a drum program.
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THE DRUM LANGUAGE
A drum program consists of two sections:
DEFINITION Section
PLAY Section
where Patterns defined in the DEFINITION Section are used in the PLAY Section62. The
definitions are first compiled, then the PLAY Section is compiled, generating MIDI
messages that are stored in a Sequence for later playback. The PLAY Section therefore
specifies the drum track.
The Notes defined in the DEFINITION Section comprise a drum map to one or more
MIDI output devices. Each Note is defined with a fixed MIDI channel and default
velocity63. When a Pattern is used in the PLAY Section, its constituent Notes will be
played back on the main MIDI output device by default; however the MIDI MAP
statement allows the user to redirect MIDI output to other devices on a per-channel basis.
NOTEDEF BassDrum

[10:B2:127]

PLAY
// redirect Notes to a drum machine on a specific MIDI port
MIDI MAP 10 : "AkaiUSB" 10

Either section is optional. If there is no PLAY Section, the DEFINITION Section is still
compiled – the Note definitions could be used when importing a MIDI file with the
Import MIDI file menu item. If there are no definitions, the PLAY Section is still
compiled - it could for example use IMPORT MIDIFILE statements to generate notes.
NOTEDEF BassDrum [10:B2:127]
PATTERN BassDrum_1Bar {
BassDrum
4
BassDrum
4
BassDrum
4
BassDrum
4
}

// quarter note on 1st beat
// on last beat

PLAY BassDrum_1Bar

Above is a simple drum program; below is shown its Staff view after compilation. The
first statement defines a Note named BassDrum that corresponds to the General MIDI
62

For computer geeks, the drum language is a simple, non-procedural specification language with
predefined object types such as Notes and Patterns.
63
Both the MIDI channel and the default velocity can be easily parameterized or overridden.
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bass drum note (number 35; which is pitch ‘B2’). When this Note is used in a Pattern
which is encountered in the PLAY Section, MIDI note-on and note-off messages are
generated for note #35 on MIDI channel 10 with velocity 127. The Pattern named
BassDrum_1Bar is defined to play four of these notes with a quarter-note duration
(‘4’) in succession, one on each beat of a 4/4 bar64.

Notes, and other elements within Patterns, can be used with multipliers – allowing the
element to be repeated (looped). Thus in the previous example, the Pattern could have
been defined as:
PATTERN BassDrum_1Bar {
BassDrum
4
*4
}

// four quarter notes in a row

Once this drum program is compiled it becomes the active drum program and it can be
played back in the Sequencer.

64

Common time, or 4/4, is the time signature supported within DrumGen version 1.0.
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The current playback position of the Sequencer is shown as bar : beat : ticks65. Since
they are all in the first bar and on the beat boundaries, the timestamps (starting times) of
the four notes generated in the example drum program above are:
1:001:000
1:002:000
1:003:000
1:004:000

Comments
Comments start with ‘//’ as in many computer languages. The /* comment here */ form
of comments can also be used.

Case Sensitivity
The syntax is case-sensitive for all symbols. Key words can be either entirely uppercase
or lowercase (‘TEMPO’, and ‘tempo’ … but not ‘Tempo’). Defined symbols need to be
spelled exactly the same each time (Var1 is not the same as var1).
TEMPO 120
tempo 120

// set the qtr-note tempo to 120 bpm
// same thing – lowercase keyword

For example, if the word ‘Play’ is used instead of ‘PLAY’ or ‘play’, the following
WARNINGs are generated (since ‘Play’ is taken to be the name of a symbol):

65

The ‘ticks’ are low-level time ticks within the computer.
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All further examples in this manual will use UPPERCASE keywords, but lowercase
keywords are equally valid.

Symbols as Numbers and Strings
Symbols representing integer and string values – Constants – are defined with the
DEFINE statement as described later and allow the user to parameterize the drum
program. In the syntax description of each language feature below, wherever a
“<number>” or “<value>” field is specified, either an integer value or a Constant name
is allowed unless it is noted that a simple integer is expected; similarly for strings.

The INCLUDE and INCLUDEDIR Statements
The INCLUDE statement can be placed anywhere in the drum program and will cause
subsequent drum program source lines to be read from a separate file.
INCLUDE "filename"
INCLUDEDIR "filepath"

This facility allows, for example, a file that defines Notes and Patterns for a particular
MIDI sound bank to be included in multiple drum programs without duplication. Include
files may be nested three levels deep. If an included file itself contains an INCLUDE
statement deeper than three levels, a WARNING will be generated and the nested
INCLUDE will be ignored.
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If the file path of “filename” is not fully-specified (anchored), it is taken to be relative to
the INCLUDE path defined in Settings, or to the current directory if there is no such
definition. The user can override these default paths using the INCLUDEDIR statement:
INCLUDEDIR
INCLUDE

"C:\Users\Chris\Desktop\Include"
"Bank1_Definitions.drm"

DrumGen is installed with a file that defines General MIDI drum notes:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"

File path specifications are filtered to conform to Microsoft Windows standards - forward
slashes (‘/’) are changed to back slashes (‘\’) and any final slash is removed, for example:
INCLUDEDIR "c:/Program Files/DrumGen/"

is changed to:
INCLUDEDIR "c:\Program Files\DrumGen"

Symbols, Name Spaces and the CONTEXT Statement
Symbol names for Constants, Notes and Patterns are case sensitive and can contain
letters, numbers and underscore (‘_’). They cannot “overload” defined keywords such as
NOTEDEF unless they are spelled “illegally” such as Notedef or noteDef. More
significantly, symbol names cannot overload note pitch constants such as ‘A5’ or ‘Bb3’.
Name spaces for Constants, Notes and Patterns are distinct and do not collide. However,
NOTEDEF, CONTROLDEF and other xxxDEF statements share the same name space.
Thus, the following is allowed within a single drum program:
DEFINE
NOTEDEF

n
n

50
[1:B6:n]

PATTERN
PLAY

n
n

{ n 4 }

// play note B6 on MIDI Ch 1 with
// velocity 50
// pattern with single qtr note B6

To prevent symbol name collision and provide a rudimentary form of encapsulation, each
symbol can have a context name prefixed to it:
DEFINE
DEFINE

Bank1.Channel
Bank2.Channel

2
10

// context is ‘Bank1’
// context is ‘Bank2’
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The CONTEXT statement implicitly prefixes each subsequent symbol definition and
reference with the specified context name:
CONTEXT "name"
ENDCONTEXT "name"
For example:
CONTEXT
DEFINE

"Bank41"
x
20

// define the constant "Bank41.x"

The context name must be a legal alphanumeric symbol name using letters, numbers and
underscore (‘_’).
Contexts can be stacked, but are not nested – there is only one level. Leaving a context is
accomplished with the ENDCONTEXT statement:
CONTEXT "Bank41"
CONTEXT "P4"
DEFINE n
50
ENDCONTEXT "P4"

// defines "P4.n", not "Bank41.P4.n"
// leave the "P4" context and re-enter
// the "Bank41" context

By default in the beginning of a compilation there is no Context defined, so the symbol x
is simply defined and referenced with the name x66.
An example of avoiding symbol name collisions when bringing together multiple
definitions:
// from Bank1
CONTEXT "Bank1"
DEFINE chan 1
NOTEDEF RideCym [chan : C5 : 127]
ENDCONTEXT "Bank1"
// from Bank2
CONTEXT "Bank2"
DEFINE chan 2
NOTEDEF RideCym [chan : E3 : 127]
ENDCONTEXT "Bank2"

Later, these symbols can be referenced either with:

66

Similarly, setting CONTEXT "" at any point will cause subsequently defined and referenced symbols to
have no implicit context name.
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PATTERN CymPat { Bank1.RideCym 4 *8 }

// explicit reference

CONTEXT "Bank1"
PATTERN CymPat { RideCym 4 *8 }

// implicit reference

or:

The presence of an explicit context name in a symbol definition or reference overrides the
current implicit context if any, for example:
CONTEXT "Bank1"
PATTERN CymPat { Bank2.RideCym 4 *8 }

// reference Bank2
// symbol

The Context feature is a simple one. A symbol reference using no explicit context name
matches only to the local (implicit) context; it cannot match to symbols in “outer”
contexts or to symbols defined with no context name. Thus:
DEFINE chan 1
CONTEXT "Bank1"
// use of ‘chan’ below does not match with the definition above
// but matches with ‘Bank1.chan’, which has not been defined
NOTEDEF RideCym [chan : C5 : 127]

In the example above, if the user does not want to include the definition of the symbol
chan within the Context “Bank1”, then chan must be defined with some other explicit
context so it can be referenced within Context “Bank1”, as in:
DEFINE C.chan 1
CONTEXT "Bank1"
// the use of ‘chan’ below corresponds to the definition above
NOTEDEF RideCym [C.chan : C5 : 127]
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Statements that affect the Listing and Log Views
The following statements cause information to be displayed in the Listing and/or Log
views or control the appearance of such information. These statements can appear
anywhere in the drum program.

The VERBOSE Statement
VERBOSE <number>
ENDVERBOSE <number>
When encountered in a drum program, the VERBOSE statement causes information
about the operation of DrumGen from that point onward to be displayed in the Listing
and/or Log views. The information is no longer generated after the ENDVERBOSE
statement is encountered. This information is typically used to help create or debug drum
programs.
VERBOSE flags – which are specified by the <number> parameter - can be switched
on/off multiple times within a drum program; flags that are on at the end of a successful
compile will remain in effect during subsequent interactive operation (e.g. Sequencer
operation) when the drum program is the active drum program.
VERBOSE
number
2

5
6

8

Effect
List subsequent drum program syntactic tokens in the Log as
they are scanned during compilation; helpful to correct
compilation errors.
Dump MIDI messages and metaevents contained in the
Sequence after a successful compilation if the state of this
flag is on at the end of compilation. These messages are
listed in the Log.
Display the current global time location at the beginning of
each subsequent line of the drum program in the Listing.
Dynamically display messages showing Sequencer actions if
the state of this flag is on at the end of compilation. Actions
are displayed in the Log; they include: starts/stops, tempo
changes, triggers, and refilling of MIDI buffers.

An include file defining the VERBOSE flags is provided with DrumGen:
INCLUDE "VERBOSE.DRM"
VERBOSE V.RunInfo
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// VERBOSE 8

The example below shows the output in the Log resulting from VERBOSE 5. The
compiled drum program (the drum track) is stored internally as a Sequence; see
Compiling a Drum Program into a Sequence. All MIDI metaevents contained in the
Sequence are displayed as “Track 0” entries67; in this example they include
META_MARKER entries for all SECTION names in the compiled drum program (see
The SECTION Statement).
In Sequences, all the MIDI messages that are sent to MIDI output devices are stored
together in a single buffer, shown below as “Track 1”; in other words, the Track
structure of the drum program (if any) is not preserved within the Sequence.
The information displayed for each line in the Log are the MIDI channel68, the timestamp
of the message ([bar : beat : ticks]), the message type, and message-specific values, for
example pitch and velocity.

67

This follows the convention for Type 1 MIDI files defined in the MIDI Specification; see www.midi.org.
The MIDI channel listed may be forced via the MIDI statement, but does not reflect rechannelizing via
the MIDI Map of the active drum program.
68
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The next example illustrates the additional timestamp field displayed in the Listing
resulting from VERBOSE 6. The added timestamp is only relevant for the PLAY
Section69. Double clicking on a timestamp displayed in the Listing will change the
current playback position within the Sequencer and the Staff view; see Set Position and
Set Tempo.

The LISTING Statement
LISTING
NOLISTING
The LISTING statement controls which drum program source statements are displayed in
the Listing view. The LISTING and NOLISTING statements may be used in multiple

69

The timestamps listed at the beginning of a Listing line may occasionally be inaccurate in situations
where the Listing line is displayed before the drum program statement is fully processed.
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locations to turn on/off the listing of different sections of the source statements. See the
example in The SHOW Statement.
Using NOLISTING speeds up compilation time for drum programs with many thousands
of source statements, for example programs imported from MIDI files using the Import
MIDI file menu item. In addition, the user may decide to use NOLISTING for
GMDRUMS.DRM or other often-used include files.

The FONT Statement

FONT "<font-string>"
By default the font used throughout the Listing view is Lucida Console 10-point70. The
FONT statement can be used to set the desired font characteristics – typeface, size and
attributes such as bold, italic or underlined – for all subsequent drum program lines as
they will appear in the Listing. The FONT statement may be used multiple times.
The “<font-string>” has up to three fields separated by dashes (‘-‘):
typeface
size
attributes

Times, Arial, Courier or any other font type
currently installed on the user’s PC system
A number between 6-2571
‘B’ or ‘b’ for bold, ‘I’ or ‘i’ for italic, ‘U’ or
‘u’ for underlined

Font characteristics may also be specified within drum language constructs that result in
Staff view display, such as the TITLE, SUBTITLE, SECTION, MARKER and TEXT
statements72.
Not all fields within the “<font-string>” need to be specified. The following examples
illustrate all valid forms:
FONT
FONT
FONT
FONT

"Times"
"12"
"Lucida Console-10"
"Arial-12-B"

//
//
//
//

set typeface only
set font size only
default type and size
set all fields; Arial 12-pt bold

If an include file (such as GMDRUMS.DRM) sets a font, it remains in effect after the main
drum program source statements are reentered, thus the user must reestablish a desired
font, as in:
70

This matches the default font of the Windows Notepad text editor.
This size restriction is imposed only for fonts used for the Listing and not for other uses of fonts.
72
Using font attributes and multiple font sizes is typically of most interest within the Staff view.
71
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DEFINE
ListFont
"Arial-12" "desired Listing font"
FONT
ListFont
/**************************************************************
* play along with GM drum pattern
*
**************************************************************/
NOLISTING
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
FONT
ListFont
LISTING
...

// sets font
// reestablish Listing font

The TAB Statement
TAB <number>
The TAB statement is used to set a value for expanding tabs in the Listing view in order,
for example, to match the tab stops in an external text editor. The <number> field can
be an integer or Constant with a value between 1 and 128, and is used to set evenly
spaced tab stops an absolute number of twips apart. The <number> roughly corresponds
to the number of characters between the tab stops.
A twip is 1/20th of a typographical point, and the formula for the distance between each
tab stop generated by the TAB statement is:
<number> * 20 * <point-size>
Where <point-size> is the size of the font currently in use in the Listing window, as
determined by the FONT statement, or by default 10-points.
By default tab stops correspond to ‘TAB 5’, roughly 5 characters apart.
Multiple TAB statements may appear in a drum program; the specified tab spacing takes
effect in subsequence Listing lines.
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The DEFINITION Section
Statements in the DEFINITION Section define Constant values and ranges, Notes of
several MIDI message types, and Patterns. Constant values are named with the DEFINE
statement. These could be used, for example, to set a widely-used parameter such as a
MIDI channel or a velocity range. Notes, which provide a symbolic mapping to a MIDI
sound bank (e.g. a General MIDI drum bank), are created with NOTEDEF and other
xxxDEF statements. Finally, Patterns, which are strings of successive Notes, potentially
containing multipliers (play X times) are defined with PATTERN.
These definitions can be interspersed, as in:
// define Cymbal notes and patterns
DEFINE …
NOTEDEF …
PATTERN …
NOTEDEF …
PATTERN …
// define Tom notes and patterns
DEFINE …
NOTEDEF …
PATTERN …

All symbol names are subject to the local context as detailed earlier.
Good modular programming technique suggests grouping DEFINE, NOTEDEF and
PATTERN definitions together when they are used together as shown above, and to use
the CONTEXT statement to encapsulate the name space. When doing so it is typically
best to put DEFINEs before NOTEDEFs, and NOTEDEFs before PATTERNs, since any
construct can only incorporate those symbols that have been previously defined.
Recursion is not allowed. In the example below, the Pattern ppp cannot contain itself –
‘/ppp’ is a nested Pattern element of itself.
PATTERN ppp { /ppp }

// not allowed (ppp will be unrecognized)
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The DEFINE Statement
Constant values are named with the DEFINE statement. Positive integer values or
ranges, including 0, are allowed, as are strings. String constants may be used wherever
“<string>” is specified in the drum language except for “<description-string>” or Section
“<name>” and Track”<name>”.
DEFINE <name> <value> "<description-string>"
DEFINE <name> <value> .. <value> "<description-string>"
DEFINE <name> "<string-value>" "<description-string>"
Examples are:
DEFINE Loud 127

// define symbol ‘Loud’ to have value 127.
// Only positive integer values are allowed

DEFINE Font "Arial-16-B"
DEFINE Loud 100..127

// the value for ‘Loud’ is randomly
// selected each time it is used as a
// Note velocity

For many drum language constructs, when a range (e.g. 100..127) is specified, a
randomizer will be called to select an actual value within the range to use. This
randomizer is invoked whenever the construct is encountered during compilation of the
PLAY Section (see The PLAY Section), typically resulting in a different value each time
the construct is used. In other words, the random value is not chosen when the construct
is first defined – which would result in a single value for each occurrence during PLAY.
Examples of using random ranges:
DEFINE Loud 100..127
NOTEDEF BassDrum [10:E6:Loud]
DEFINE RPT 3..8

// MIDI velocity is randomly chosen

// in Pattern below, number of repetitions of the Note is
// randomly chosen between 3 and 8
PATTERN p { BassDrum 4 *RPT }

The “direction” of the range does not matter when generating a random number:
DEFINE
DEFINE
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Loud 127..100
RPT 8..3

// same as previous example
// same as previous example

However, when used within the CONTROLDEF, PITCHDEF, PRESSUREDEF or
TOUCHDEF statements, a range represents a linear “envelope” that generates one or
more MIDI controller messages instead of just picking a random value; thus the direction
is important:
DEFINE fade_in 0 .. 127
DEFINE fade_out 127 .. 0

// fade in Volume (ctl #7)

CONTROLDEF Chan1_FadeIn
CONTROLDEF Chan1_FadeOut

[1 : 7 : fade_in]
[1 : 7 : fade_out]

A few drum language features (CRESC, TEMPO) require explicit range specifications.
Constant definitions may utilize previously-defined Constants, as in:
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

loVol
hiVol
vRange
startVol

80
120
loVol..hiVol
loVol

Constants can be defined with description strings as the last field, as in:
DEFINE c
1
DEFINE fade_in 0..127

"default MIDI channel for Bank 1"
"fade in Volume controller"

Description strings are displayed in the Inspector view. The Constants defined in the
example above will show as:

A description of “NOSHOW” (exactly) will hide the symbol in the Inspector:
DEFINE ff 3 "NOSHOW"
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Hidden symbols may be displayed in the Inspector by selecting the NOSHOW menu
item:
.

Setting the “<description-string>” to “NOSHOW” has the same effect with Patterns and
Notes (all xxxDEF statements). It allows the user, for example, to define intermediary
building block Patterns or to include standard definitions such as GMDRUMS.DRM,
without their names cluttering the Inspector view – a rudimentary form of information
hiding.
When displayed, the line entry for these hidden symbols can be clicked and auditioned if
the entry is for a Pattern or an xxxDEF statement.
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The NOTEDEF and Other DEF Statements
The xxxDEF statements allow the user to define symbols (collectively called Notes)
representing MIDI channel messages to be sent to MIDI output devices. Definitions of
most interest for creating drum tracks are:
NOTEDEF
CONTROLDEF

- define a MIDI note
- define a MIDI controller value or range

The user can also define other MIDI channel messages:
PITCHDEF
TOUCHDEF
PRESSUREDEF

- define a pitch bend (or pitch wheel) value or range
- define a polyphonic pressure (aftertouch) value or range
- define a channel pressure (aftertouch) value or range

All the xxxDEF statements define symbols that are durational – when used within a
Pattern, they must include a duration field which increases the current time location. For
NOTEDEF, the duration determines the time period the note will sound; for all other
xxxDEF, the duration can be used in conjunction with a range in the value field, which
causes a series of MIDI messages specifying a linear ramp of values throughout the
duration to be sent; see the example in The CONTROLDEF Statement.
Related nondurational statements that generate MIDI messages include CONTROL,
PAN, VOLUME, SUSTAIN, PATCH, PRESSURE, PITCHBEND and MODWHEEL.
These statements – which may be used within Patterns or as individual statements in the
PLAY Section – are described below.

The NOTEDEF Statement
NOTEDEF <name> "<staff-name>" [ <chan> : <note> : <velocity> ]
"<description-string>"

The NOTEDEF statement provides the basic capability to name a MIDI Note that can
later be used in a Pattern; it maps a symbol name to a pitch on a particular MIDI channel.
Examples are:
NOTEDEF Cymb1

[ dchan : B6 : 127 ]

NOTEDEF Cymb2 [ 10 : B6 : Hard ]

//
//
//
//

defines ‘Cymb1’ as a note on
MIDI channel ‘dchan’, with
note number ‘B6’ and velocity
127.

// velocity is a constant ‘Hard’
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<name>
"<staff-name>"

<chan>
<note>

<velocity>

"<description-string>"

symbol name
this optional field allows the user to specify a name for the
drum stave (ledger line) upon which instances of this Note
that are played will be shown in the Staff view. By default,
every Note appears on a “percussion” style stave which is
named. The stave name will be generated automatically if
this parameter is not specified in the NOTEDEF.
the MIDI channel; can be a number from 1 to 16 or a named
Constant.
an alphanumeric pitch designator such as ‘F#6’. It cannot be
set to a literal number (e.g. a MIDI note number like ‘60’ for
C5) or a named Constant. The pitch value must be in the
range [C0-G10] or [c0-g10]. Accidentals are indicated as in
Eb6 or g#3. See the discussion of octave number below.
a number, named Constant or range value (a named range
value or a literal range, such as ’80..127’). This value is used
as the default velocity of the Note when it appears in a
Pattern. In all cases the value must be within the range 0-127.
A Note with velocity=0 is a rest.
this optional field allows the user to describe the symbol.
This description is displayed in the Inspector view. A
description of “NOSHOW” (exactly) causes the symbol name
to be anonymous in the Inspector (see the discussion above in
The DEFINE Statement).

Regarding the <note> field, there is inconsistent treatment of the octave number between
MIDI tools, textbooks and other general usage:



C3
C4
C5

=
=
=

pitch 60 (middle C)
pitch 60 (middle C)
pitch 60 (middle C)

used by some MIDI tools/devices
scientific pitch notation
used by DrumGen and other tools

The lowest note designator is ‘C0’, corresponding to MIDI pitch value 0; the highest is
‘G10’, corresponding to MIDI pitch value 127.
Regarding display of drum notes in the Staff view, the drum staves show up in vertical
order according to the order the associated NOTEDEF and other xxxDEF statements are
encountered in the drum program during compilation. Thus the user can control the order
of appearance and can also have different Notes share the same stave. In the example
below, multiple individually-declared cymbal notes all share a drum stave named
“Cymb”.
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// Example of sharing a drum stave named
// see Staff view below

"Cymb",

// these Notes will all appear on the same stave
NOTEDEF Cy1
NOTEDEF Cy2
NOTEDEF Cy3

"Cymb"
"Cymb"
"Cymb"

[10 : B6 : 127]
[10 : C7 : 127]
[10 : D7 : 127]

// this Note will have its own implicitly named stave
NOTEDEF Cy4
[10 : E7 : 127]
PATTERN Patt1 {
Cy1 4 Cy2 4
}

Cy3 4

Cy4 4

// four quarter note cymbal hits

PLAY Patt1

A range value may be used in a NOTEDEF only in the velocity field, as in:
NOTEDEF Tom13 [1 : c#4 : 80..127] //
//
//
//
DEFINE tvel 80..127
NOTEDEF Tom13 [1 : c#4 : tvel]

velocity is between 80..127
randomly chosen each time
this Note is encountered in
the PLAY Section

// has same effect as above
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Rests and the REST Note
The drum language has a predefined Note REST that is defined for all Contexts. The
name REST is case-sensitive and is therefore not the same as the symbols Rest or rest.
This definition does not affect Constants or Patterns, which may define the symbol REST
if desired, for example:
PATTERN REST { REST 1 } // define a one-bar Pattern called REST

More generally, any Note that has a velocity value of zero is considered a rest. A rest
will not show up on a staff line. Both of the following are rests:
DEFINE NoVol 0
NOTEDEF Rest
NOTEDEF Cymb

[1 : A1 : 0]
[1 : B6 : NoVol]

// 0 volume is a rest
// this is a rest as well

Rests can be used in patterns as in:
NOTEDEF Rest
NOTEDEF HiHat

[1 : A1 : 0]
[10 : C#5 : 110] "closed Hi Hat ‘chick’"

PATTERN BackBeat {
DESCRIPTION "BackBeat: 1 bar of HiHat on back beat"
Rest
4
// defined above
HiHat
4
REST
4
// predefined
HiHat
4
}
PLAY BackBeat *20
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Using a Note defined with a velocity range containing 0 (i.e. 0..n), will occasionally
result in a rest being generated. For example:
DEFINE tvel
NOTEDEF HiHat

0..127
[10 : C#5 : tvel]

PATTERN HH {
HiHat 4
// this will occasionally result in a rest
HiHat 4 0..127 // so will this
}

When REST is used in a Pattern, a velocity field should not be used:
NOTEDEF
PATTERN
…
REST
Rest
…
}

Rest
P {
4 127
4 127

[1 : A1 : 0]
// will generate a WARNING
// user-defined Note, no longer a rest
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Multi-Notes
The multi-note format of the NOTEDEF allows a single Note symbol to generate
multiple MIDI messages at once, or randomly select between Notes73. Any previously
defined xxxDEF symbol may be a constituent of a multi-note.
NOTEDEF <name> "<staff-name>" [ <notes> ] <velocity> "<description-string>"
This is a powerful feature of construction and variation when:
 two or more Notes are always played together
 a random selection between Notes is desired for humanization
 a synth voice has associated controller values that need to be set each time a
Note is played to get the appropriate expression or sound selection
The optional “<staff-name>” and “<description-string>” fields are as previously
defined – however <staff-name> has limited use; see below.
The optional <velocity> field, if specified, will override the default velocity defined for
each of the constituent NOTEDEF Notes (but does not affect any other type of
constituent xxxDEF Notes74), and therefore serves as the default velocity for the whole
construct. Thus, two levels of velocity override are possible with multi-notes that appear
in Patterns:


if a velocity or CRESC is specified when the multi-note is used as a Pattern
element, it is used as the velocity for all constituent NOTEDEF Notes (see
Velocity and Value), otherwise …



if a <velocity> field is specified in the multi-note NOTEDEF statement itself
(see above), it is used as the velocity for all constituent NOTEDEF Notes,
otherwise…



the individual default velocities of the constituent NOTEDEF Notes are used.

The specified velocity can be a literal number, a literal range (e.g. 120..127), or a named
Constant (either simple or range Constant).
The <notes> field is a group of one or more previously defined xxxDEF symbol names
connected by an operator. The operator is either ‘|’ or ‘+’, and each instance of the
multi-note construct must use either one or the other of these, but not both.
<note> op <note> op <note> ….
The Pattern construct has a similar features; see Pattern Elements – Nested Patterns.
These Note types have a value, not a velocity; in most situations it is preferable to keep these parametric
values independent of velocity each time the multi-note is used in a Pattern.
73
74
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Where <note> is any of:
 name of a previously-defined xxxDEF symbol
 literal NOTEDEF, i.e. [ <chan> : <note> : <velocity> ]75
and op is either of:
‘+’

play all of the Notes in the group in parallel

‘|’

randomly select one of the Notes in the group

With the OR operator (‘|’), each Note in the list is equally likely to be selected. Thus, the
following illustrates that the user has a crude form of control over the randomness:
[ n1 | n1 | n1 | n2 ]

// Note ‘n1’ has 75% chance of being
// selected

Nested “+” and “|” constructs are not supported (but these can be defined within separate
NOTEDEFs):
[[1:C5:127] + [1:D5:127]]

// supported – nested literals

[[n1 | n2] + [n3 | n2]]

// not supported – nested multi// note constructs

Example:
// basic notes
NOTEDEF
cy1
NOTEDEF
cy2
NOTEDEF
cy3

[1 : B5 : 120]
[1 : C6 : 122]
[1 : D6 : 117]

"Cymbal#1"
"Cymbal#2"
"Cymbal#3"

// Multi notes constructed from basic notes
NOTEDEF
cymb1
[cy1 + cy2 + cy3] "hit three cymbals together"
NOTEDEF
cymb1_hard
[cy1 + cy2 + cy3] 127 "hit three cymbals hard"
NOTEDEF
cymb2
[cy1 | cy2 | cy3] "randomly select one cymbal"
NOTEDEF
cymb2_hard
[cymb2] 50..127
"randomly select one cymbal and hit w/random force"

In a multi-note, the order of MIDI messages generated corresponds to the order in which
the constituent constructs are encountered from left to right:

75

Only the NOTEDEF has such a literal form that can be specified in the group of notes; other constituent
xxxDEFs do not and thus must be previously defined.
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// this example shows:
//
(1) the use of a CONTROLDEF in a multi-note
//
(2) the use of a literal NOTEDEF
//
(3) the use of order
DEFINE
CONTROLDEF
NOTEDEF

ch
10
"MIDI channel for cymbal roll"
mod0
[ch : 1 : 0] "modwheel controls brightness of roll"
cymroll [mod0 + [ch : B5 : 127]]

PATTERN

cympatt {

VERBOSE 5

}
// list MIDI messages on LOG

cymroll 1
DESCRIPTION "one bar cymbal roll"

PLAY cympatt

In the example above, the MIDI modulation control message for mod0 will be generated
first, then the note-on and note-off messages for the literal Note [ch : B5 : 127], when the
multi-note cymroll is used in a Pattern.

A multi-note definition with only one constituent xxxDEF reduces to an alternate
definition of its constituent, as in:
NOTEDEF myBassDrum "BDrum" [ GM.AcousticBassDrum ] 120
"local Bass Drum definition using General MIDI (GMDRUMS.DRM)"

which is equivalent to:
NOTEDEF myBassDrum "BDrum" [ 10 : B2 : 120 ]
"local Bass Drum definition .."

The drum language does not support user-defined object types and their instantiation but
the case above illustrates that the user can reuse a previous definition while defining a
new name, name space, staff name, and default volume. For example, to control the
vertical order of drum staves in the Staff view when using General MIDI drums:
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// Drum staff legend - the order of the following Note definitions
//
insures their corresponding drum staves will
//
appear in standard drumset notation order
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
// to control order, make drum stave names unique (from GMDRUMS.DRM)
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
…

Crash1
Crash2
OpenHiHat
ClosedHiHat
Ride1
Ride2
HiTom

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Crash"
Crash"
HiHat"
HiHat"
Ride"
Ride"
HiTom"

[GM.CrashCymbal1]
[GM.CrashCymbal2]
[GM.OpenHiHat]
[GM.ClosedHiHat]
[GM.RideCymbal1]
[GM.RideCymbal2]
[GM.HiTom]

The “<staff-name>” field for a multi-note is only used in the special case of one
constituent described immediately above. Otherwise, the multi-note construct itself is
invisible in the Staff view, and staff names are treated as follows:


a named constituent Note will use the staff name specified in its own xxxDEF
statement (or if no “<staff-name>” was specified, the staff name will
automatically be constructed from the constituent symbol name



a constituent literal Note will have a staff name automatically be constructed
from the literal definition)

Example showing how the constituents of a multi-note are treated in the Staff view:
// example of staff naming with multi-note
NOTEDEF n1 "first" [1:C6:120]
NOTEDEF n2
[1:D6:120]
NOTEDEF m1 "multi#1" [
n1
+ n2
+ [1:E6:120]

//
//
//
//
//

‘multi#1’ is not used, a WARNING will be
generated
n1: staff name is defined above: ‘first’
n2: staff name is generated above: ‘n2’
staff name is ‘[1:E6]’

]
PATTERN m1 { m1 1 }

// one bar

PLAY m1

Note that multi-notes can be nested arbitrarily deep, which allows for very rich (and
complicated) Note definitions. For example:
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

CYM_TOM: this complex note is made up of:
(1) one of three values of Controller 22, picked randomly to
control the decay time (i.e. "shimmer") of the ride cymbal
on channel 1
(2) the ride cymbal itself - one of three different hits is
selected, each with a unique fixed pan
(3) a 12", 13" or 15" tom is played with the cymbal on channel 2

// define Controller #22 values
CONTROLDEF ctl22_1 "ctl" [1:22:32] "NOSHOW"
CONTROLDEF ctl22_2 "ctl" [1:22:64] "NOSHOW"
CONTROLDEF ctl22_3 "ctl" [1:22:127] "NOSHOW"
// define Pan values (Controller #10)
CONTROLDEF pan_1 "ctl" [1:10:50] "NOSHOW"
CONTROLDEF pan_2 "ctl" [1:10:64] "NOSHOW"
CONTROLDEF pan_3 "ctl" [1:10:80] "NOSHOW"
NOTEDEF ctl22 [ ctl22_1 | ctl22_2 | ctl22_3 ] "NOSHOW"
NOTEDEF ride1 [ pan_1 + [1:C4:127] ] "Ride Cymbal 1"
NOTEDEF ride2 [ pan_2 + [1:D4:127] ] "Ride Cymbal 2"
NOTEDEF ride3 [ pan_3 + [1:E4:127] ] "Ride Cymbal 3"
NOTEDEF tom12 "12' Tom" [2:F5:127] "12 inch Tom"
NOTEDEF tom13 "13' Tom" [2:G5:127] "13 inch Tom"
NOTEDEF tom15 "15' Tom" [2:A5:127] "15 inch Tom"
NOTEDEF ride [ ride1 | ride2 | ride3 ] "one of these cymbal hits"
NOTEDEF tom [ tom12 | tom13 | tom15 ] "one of these Tom hits"
NOTEDEF CYM_TOM [ ctl22 + ride + tom ]
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The CONTROLDEF Statement
CONTROLDEF <name> "<staff-name>" [ <chan> : <ctlnum> : <value> ]
"<description-string>"

The CONTROLDEF statement defines a Note that causes one or more MIDI controller
messages to be generated when used in a Pattern that is played. These messages,
traditionally generated by physical knobs, buttons, keys, pedals and wheels on synth
“controllers”, are received by MIDI devices and used to set channel properties and
control voice parameters.
In addition to the durational CONTROLDEF construct, the drum language provides
several nondurational statements – such as VOLUME and PAN - to conveniently set
often-used controllers to simple values; see the examples in Pattern Elements Nondurational.
An example is76:
// Controller #1 is the modulation wheel; #7 is channel volume
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF

Mod
Vol

[10 : 1 : 0]
[8 : 7 : 127]

PATTERN set_Mod_Vol {
Mod
:32
Vol
:32
}

// set modwheel to 0 on channel 10
// set volume to 127 (max) on channel 8
// current time unchanged

PLAY set_Mod_Vol

<name>
"<staff-name>"

<chan>
<ctlnum>
<value>

"<description-string>"

76

symbol name
this optional field allows the user to specify a name for the
drum stave (ledger line) upon which instances of this Note
that are played will be shown in the Staff view. See
discussion under NOTEDEF.
the MIDI channel; can be a number from 1 to 16 or a named
Constant.
a number or named Constant indicating the controller number.
It must have a value between 0-127.
a number, range or named Constant (including range) between
0-127 indicating the default value(s) to send for this
controller.
this optional field allows the user to describe the symbol. See
discussion under NOTEDEF.

See also the example in the previous section.
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Commonly used controllers include:
0:
1:
4:
7:
10:
64:

Bank Select
Modulation wheel
Foot controller
Channel volume
Pan
Sustain pedal

Note that controller values are not chased77 during playback. If the user explicitly
changes the current playback position via the Navigator, Staff view, or on the Sequencer
itself, then starts the Sequencer playing from that position, controller values may not
become current until the next MIDI controller message is encountered during the
playback of the drum program.
The <value> field can be a literal number or named Constant with a value between 0-127
indicating the value to “set” the controller to. When encountered in the PLAY Section, a
CONTROLDEF Note with a simple value causes the generation of a single MIDI
controller message:
Chan : CtlNum : Value
In many cases, these single controller values can be set more conveniently with
nondurational statements as described in Pattern Elements – Nondurational.
The <value> field can also be a range (literal range or named range Constant). In this
case, a series of MIDI controller messages are generated across the duration of the
Pattern element. Thus:

CONTROLDEF
PATTERN

Mod1 [10 : 1 : 0..64]
ModP { Mod1 2 }

// use range value to ramp
// Modwheel over half bar

VERBOSE

5

// list MIDI msgs on Log

PLAY

ModP

will generate a series of MIDI messages that form a linear envelope (upward, in this
example), over a half bar duration:

77

Tempo changes specified in the drum program are chased however.
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Another example:
DEFINE Volume 7
DEFINE Chan 10
CONTROLDEF fade_out "fade" [Chan : Volume : 127..0]
PATTERN Rest_then_Fade {
REST
2
TEXT ">> start fading here" 0
fade_out
2
}

// half bar Rest
// generate MIDI messages

PLAY Rest_then_Fade
STAFF "ENVELOPES"

// show messages as an envelope

This example generates MIDI messages over the 2nd half of the bar, with the final
message at the very beginning of the next bar.
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The PITCHDEF Statement
The PITCHDEF statement defines a Note that can be used within Patterns to generate
MIDI pitch messages – typically associated with the pitch wheel controller on synths - to
control the pitch of synth devices and voices that support this feature. Pitch control can
be used for glissando, bending the pitch of guitar voices and other effects on currently
sounding notes, or to transpose the pitch of subsequent notes.
PITCHDEF <name> "<staff-name>" [ <chan> : <unused> : <value> ]
"<description-string>"
The fields are the same as for NOTEDEF except:
<unused>
<value>
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This field is not used at this time, but a valid number must be
present
a number, range or named Constant (including range) between
0-16383 indicating the default pitch value(s) to send.

The entire range of values for the <value> field covers both pitch bend up and pitch bend
down. The amount of pitch variation associated with the values is synth voice dependent,
but is typically not large, given the fine discrimination of pitch by the human ear.
Because MIDI pitch control is most often used to generate dynamic pitch movement, the
<value> field will typically be a range expression - as in ‘8192..16383’ - which will
generate a series of MIDI messages over a duration, just as with CONTROLDEF as
illustrated in The CONTROLDEF Statement, i.e. a linear pitch envelope.
The most convenient method for using one or more pitch ranges is not to individually
specify them as the default <value> field in successive PITCHDEF statements, but
simply to define one PITCHDEF and specify an overriding range each time the symbol is
used in a Pattern, as in:
PITCHDEF b [1 : 0 : 8192]

// default value is 8192 (no bend)

PATTERN p {
b
b
}

// qtr note – override default value
// half note

4
2

8192..16383
16383..0

The control values are centered at 8192 – this value represents no pitch transposition and
is analogous to the center position of a pitch wheel. The value 16383 corresponds to the
highest level of upward pitch transposition, analogous to the pitch wheel at its maximum
upward position. Similarly, the value 0 represents maximum downward pitch
transposition, analogous to the lowest position of the pitch wheel.
DEFINE Chan
DEFINE GM_Organ

1
18

// General MIDI organ patch

PITCHDEF b "Bend" [Chan : 0 : 8192]

"Bend organ note"

PATTERN OrganBend {

// bend three times

{

DESCRIPTION
b
4
b
2
b
4

"One bar pitch bend over entire range"
8192..16383 // bend up
16383..0
// bend all the way down
0..8192
// bend back up

} *3
}
NOTEDEF OrganNote [Chan : C5 : 120]
PATTERN Organ { OrganNote 1 tie 1 tie 1 }
PLAY
PATCH Chan

GM_Organ

TRACK Organ
TRACK OrganBend

// play long organ note
// bend note
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The PRESSUREDEF Statement
PRESSUREDEF <name> "<staff-name>" [ <chan> : <unused> : <value> ]
"<description-string>"

The PRESSUREDEF statement defines a Note that can be used within Patterns to
generate MIDI channel pressure messages – also called channel aftertouch. Many synth
devices and voices support this feature – the messages control cross-fade, filter or
amplitude parameters of the sound.
The fields are the same as for NOTEDEF except:
<unused>
<value>

This field is not used at this time, but a valid number must be
present
a number, range or named Constant (including range) between
0-127 indicating the default pressure value(s) to send.

An example:
// -----------------// control vibrato on Korg M1 Pan Flute voice
//
DEFINE
chan
1
DEFINE
range
0..127 "full depth ramp"
DEFINE
PanFlute
9
"M1 patch # (shows as 8 on panel)"
PRESSUREDEF
PRESSUREDEF
NOTEDEF

vibrato
vib_off
vnote

"vib"

[chan:0:range] "vibrato depth"
[chan:0:0]
"turn off vibrato"
[vibrato + [chan:C5:120]]

PATTERN

VibP

{ vnote 1 tie 1 tie 1 }

PLAY
PATCH chan

PanFlute

// play a C note on Pan Flute and slowly increase vibrato
VibP

Note that the Note vib_off is not used in the PLAY Section in the example above; this
Note will appear in the Inspector and can be clicked to reset the channel pressure to zero.

The TOUCHDEF Statement
TOUCHDEF <name> "<staff-name>" [ <chan> : <note> : <value> ]
"<description-string>"
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The TOUCHDEF statement defines a Note that can be used within Patterns to generate
MIDI pressure messages associated with individual key presses – polyphonic pressure or
polyphonic aftertouch.
The fields are the same as for NOTEDEF, except that the <value> field, which has the
same range as the <velocity> field in NOTEDEF, i.e. 0-127, is typically used to control
synth voice parameters such as envelopes, cross-fades and filter characteristics on a pernote basis.
// -----------------// play note C5 with crossfade using polyphonic aftertouch
//
DEFINE
chan
1
DEFINE
fdepth
30
"depth of crossfade"
TOUCHDEF
TOUCHDEF

fade
fade_off

NOTEDEF

fnote

PATTERN

FadeP

"fade" [chan:C5:fdepth] "set crossfade"
[chan:C5:0]
"turn off crossfade"
[[chan:C5:120] + fade]
{ fnote 1 }

PLAY
// play C5 with crossfade
FadeP

There is no nondurational statement type for polyphonic aftertouch.

Time and Current Time Location
During compilation, there is always a current time location. This location is not specified
or displayed as actual time, but as bars, beats and ticks as explained below. This
representation of location is independent of tempo78.
The current time location is used to create the timestamp for the next MIDI message that
is generated during compilation. Typically the current time location moves upward each
time MIDI messages are generated for a Note; the beginning time of a Note is the ending
time of the Note before it.
One drum language construct - the LOCALTIME modifier of the IMPORT statement explicitly set the current time location. Other constructs, such as the TRACK statement
and KEEPTIME modifier, implicitly reset the current time location. These constructs are
covered in detail in the sections in this manual under The PLAY Section.

78

However, without reference to tempo the actual elapsed time of a location during playback cannot be
determined, so the word “time” is used loosely.
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DrumGen displays time - whether a location or a duration- in [bar(s) : beats : ticks]
format, where:
bar(s)
beats
ticks

time locations start with Bar 1; durations may have 0 in this field
1, 2, 3 or 4; beat 4 does not appear when using TIMESIG 3
from 0 .. 479; explained below

This time display format is employed in:





the Sequencer, to display and set the current playback position
the Inspector, to display Pattern durations
the Listing, with VERBOSE 6, to display the current time location of the
constructs on each drum program source line
the drum language construct LOCALTIME, to set the current time location during
compilation

Switching between 4/4 and 3/4 time signature will alter [bar : beat] values for both
locations and durations.

Meter, Tempo and Duration
All drum programs have a basic beat of a quarter note. Each quarter note lasts for 480
low-level time “ticks” on the computer. The default meter is 4/4 per bar, also called
common time79. The TIMESIG statement also allows 3/4 meter.

Tempo
The tempo defaults to 120 bpm (120 quarter note beats per minute), but can be controlled
in the following ways:

79



Click into the tempo field in the Sequencer to manually set the tempo with fine
control; see Set Position and Set Tempo.



Use TEMPO statements in the PLAY Section of the drum program



With IMPORT MIDIFILE, use the TEMPOS modifier to import tempo changes
in the MIDI file



Control the tempo interactively during playback with an attached MIDI controller
by using either its modulation wheel or its pitch wheel

This is most natural for drum programs with 2-beat and 4-beat metrical structure. Drum tracks requiring
3-beat meters (e.g. a waltz) should use TIMESIG 3 for best Staff display and for correct operation of drum
language constructs that use bar numbers or lengths, such as SECTION and BARNUM. In some instances,
the Notes of a drum program will have a natural metrical pulse unrelated to the displayed score or
associated time stamps. This typically occurs when recording or importing human-recorded MIDI files.
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The TEMPO statement causes a tempo change during playback at the time location it is
encountered in the PLAY Section of the drum program:
TEMPO 140

// set tempo

As indicated above, the following statements can be placed anywhere in the drum
program to cause the Sequencer to read MIDI messages from a MIDI controller attached
to the MIDI input device during playback and adjust the tempo according to the specified
range.
TEMPO 110..160

MODWHEEL

// control tempo with remote mod wheel

TEMPO 110..160

PITCHBEND

// control tempo with remote pitch wheel

These constructs are explained in more detail in The TEMPO Statement.

Duration
DrumGen has several language features for specifying duration, including Dot Notation,
Ties and Extended Time.
Duration is not an attribute of a Note definition (NOTEDEF or other xxxDEF), but is
specified when a Note is used as a Pattern element. The basic duration must always be a
simple integer (not a symbol name) that takes one of the following values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 20, 24, 30, 32. Mnemonically, these values correspond to the number
of those notes that would fill a 4/4 bar.
The “ticks” in the table below are the corresponding low-level divisions of time used by
the MIDI driver of the computer. A full 4/4 bar corresponds to 1920 ticks. Because of
the divisibility of 1920 ticks by 3 and 5, triplets and 5-tuplet Note durations are
supported, however other n-tuples are not 80. Ticks are specified explicitly in some drum
language constructs – see Pattern Elements – Delta Time.

Duration
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
80

Ticks
1920
960
640
480
384
320
240
192

whole note – entire 4/4 bar
half note – two per bar
triplet half note – three per bar
quarter note – basic beat – four per bar
5-tuple quarter note – five per bar
triplet quarter note – six per bar
eighth note – etc.
5-tuple eighth note

The correspondence is: # of ticks = 1920 / duration for 4/4 time.
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12
15
16
20
24
30
32

160
128
120
86
80
64
60

triplet eighth note
16th note
5-tuple 16th note
triplet 16th note
32nd note – 32 per bar

The duration of a Note within a Pattern is important because it determines the start time
of the subsequent Note or REST (also, see Extended Time below). Most drum banks
contain drum sounds triggered by a MIDI note-on message that play their full duration
(usually short) irrespective of when the corresponding note-off message is received.
Thus, as in the example below, the user may have a choice of durations and may choose
to use longer durations to avoid including extra RESTs.
// these two drum Notes ..
Note1 16
REST 8 DOT
Note2 16
REST 8 DOT
// will often sound the same as these two drum Notes ..
Note1 4
Note2 4

However, in other cases, sounds such as drum rolls and open hi hats may sound until the
note-off MIDI message is received, or may be cut off by the onset of another Note.

Dot Notation
Certain of the basic durations described above - those that are powers of 2 - can be
modified by Dot Notation, having the same meaning as in common music notation. The
syntax is:
<duration> DOT
<duration> DOT DOT
For double-dot, “DOT DOT” and “DOTDOT” (one word) may be used.
For example:
CymRoll 4 DOT
CymRoll 4 DOT DOT

// quarter note tied to an 8th note
// quarter, 8th and 16th tied together

The Dot Notation comprises part of the <duration> syntax of a Pattern element and can
be followed by a multiplier or velocity (or both) as in:
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CymRoll 4 DOT *8
CymRoll 4 DOT DOT 127

The following basic durations can be dotted. The 16th Note does not allow DOT DOT
since the smallest duration unit is the 32nd Note.
Duration
1
2
4
8
16

DOT
DOT
DOT
DOT
DOT

Valid Dots
and DOT DOT
and DOT DOT
and DOT DOT
and DOT DOT

Ties
Together with Dot Notation and Extended Time, Ties give extra flexibility for specifying
duration. The syntax is:
<duration> TIE <duration> … TIE <duration> …
Examples:
CymRoll 1 TIE 1 TIE 1
CymRoll 1 TIE 8

// hold note for 3 bars
// hold slightly over next bar

Ties and Dots can be combined. The optional <velocity> and <multiplier> fields always
follow the full duration syntax.
NOTEDEF CymRoll

[ … ]

PATTERN p {
CymRoll 1 TIE 2 TIE 4 DOT DOT * 2 // multiplier on the end
CymRoll 1 DOT TIE 8 127
// 127 is velocity
}
PLAY p

Note that the duration "1 TIE 2 TIE 4 DOT DOT" in the example above is factored as "1
TIE 2 TIE (4 DOT DOT)" and not "(1 TIE 2 TIE 4) DOT DOT".
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Extended Time
Extended Time is a form of the <duration> syntax that adds a secondary <duration> field
to extend the duration of the Note. The current time position is advanced according to
the optional first duration field (as with simple duration) but the Note continues to sound
through the additional second duration – allowing two or more adjacent Notes in a
Pattern to sound at the same time.
<duration> : <duration>
Extended Time notation is useful for MIDI recording and importing instrumental MIDI
tracks where overlapping notes are common.
If the first <duration> field is not specified, the current time position is not advanced and
the timestamp of the next Pattern element will be the same as the current Pattern element;
if both are Notes, they will sound at the same time. Thus, similar to a multi-note,
Extended Time may be used to spell a chord:

PATTERN pp1 {

// spell a C triad with Extended Time

MARKER "pp1"
[1:c5:120]
[1:e5:120]
[1:g5:120]

: 2
: 2
2

}
PATTERN pp2 {

// spell a C triad with a multi-note

MARKER "pp2"
[
[1:c5:120] +
[1:e5:120] +
[1:g5:120]
]

2

}
PLAY
TREBLETRACK pp1 pp2
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When Extended Time is used with a drum Note, the corresponding display on the Staff
view shows a tie, for example:
PATTERN p {
TEXT "base"
DrumNote 4:4
TEXT "extended"
}

// shows two tied Notes on Staff

PLAY p

Overlapping notes can produce a legato sound in some melodic synth voices:
PATTERN p {
// overlap notes by 32nd
STAFFTEXT "Legato"
[1:c5:120]
[1:e5:120]
[1:g5:120]

50

8 : 32
8 : 32
4

}
PLAY
TREBLTRACK p
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The following example shows the use of Extended Time with drum Notes; a drum roll is
sounded over two bars with a simultaneous volume increase and then decrease.
NOTEDEF

DrumRoll

[10 : …]

DEFINE
DEFINE
CONTROLDEF

vLo
vHi
RollVol

60
"initial volume"
117
"highest volume"
[10 : 7 : 0]

PATTERN Volume_UpDown { // get louder then softer in 2 bars
TEXT
"cresc ....."
0 "Times-10-i"
RollVol
1
vLo..vHi
TEXT
"decresc ....." 0
RollVol
1
vHi..vLo
}
PATTERN Roll {
DrumRoll
: 1 TIE 1
/ Volume_UpDown
}

// 2 bars of drum roll
// with dynamics at same time

PLAY Roll
STAFF "envelopes"

Velocity and Value
DrumGen provides the ability to control MIDI note velocity on a note-by-note basis and
at multiple levels. Below are examples of basic Pattern elements - Notes with associated
durations; see The PATTERN Statement below.
// Pattern elements with no velocity specified
HiHat
4
// play HiHat for quarter note
[10:C5:127]
4
// play a literal note on channel 10
[HiHat + Kick]
4
// play HiHat and Kick Drum together

When used within a Pattern, each of these constructs may be given a <velocity> field
following the <duration> field. The <duration> field is required; the <velocity> field
may be optionally supplied to override the default velocity defined in the NOTEDEF.
The discussion below applies to all Note types; however for CONTROLDEF,
PITCHDEF, PRESSUREDEF and TOUCHDEF, the field following the <duration> field
is a <value> field. Similar to NOTEDEF, if a <value> field is optionally supplied when
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these Note types are used within a Pattern, the supplied value will override the default
value defined in the xxxDEF.

Note Type
NOTEDEF
CONTROLDEF
PITCHDEF
PRESSUREDEF
TOUCHDEF

Velocity /
Value Range
0 - 127
0 - 127
0 - 16383
0 - 127
0 - 127

An example of overriding:
NOTEDEF

HiHat

PATTERN p
HiHat
HiHat
}

{
4
4

[10:Bb3:127]

122

// play HiHat at (default) velocity 127
// play HiHat at velocity 122

Multi-notes, which may be nested arbitrarily deeply and may composed of different Note
types, are treated as follows: an overriding velocity used with a multi-note Pattern
element will override the default velocity of each constituent NOTEDEF Note, but will
not affect the default values of other constituent xxxDEF Notes. Thus, with multi-notes
an overriding velocity value or CRESC (see below) may control the velocities of many
MIDI note messages81.
The <velocity> field can take any of the forms illustrated below. In each case, the
velocity calculated for a specific Note must evaluate to a valid MIDI velocity value (0127).
127

// a literal number from 0 (REST) to 127

120..127

//
//
//
//

Vol

// the name of a Constant that can represent
// a simple value or a range

CRESC 120..127

// a crescendo (NOTEDEF Notes only)

a literal range; the value is randomly
selected each time the Pattern element is
encountered while compiling the PLAY
section

A WARNING will result during the compilation of the construct if the velocity is higher
than 127, or during the compilation of the PLAY Section if the construct causes a MIDI
velocity to be randomly selected that is higher than 127:
81

This could have the effect of altering the relative volume balance between constituent Notes.
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HiHat 4
HiHat 4

128
120..128

//
//
//
//

will generate a WARNING
will generate a WARNING if illegal
velocity is randomly generated
while compiling PLAY Section

CRESC
The CRESC feature allows for limited local volume control, for example when
constructing a snare roll or cymbal roll out of repeated Notes. CRESC works as a
<velocity> field in a Pattern element, and must be followed by a value range82. The
Pattern element must also specify a multiplier – without multiple Notes, CRESC has no
effect.
CRESC <value> .. <value>
Example:
Snare 32 CRESC 120..127
Snare 32 CRESC 120..127 * 32

//
//
//
//

no CRESC, just a single Note:
‘Snare 32 120’
plays 32 32nd notes with growing
velocity

An example of decrescendo is:
Snare 32 CRESC 127..120 *32

The succession of velocity values created by the CRESC construct comprises a linear
curve.
CRESC is associated with individual Note constructs within Patterns, it does not provide
a mechanism to apply volume changes across the entire drum track. However the
CONTROLDEF statement may be used effectively for these situations by controlling the
MIDI channel volume; the VOLUME statement may also be used. CONTROLDEF may
be used to control amplitude envelopes for properly configured synth voices as well.

CRESC only specifies velocity; it does not control any internal voice parameter – e.g. an amplitude
envelope – that might produce volume change.
82
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The PATTERN Statement
Patterns are the heart of the drum program. Patterns are defined in the DEFINITION
Section and are then used in the PLAY Section.
PATTERN <name> { <pattern-element> <pattern-element> … }

The Pattern is a list of elements, separated by spaces, tabs or newlines. These Pattern
elements, which are described in the sections below, are typically previously-defined
Notes specified with durations. When a Pattern is used in the PLAY Section, its elements
are compiled into the Sequence as MIDI messages with timestamps that are relative to the
previous Pattern elements; see Time and Current Time Location. Thus, if a Note with
duration 4 (a quarter note) is removed from a Pattern, and it is then recompiled and
played back in the Sequencer, all subsequent Pattern elements will sound sooner by a
quarter note.
Pattern elements may take many forms, including nested Patterns - subpatterns. Many
Pattern elements can be used with multipliers – allowing the element to be repeated
(“looped”). Some Pattern elements, such as TEXT, STAFFTEXT, DESCRIPTION and
MARKER, do not generate MIDI messages.
Examples of Pattern elements are:
Snare 4 127
[2 : C4 : 125] 4
[Snare + Tom] 4
/ patternX
[ /pat1 + /pat2 ]
{ Snare 4 Snare 8 *2 }
CONTROL 10 64 0
MODWHEEL 10 127

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

a single named Note
a literal Note
two Notes played together
a nested Pattern
two Patterns played together
a literal nested Pattern
a controller statement
a predefined controller
statement; also PAN, VOLUME,
SUSTAIN, PATCH, PRESSURE,
PITCHBEND

// Pattern elements that do not generate MIDI messages
TEXT "start X"
DESCRIPTION "1 bar of snare"
TEMPO 160
MARKER "Refrain"
NOSHOW

//
//
//
//
//
//

a TEXT string (Staff view)
a symbol description string
shown in the Inspector
adjust tempo
a MARKER string (Staff view)
do not display (Staff view)
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Pattern Elements – Durational
Pattern elements that are symbols defined with NOTEDEF or other xxxDEF statements
are used within Patterns with durations and are referred to as Notes; during compilation
the current time location is advanced when these are encountered. Other related
nondurational Pattern elements, such as the CONTROL statement, are also described
below.

Simple Notes
The Pattern element construct that specifies a Note, potentially repeated with a multiplier,
takes the following form:
<note-name> <duration> <velocity> * <multiplier>
where the <velocity> and <multiplier> are optional, but a simple integer <duration>
must be supplied.
Examples are:
Cymbal 4

// play note Cymbal with qtr-note duration
// takes velocity from the NOTEDEF

Cymbal 4 127

// same, with velocity 127 (overrides the
// velocity set in the NOTEDEF)

Cymbal 4 DOT 127

// same with dotted qtr duration

Cymbal 4 TIE 8 127

// same duration as above

Cymbal 4 60..90

// play a quarter note with velocity range

Cymbal 4 vvol

// velocity is a named Constant

Cymbal 4 *8

// play a qtr note 8 times

Cymbal 4 127 *iMult

// play a qtr note iMult times. iMult can
// have a fixed value or range value

Cymbal 4 *1..8

// play between 1 and 8 times (literal
// range)

Cymbal 32 CRESC 50..127 *32
// one bar cymbal flare (32nd notes
// with velocity ramp)
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Literal Notes
Another form of simple Note used within a Pattern employs a literal note specifier –
instead of using a defined Note symbol, the [ <chan> : <note> : <velocity> ] construct is
used directly.
[ <chan> : <note> : <velocity> ] <duration> <velocity> * <multiplier>

Borrowing from the example in the previous section, the following are all Pattern
elements83. The literal Note construct may take, but does not need, a velocity override in
the Pattern element, as shown in the syntax above, since it has its own velocity field.
// use literal ‘[ 2 : C4 : 120 ]’ instead of defined Note ‘Cymbal’
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

C4
C4
C4
C4
C4
C4
C4
C4
C4
C4

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

4
4 127
// same as [ 2 : C4 :
4 DOT 127
4 TIE 16 127
4 60..90
// same as [ 2 : C4 :
4 vvol
// same as [ 2 : C4 :
4 *8
4 127 *iMult
4 *1..8
32 CRESC 50..127 *32 // default veloc
// by CRESC

127 ] 4
60..90 ] 4
vvol ] 4

120 overridden

There is no corresponding literal forms for other xxxDEF Note types, but DrumGen
supports predefined statements (thus precluding the need to define symbols) for
nondurational use of certain controllers and other channel messages, namely:
CONTROL, PAN, VOLUME, SUSTAIN, PATCH, MODWHEEL, PRESSURE, and
PITCHBEND.

Multi-Notes
A Pattern element may combine Notes in the following forms:
[ <note-name> + <note-name> + … ] <duration> <velocity> * <multiplier>
[ <note-name> | <note-name> | … ] <duration> <velocity> * <multiplier>
There is a maximum of ten <note name> elements that can be specified in this construct.
This construct is a literal form of the multi-note NOTEDEF construct; it is more fully
described in the earlier section titled Multi-Notes.
83

Using a literal form like this is often convenient, but extensive use is not considered good software
practice.
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With the first operator above (‘+’), the user specifies the names of multiple Notes that are
to be played together. For example, three Notes played simultaneously might simulate
the action of a real drummer:

n1: drummer’s left drumstick playing a crash cymbal
n2: drummer’s right drumstick playing another crash cymbal
n3: kick drum
The second operator (‘|’) indicates to randomly select one of the named Notes. For
example, the drummer might play a two-bar break with rapid alternating toms:

n1: high tom
n2: high-mid tom
n3: mid tom
n4: low tom
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As mentioned before, the user has a crude form of control over the random selection
process, as in:
[ n1 | n1 | n1 | n2 | n2 ]

// n1 is 60% likely;
// n2 is 40% likely

If a <velocity> field is specified, it overrides the default velocity of all constituent
NOTEDEF Notes:
[ HiHat1 + Kick ]

4

vvol // play HH and Kick together;
// both with velocity ‘vvol’

The construct below combines two types of variability: selecting from a set of Notes and
selecting a velocity value from a range.
// select one of the HiHat sounds and give it a random velocity
[ HiHat1 | HiHat2 | HiHat3 ] 4 90..127

Note that the [HiHat1 + Kick] example above is equivalent to the following distributed
form:
HiHat1
Kick

:4
4

vvol
vvol

// play HH and Kick together;
// both with velocity ‘vvol’

Controls
Specifying a symbol defined with CONTROLDEF as a Pattern element is similar to
specifying a NOTEDEF symbol except the <velocity> field is replaced with the <value>
field.
<control-name> <duration> <value> * <multiplier>
The optional <value> field defines a simple MIDI controller value to send to the MIDI
output device, or a range (a literal range or a named range Constant) and overrides the
default <value> field in the CONTROLDEF statement. With overrides, one defined Note
may be used in multiple Pattern elements to set unique controller values each time. With
a simple value, a single MIDI controller message is created at the current time location,
then the time location is advanced by the duration.
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When a range is specified for the <value> field, a linear envelope of MIDI controller
messages will be generated across the specified duration84 – see The CONTROLDEF
Statement for additional examples.
Example:
DEFINE ch 10
CONTROLDEF PanCenter [ch : 10 : 64]
"pan center"
CONTROLDEF PanRight [ch : 10 : 127]
"pan full right"
CONTROLDEF PanSweep [ch : 10 : 127..0] "sweep pan from right to left"
PATTERN Pan {
PanCenter
PanRight
PanSweep
}

4
4
2

PLAY Pan

Same example using just one defined Note and overriding values:
DEFINE ch 10
CONTROLDEF Pan

[ch : 10 : 0]

PATTERN Pan {
Pan
4
Pan
4
Pan
2

64
127
127..0

"all channel pan messages"
//
//
//
//

set pan to center
set pan full right a qtr note later
sweep pan from right to left for
remainder of bar

}
PLAY Pan

Using the STAFF

"ENVELOPES"

statement, this is displayed as:

The example below uses panning Patterns to sweep a tom Pattern to the left and a cymbal
Pattern to the right.
84

This is different behavior than that of a range used for the <velocity> field of a NOTEDEF Pattern
element, which typically (other than CRESC) indicates that a random value should be selected, and is used
to provide “humanization.”
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//
// Emu Procussion Panning Example
//
CONTEXT "Procussion"
DEFINE
Chan
1
DEFINE
Vol
100
// Standard Factory Procussion Kit layout
NOTEDEF Cymbal1
"Cymbal"
NOTEDEF Cymbal2
"Cymbal"
NOTEDEF Cymbal3
"Cymbal"
NOTEDEF HiHat
"HiHat"
NOTEDEF Tom1
"Tom"
NOTEDEF Tom2
"Tom"
NOTEDEF Tom3
"Tom"
ENDCONTEXT "Procussion"
CONTEXT "Pan"
CONTROLDEF Ch1
CONTROLDEF Ch2
ENDCONTEXT "Pan"

"Pan_Ch1"
"Pan_Ch2"

PATTERN TomPattern {
Procussion.Tom1
Procussion.Tom2
Procussion.Tom3
Procussion.Tom1
}

16
16
16
16

[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

C#4
D4
D#4
E4
G3
A3
B3

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Vol]
Vol]
Vol]
Vol]
Vol]
Vol]
Vol]

[1 : 10 : 0]
[2 : 10 : 0]

127
127
127
127

*2
*2
*2
*2

PATTERN CymbalPattern {
Procussion.Cymbal1 8 DOT
Procussion.Cymbal2 8 DOT
Procussion.Cymbal3 8
}
// two bar panning patterns
PATTERN Pan_Ch1 {
Pan.Ch1
Pan.Ch1
Pan.Ch1
}

2
2
1

64
// center
127
// right
127..0 // sweep left

PATTERN Pan_Ch2 {
Pan.Ch2
Pan.Ch2
Pan.Ch2
}

2
2
1

64
// center
0
// left
0..127 // sweep right

DEFINE Reps

6

PLAY
TRACK MIDI 1
TomPattern *Reps
TRACK Pan_Ch1

// pan toms

TRACK MIDI 2
CymbalPattern *Reps
TRACK Pan_Ch2

// pan cymbals
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Pitch, Pressure and Touch
Specifying a symbol defined with PITCHDEF, PRESSUREDEF or TOUCHDEF as a
Pattern element is similar to specifying a CONTROLDEF symbol; see the discussion in
the previous section.
<name> <duration> <value> * <multiplier>
See the examples in The PITCHDEF Statement, The PRESSUREDEF Statement and The
TOUCHDEF Statement.

Pattern Elements – Looping with a Multiplier
The <multiplier> field provides a method to repeat or loop certain Pattern elements
within a Pattern85. The multiplier can be a named Constant (single value or range),
number or literal range. In the case of ranges, a multiplier value is randomly selected
during compilation – in other words, a different value is randomly selected each time the
enclosing Pattern is encountered in the PLAY Section. If the multiplier evaluates to 0, a
WARNING is generated. If the Pattern element is a Note or multi-note with a velocity or
value field that is a range, a new random value is selected for this field for each iteration.
Examples:
*
*
*
*

8
iMult
1..8
0..2

//
//
//
//

8 times
iMult times (single value or range)
1 to 8 times … randomly selected
could eval to 0 and give WARNING

The multiplier allows the user to create a very large drum track with a few keystrokes; the
user can set the maximum drum program size in the Settings dialog – see MIDI and other
Settings. WARNINGs are generated if the drum program overflows either the maximum
number of MIDI messages, the maximum number of items to display on the Staff view or
the maximum allowed drum track duration (in bars).

85

Multipliers can also be used to loop entire Patterns in the PLAY Section; see Statements that generate
MIDI messages.
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Pattern Elements – Delta Time
Delta Time is an optional construct that can be used with certain Pattern elements to
make small adjustments to the timing of the generated MIDI messages. In front of the
Pattern element, the user specifies a number of time ticks to remove from or add to the
timestamp (starting time) of the Pattern element. A range may also be specified, from
which a random value is selected. The current time location86 within the compilation is
not affected by Delta Time; the timestamp adjustment is applied only to the Pattern
element itself and is not accumulated into the current time location, so the timing of
subsequent Pattern elements is not affected.
| < <number> .. <number> | <pattern-element>
| > <number> .. <number> | <pattern-element>
The <number> field indicates how many low-level ticks of time87 to adjust the
timestamp of each generated MIDI message. It can take a maximum value of 480 (one
beat of ticks).
Uses of Delta Time include:


allows the Pattern elements to expressively drive the beat or lag the beat



allows two or more Notes that would sound together to be separated for
articulation; allows a Control message (e.g. pan or volume) to be sent in advance
of a beat. Allows the user to adjust the blend of Notes, some of which might have
a late onset88



for recording and for importing MIDI files using the File – Import MIDI file menu
item, Delta Time is used to preserve the exact timing of Note onsets if they don’t
fall on 32nd note boundaries



for creating polyrhythmic tuplets and short flurries of notes that are not easily
spelled with DrumGen’s built-in durations



(DrumGen Pro) for compiled Patterns or MIDI files that are imported into the
Pattern Builder, it is used to preserve the feel of the Pattern as the Notes are
quantized for editing

86

See Time and Current Time Location
See Meter, Tempo and Duration.
88
An example: with a tempo of 120 bpm, each time tick is approximately 1 ms (1042 microseconds). If a
drum sound is sampled at 48kHz, each sample is approximately 21 microseconds. Thus, to shift the onset
of the drum beat by 100 samples (2100 microseconds), apply two ticks (2084 microseconds) of Delta Time.
87
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For example:
| < 10 |

…

| > 0..20 | …

// subtract 10 ticks from the time-stamp of the next
// Pattern element
// add a random number of ticks to the timestamp
// of following Pattern element
// defined as, e.g. ‘DEFINE drange 0..20’

Delta Time has no effect on Pattern elements that are subpatterns. A WARNING is
given and no time adjustments are made. Delta Time can be applied to the Pattern
elements within a subpattern however.
The Delta Time construct is similar to RANDOM START, except it is more flexible and
the user can apply it to individual Pattern elements. As with RANDOM START, large
values of the <number> field can dramatically change the character of the Pattern.
Delta Time works as follows:


it affects Notes of all types and multi-notes, including literal forms, and
statements such as CONTROL, PATCH and PITCHBEND. TEXT,
STAFFTEXT and MARKER are also affected.



when a range is used in the Delta Time construct, then …
o if the Pattern element generates multiple MIDI messages (e.g. note-on and
note-off, or multiple control messages), the same value is applied to the
timestamps of all MIDI messages
o If the Pattern element has a multiplier, a new random value is generated for
each iteration of the Pattern element



if the generated timestamp is less than 0 for any MIDI message, it is set to 0

In the following example, Delta Time is used to adjust the onset of the bass drum to drive
the track.
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
PATTERN Ride {
{
GM.RideCymbal1 4
GM.RideCymbal1 8 *2
}
PATTERN Bass {
| <100 | GM.BassDrum1 1
}
PATTERN Time {
[ /Ride + /Bass ]
}
PLAY
TEMPO 180
Time *24
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SWING 80

} *2

In the following example, the first Note of the HiBongo Pattern will always have a
separate onset from the concurrent LoBongo Note.
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
DEFINE range 30..60
PATTERN HiBongo_first_note {
[
{ | <range | GM.HiBongo 4 } |
{ | >range | GM.HiBongo 4 }
]
}

// early note
// or late note

PATTERN HiBongo {
/ HiBongo_first_note
GM.HiBongo 8 *2
GM.HiBongo 4
GM.HiBongo 2 TIE 8
GM.HiBongo 8
GM.HiBongo 4
}
PATTERN LowBongo {
GM.LowBongo 2 *4
}
PATTERN Bongo { [ /HiBongo + /LowBongo ] }
PLAY
TEMPO 180
Bongo *12

The next example shows how Delta Time can add humanization to a piano ‘comp’ - the
notes in each left hand chord will have timing differences that can be made subtle or
obvious.
// comp pattern
//
// define noteXX here
DEFINE x 0..45

"humanization range"

PATTERN C_chord {
| > x |
noteE4
| > x |
noteA4
| > x |
noteBb4
| > x |
noteD5
DESCRIPTION
}

:4
:4
:4
4
"C9 chord - humanized"
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PATTERN F_chord {
| > x |
noteEb4
| > x |
noteG4
| > x |
noteA4
| > x |
noteD5
DESCRIPTION
}

:4
:4
:4
4
"F13 chord - humanized"

PATTERN CAug_chord {
| > x |
noteE4
| > x |
noteGs4
| > x |
noteBb4
| > x |
noteEb5
DESCRIPTION
}

:4
:4
:4
4
"CAug9 chord - humanized"

PATTERN Rest { REST 16 }
PATTERN C_bar {
MARKER "
/C_chord
/Rest *3
/C_chord
/Rest *5
}

C9" "Arial-12-BI"

// or use STAFFTEXT

PATTERN CAug_bar {
MARKER "
C9"
/C_chord
/Rest *3
MARKER "
CAug9"
/CAug_chord
/Rest *5
}
PATTERN F_bar {
MARKER "
/F_chord
/Rest *3
/F_chord
/Rest *5
}

F13"

PATTERN C_Blues_12Bars {
/C_bar /F_bar /C_bar /CAug_bar /F_bar *2 /C_bar *2
}
PLAY
TITLE "12 Bar Blues"
TEMPO 160
BASSTRACK QUANTIZE 16
STAFF "SHOWFLATS"
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C_Blues_12Bars

// etc.

In the final example, Delta Time is used to create a 7-tuplet with an accent pattern –
Pattern SevenTuplet. Delta Time may also be used to create quick flurries of notes e.g. grace notes, ruffs and short rolls, particularly at slow tempi – where note onsets must
be separated by less than 60 time ticks (a 32nd note), as in Pattern Ruff below.
NOTEDEF
DEFINE

n
Accent

[ GM.HiBongo ]
60
120
"velocity for accent stroke"

PATTERN SevenTuplet {
n
8
Accent
|>34|
n
8
|>68|
n
8
|>103|
n
8
Accent
REST 16
|>17|
n
8
|>51|
n
8
Accent
|>85|
n
8
REST 16
DESCRIPTION "full bar 7-tuplet with accents"
}
PATTERN Ruff {
|<80|
n
:32
95
|<40|
n
:32
}
PATTERN p { /Ruff /SevenTuplet }
PLAY TEMPO 90

p*8
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Pattern Elements – Nested Patterns
A Pattern may contain a nested Pattern - a subpattern - which takes one of following
forms; the first names a previously-defined Pattern, while the second is a literal form:
/ <pattern-name> * <multiplier>
{ <pattern-element> <pattern-element> … } * <multiplier>
In both cases the multiplier is optional. The multiplier is treated as described above.
Examples are:
/ P1 / P2 / P3

// play 3 nested Patterns in a row

{ Tom13 16 } * 16

// subpattern: play Tom13 note 16 times

{ / P1 / P2 / P3 } * 8

// subpattern containing 3 nested patterns
// played 8 times
// defined as, e.g. ‘DEFINE drange 0..20’

Another supported construct is multiple subpatterns connected with operators:
[ / <pattern-name> + / <pattern-name> + … ] * <multiplier>
[ / <pattern-name> | / <pattern-name> | … ] * <multiplier>
In the form above, any constituent subpattern may be a literal Pattern as well, as in:
[ { … } + { … } + … ] * <multiplier>
[ { … } | { … } | … ] * <multiplier>
This form is used for the output of the Pattern Builder (DrumGen Pro).
As with multi-notes, the two constructs above indicate multiple subpatterns played
together with ‘+’ or selecting between several subpatterns with ‘|’. Like multi-notes, the
user can control the likelihood of selection:
[ /P1 | /P2 | /P2 ] // P2 twice as likely as P1

Arbitrary nesting depth of named and literal subpatterns, as well as ‘+’ and ‘|’ operators,
is supported:
PATTERN p1 { … }
PATTERN p2 { … }
PATTERN p3 {
// grammatically correct nonsensical Pattern
[/p1 + [ /p2 | { /p2 /p1 } ] + [ /p1 | [ { /p1*2 /p2 /p1 }
| /p1 ] | /p1 ]] *2
}
// defined as, e.g. ‘DEFINE drange 0..20’
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As an example, playing two Patterns together is a convenient way to superimpose two
timekeeping elements, say a ride cymbal and a closed hi hat ‘chick’:
PATTERN ride {
Cymb 4
}

Cymb 8 *2

// half bar

PATTERN chick {
REST 4
}

ClosedHH 4

// ‘chick’ sound on offbeat

PATTERN time {
DESCRIPTION "1 bar of Ride and HiHat"
[/ride + /chick] *2
}
PLAY time *36

// 36 bars

Another example:
PATTERN TomFill1 { … }
PATTERN TomFill2 { … }
PATTERN TomFill3 { … }
PATTERN main {
…
// randomly choose a fill Pattern
[ /TomFill1 | /TomFill2 | /TomFill3 ]
…
}

Pattern Elements – Nondurational
Often the user will simply desire to set a controller value, patch or tempo without desiring
to define a symbol or advance the current time location – for example at the beginning of
a Pattern or Track. The following constructs may be used within Patterns and also
directly in the PLAY Section as standalone statements.

CONTROL, VOLUME, PAN, SUSTAIN and MODWHEEL
Along with CONTROLDEF Notes, a simple facility for setting several commonly used
controllers is the following set of statements. As mentioned above, these can be used as
Pattern elements or standalone statements in the PLAY Section.
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CONTROL

<chan> <ctlnum> <value>

VOLUME
PAN
SUSTAIN
MODWHEEL

<chan>
<chan>
<chan>
<chan>

<value>
<value>
<value>
<value>

The equivalency of the above statements is:
VOLUME
<chan> <value>
PAN
<chan> <value>
SUSTAIN
<chan> <value>
MODWHEEL <chan> <value>

CONTROL <chan> 7 <value>
CONTROL <chan> 10 <value>
CONTROL <chan> 64 <value>
CONTROL <chan> 1 <value>

The <value> field may be a range as explained below.
Revisiting a previous example (from The CONTROLDEF Statement):
// Controller #1 is the modulation wheel; #7 is channel volume
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF

Mod
Vol

[10 : 1 : 0]
[8 : 7 : 127]

PATTERN set_Mod_Vol {
Mod
:32
Vol
:32
}

// set modwheel to 0 on channel 10
// set volume to 127 (max) on channel 8
// current time unchanged

PLAY set_Mod_Vol

This drum program can be expressed with controller statements within a Pattern, as in:
PATTERN set_Mod_Vol {
MODWHEEL
10
VOLUME
8
}

0
127

// can also use CONTROL 10 1 0
// can also use CONTROL 8 7 127

PLAY set_Mod_Vol

or simply with standalone controller statements:
PLAY
MODWHEEL
VOLUME

10
8

0
127

Nondurational statements used with a range value will randomly select a value within the
range each time the statement is encountered, much like velocity ranges for NOTEDEF.
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PLAY
VOLUME
CONTROL

8
8

100..127
100..127

7

// randomly select a channel volume
// same as above

Nondurational statements will generate a WARNING if used with multipliers.

PITCHBEND, PRESSURE and PATCH
In all cases below, using a range in the <value> field of a nondurational statement causes
a random value within the range to be chosen. In all cases, the statement may be used
within a Pattern or as a standalone statement in the PLAY Section.
PLAY
PATCH 1

1..128

// select a random patch for MIDI ch 1

The nondurational form of PITCHDEF is the PITCHBEND statement.
PITCHBEND

<chan>

<value>

Revisiting the example from The PITCHDEF Statement:
// another version of OrganBend
PATTERN OrganBend {
{
PITCHBEND
Chan
REST
32
PITCHBEND
Chan
REST
32
} * 48
}

0..16383

// select a random bend

8192

// return to center

The nondurational form of PRESSUREDEF is the PRESSURE statement.
PRESSURE

<chan>

<value>

The TOUCHDEF statement has no equivalent nondurational form.
The PATCH statement generates a MIDI program change message to select program
<value> for MIDI channel <chan>. The <value> field must be a number between 112889.
PATCH

89

<chan>

<value>

Some hardware sound modules may display 0-127 for the patch number.
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During playback in the Sequencer, if the current playback position is explicitly changed
by the user, the patch changes within the active drum program are not chased.
The following example illustrates the use of the PATCH statement within a Pattern.
CONTEXT "GM_Patch"
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

Organ1
Organ2
Organ3
Guitar1
Guitar2
Guitar3

19
21
23
25
28
31

"Rock Organ"
"Reed Organ"
"Harmonica"
"Acoustic Guitar"
"Electric Guitar"
"Distorted Guitar"

ENDCONTEXT "GM_Patch"
PATTERN Patch {
DESCRIPTION "randomly select Organ and Guitar Patches"
[
{ PATCH 1 GM_Patch.Organ1 } |
{ PATCH 1 GM_Patch.Organ2 } |
{ PATCH 1 GM_Patch.Organ3 }
]
[
{ PATCH 2 GM_Patch.Guitar1 } |
{ PATCH 2 GM_Patch.Guitar2 } |
{ PATCH 2 GM_Patch.Guitar3 }
]
}
NOTEDEF n1
NOTEDEF n2

"Organ"
"Guitar"

PATTERN Organ
PATTERN Guitar

[1:C5:120]
[2:G4:120]

{ n1 4
{ n2 4*2

n1 8*2
n2 8*2

"Organ note on MIDI 1"
"Guitar note on MIDI 2"
n1 4*2 }
n2 4
}

PATTERN main { [/Patch + /Organ + /Guitar] }
PLAY

main *10

// new patch on each loop

TEMPO
The TEMPO statement may be a Pattern element or a standalone statement in the PLAY
Section.
TEMPO

<value>

See the description in The TEMPO Statement.
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An example of using TEMPO in a Pattern:
//
// Ballpark Organ
//
DEFINE v
DEFINE GM_Patch.Organ1

120
19

PATTERN bp1
[1: G4
[1: C5
[1: E5
[1: G5
REST
[1: E5
[1: G5
REST
}

// familiar organ salute

{
:
:
:
:

v]
v]
v]
v]

: v]
: v]

"Rock Organ"

12
12
12
12
12
12
1
2

PATTERN bp2 { /bp1 } TRANSPOSEUP 1
PATTERN bp3 { /bp2 } TRANSPOSEUP 1
PATTERN Salute {
PATCH 1

GM_Patch.Organ1

TEMPO 120
TEMPO 140
TEMPO 160

/bp1
/bp2
/bp3

}
PLAY
TITLE "Organ Salute"
TREBLETRACK

Salute

MARKER
A Pattern element may be a MARKER statement, which causes a text message to be
displayed above the piano staff in the Staff view.
MARKER "<msg-string>" "<font-string>"
For example:
PATTERN Marker {
MARKER "Part 1"

REST 4
MARKER "Adagio" "Times-12-BI"

// or use STAFFTEXT

}
PLAY Marker
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A Marker may also be a standalone statement in the PLAY Section. For details about the
MARKER statement, see The MARKER Statement. An optional “<font-string>” may be
supplied – this font specification is used for this Marker and also all subsequent
MARKER statements encountered in the DEFINTION Section until another “<fontstring>” is encountered in a MARKER statement. By default, the font is MS Sans Serif
12-point bold. For a description of the fields of “<font-string>” see The FONT Statement.

PLAY, NOPLAY, MUTE, SHOW and NOSHOW
These simple Pattern elements determine whether the subsequent Pattern elements will be
played (i.e. become part of the compiled Sequence) or displayed in the Staff view.
PLAY
NOPLAY
MUTE
SHOW
NOSHOW
By default, the elements of a Pattern encountered in the PLAY Section will be played and
displayed according to Track modifiers of the same name of the enclosing Track, namely
PLAY, MUTE, SHOW, etc.; for example:
For example:
PLAY
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW SaxPattern
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// play but don’t show

These same modifiers may be used within Patterns to override the play/show selections
made with Track modifiers. As Pattern elements, they may be specified multiple times
within the Pattern and will stay in effect only within the immediate Pattern or subpattern.
In particular:
PLAY

- force the subsequent Pattern elements to be added to the
drum track (compiled Sequence) for playback, no matter
what is the status of PLAY at the Track level. Remains
in effect until NOPLAY or MUTE is encountered, or the
end of the (sub)pattern is encountered

NOPLAY

- force the subsequent Pattern elements not to be added to
the drum track (compiled Sequence) for playback, no
matter what is the status of PLAY at the Track level.
Remains in effect until PLAY is encountered, or the end
of the (sub)pattern is encountered

MUTE

- force the subsequent Pattern elements not to be added to
the drum track (compiled Sequence) for playback, no
matter what is the status of MUTE at the Track level.
Remains in effect until PLAY is encountered, or the end
of the (sub)pattern is encountered. Differs from
NOPLAY in that the affected Notes are shown as gray.

SHOW

- force the subsequent Pattern elements that constitute
Notes to be displayed in the Staff view, no matter what
is the status of SHOW at the Track level. Remains in
effect until NOSHOW is encountered, or the end of the
(sub)pattern is encountered

NOSHOW

- force the subsequent Pattern elements that constitute
Notes not to be displayed in the Staff view, no matter
what is the status of SHOW at the Track level. Remains
in effect until SHOW is encountered, or the end of the
(sub)pattern is encountered

For example, imported MIDI files often result in long, flat Patterns within which certain
passages are desired for playback or Staff display, while others are not.
PATTERN SaxPattern {
…
// *** Bar 103 ***
NOPLAY NOSHOW
…
// *** Bar 135 ***
PLAY SHOW
…
}

// do not play/show the Sax solo
// end of solo, resume play, show
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TEXT, STAFFTEXT
A Pattern element may be a TEXT or STAFFTEXT statement.
TEXT "<msg-string>"
TEXT "<msg-string>" <y-position>
TEXT "<msg-string>" <y-position> "<font-string>"
STAFFTEXT "<msg-string>" <y-position>
STAFFTEXT "<msg-string>" <y-position> "<font-string>"

Examples:
TEXT "Pattern X start"
// “Pattern X start” is displayed
TEXT "Pattern X start" 20
// include vertical positioning
TEXT "Pattern X start" 20 "Arial-14-B" // specify Arial 14 point Bold

Similar to MARKER, the TEXT and STAFFTEXT Pattern elements cause a message to
be displayed in the Staff view at the particular position in the score – just as a Note would
be displayed. For TEXT, the message is displayed below the drum staves; for
STAFFTEXT the position is relative to the very top of the Staff view. Unlike MARKER,
TEXT cannot be used as a standalone statement in the PLAY Section.
TEXT messages can be used for a variety of purposes, including:





marking the use of particular Patterns
annotating where musical events occur
displaying lyrics
displaying information about Triggers, Tracks or musical settings

The “<msg-string>” is displayed at a user-specified vertical position below the drum
staves, and the user may need to drag the bottom edge of the Staff view, or use the side
scroller, to see the TEXT messages.
The vertical positioning of STAFFTEXT messages is not limited to below the drum
staves; thus STAFFTEXT messages can appear above the treble clef of the piano staff,
between the treble and bass clefs, and anywhere below. In addition to the uses listed
above, the STAFFTEXT statement can therefore be used to indicate dynamics, chord
spellings and other familiar musical markings. The STAFFTEXT statement must include
a <y-position> value.
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Borrowing from the example in an earlier section:
DEFINE AbovePos
DEFINE MiddlePos

54
120

"position above treble clef"
"position in between clefs"

PATTERN StaffText {
STAFFTEXT " Part 1" AbovePos

"Times-12-B"

REST 4
STAFFTEXT "Adagio"
STAFFTEXT "f"

AbovePos
MiddlePos

"Times-12-BI"
"Times-18-BI" // dynamics

}
PLAY StaffText

“<msg-string>”
<y-position>

“<font-string>”

the text of the message to display
a number indicating the vertical position (in pixels)
below the drum staves to display the message;
larger numbers display lower. Default (for
TEXT): 10
the message will be displayed with this font
specification. Default: previously encountered
“<font-string>” or, if none, "MS Sans Serif-8"

For a description of the fields of “<font-string>” see The FONT Statement.

As with MARKER, when compiling the drum program, DrumGen retains the last font
specification for TEXT and will apply it to all subsequently encountered TEXT
statements until a new “<font-string>” is specified. This applies only to “<font-string>”,
not <y-position>. The last font specification is also retained separately for
STAFFTEXT.
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For example:
//
// do-re-me
PATTERN do_re_me {
TEXT "Doe
...
a deer,"
[1 : C5 : 120]
4 DOT
[1 : D5 : 120]
8
[1 : E5 : 120]
4 DOT

0

"Arial-16-i"

TEXT "a
fe -"
[1 : C5 : 120]
[1 : E5 : 120]

0

// font taken from above

8
4

TEXT "male
deer"
[1 : C5 : 120]
[1 : E5 : 120]

4
2

0

}
PLAY
TITLE "Do - Re - Me" "Arial-24-BU"
TREBLETRACK do_re_me
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For TEXT, if the first character of “<msg-string>” is ‘|’, a line is drawn in the Staff view,
similar to the bar line. For example, the drum program excerpt:
PATTERN ppp {
TEXT "|ppp – Main -------------------------------------" 0 "16"
/Ride_Pat1_HH1 *8
TEXT "|ppp – Fill -------------------------------------" 0
/HH_Fill1 *2
}

displays the following:

Another example:
PATTERN TriggerMessage {
TEXT "TRIGGER NEXTMARKER
TEXT "TRIGGER PREVMARKER
TEXT "TRIGGER PLAY A8"
TEXT "TRIGGER REWIND G8"
TEXT "TRIGGER RECORD A1"
}

C9"
B8"

10 "Arial-10-B"
22
34
46
58

will appear as following in the Staff view:
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TENUTO
A Pattern element may be a TENUTO statement.
TENUTO

<value>

The tenuto value affects the durations of the subsequent Notes in the Pattern, and must be
in the range 1..20090. The tenuto values are like percentages: a tenuto value of 100 – the
default – does not change the duration of Notes, while a value of 50 shortens Note
durations by half. Generally speaking, setting a tenuto value for most types of drum
Notes will have no effect. Setting a tenuto value of 70 for a melodic instrument, like an
organ, can increase intelligibility and crispness, while setting a tenuto value of 200
(doubling the duration) for a piano is similar to using the sustain pedal. Setting an
extremely low value, such as TENUTO 1, can have unpredictable results for some virtual
instruments.
Each TENUTO statement affects Notes (but not Controls or other xxxDEF) after it is
encountered up until the end of the Pattern or until another TENUTO statement is
encountered. The tenuto value will carry over into any subsequent subpatterns, but any
tenuto values set in a subpattern do not carry back to the enclosing Pattern – tenuto values
are “stacked” in that sense.

90

The TENUTO statement does not affect the timestamp of any note-on, it only affects Note duration, thus
it shortens or lengthens the time until the corresponding note-off.
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Human recordings produce notes with inexact onsets and durations naturally. Delta Time
and the TENUTO statement give the user control over these sorts of human effects,
particularly for “spelled” Patterns that otherwise have very regular start times and
durations.
DEFINE TenutoRange

60..90

PATTERN TwelveBarComp {
DESCRIPTION "Blues piano, left hand"
TENUTO
TenutoRange
// each Note will have its own value
…
}

MIDI and MIDIDEV
A Pattern element may be a MIDI, ENDMIDI or MIDIDEV statement.
MIDI <channel>
ENDMIDI <channel>
MIDIDEV "<device-name>"
The <channel> must be a number between 1..16. The channel value forces the MIDI
channel of all subsequent MIDI channel messages within the Pattern, including any
subpatterns, until another MIDI statement is encountered, an ENDMIDI statement is
encountered or until the end of the enclosing Pattern or subpattern. Upon exit of the
enclosing Pattern or subpattern, the previous forced MIDI channel, if any, is resumed. To
illustrate this:
PATTERN p {
MIDI
5
…

// force MIDI channel 5

{
}

MIDI
7
…
// end of subpattern means end of MIDI 7

// MIDI 5 still in effect
…
ENDMIDI 5
// no forced channel for following events
…
}
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The MIDIDEV statement identifies the MIDI output device to which all subsequent
MIDI channel messages will be directed. The MIDIDEV statement is in effect until the
end of the enclosing Pattern or subpattern, or until another MIDIDEV statement is
encountered. An example of sending MIDI messages to multiple devices:
PATTERN ResetControls {
PITCHBEND
10
8192
PRESSURE
10
0
// set all controllers off
CONTROL
10
121
0
// reset a few controller values explicitly
VOLUME
10
127
PAN
10
64
MODWHEEL
10
0
SUSTAIN
10
0
}
PATTERN InitializeDevices {
DESCRIPTION "click here to
MIDIDEV
"loopMIDI Port
MIDIDEV
"loopMIDI Port
MIDIDEV
"loopMIDI Port
}

reset devices"
1" /ResetControls
2" /ResetControls
3" /ResetControls

PLAY
InitializeDevices

The operation of the MIDI, ENDMIDI and MIDIDEV Pattern elements is the same as the
equivalent standalone statements within the PLAY Section. See Statements that generate
MIDI messages.
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DESCRIPTION
A Pattern element may be a DESCRIPTION statement.
DESCRIPTION

"<description-string>"

The DESCRIPTION statement serves the same function for a Pattern as does the optional
description field for Notes and Constants. For example:
PATTERN Snare_Roll {
DESCRIPTION "SNARE: 1 bar of 16th notes"
…
}

The Pattern Snare_Roll will now show in the Inspector as:

Like all Pattern elements, TEXT and DESCRIPTION may be used in nested Patterns, as
in:
PATTERN main {
…
{ TEXT "Snare Roll"
Snare1 16 *16
DESCRIPTION "Snare Roll"
}
…
}

As with Notes and Constants, a “<description-string>” of “NOSHOW” (exactly) will
cause the symbol to be invisible in the Inspector.
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Pattern Duration and Alignment
The user may need to manage the duration and alignment of Pattern elements in a Pattern
and of the Pattern itself, particularly if it will be synchronized with other Patterns, looped,
or if it is used within a long string of Patterns in the PLAY Section. Within the Staff
view, the Notes on the drum staves and the display of a Pattern’s TEXT messages
provide a visual check. Alignment is affected by the duration of each Pattern element
and can be tricky for complex nested Patterns and Pattern elements with variable
durations, as explained below. Since timing is relative, an unintended duration of a
Pattern in the PLAY Section, or of a Pattern element within a Pattern, can throw off the
entire drum track. The use of Extended Time or Delta Time within a Pattern element does
not affect the overall duration of the Pattern.
Many Patterns will be used for timekeeping within the drum track and thus will have a
duration that is a multiple of, or is divisible by, the basic beat so they can be looped. The
duration of any Pattern may be checked in the Inspector; if the duration of a timekeeping
Pattern is slightly wrong, it will drift off its metrical alignment when looped.
The SECTION and TRACK statements provide the structure needed to position and
overlay Patterns within the PLAY Section. Defining Sections with fixed durations
provides a measure of control and can localize the effects of temporal misalignment.
These statements are described in The PLAY Section. In addition, the ASSERT statement
allows the user to check the expected time location against the actual time location within
the PLAY Section. Furthermore, VERBOSE 6 can be used to instruct the compiler to
include the current global time location at the beginning of each line of the drum program
listed in the Listing view.

The duration of a Pattern shown in the Inspector is fixed unless one of the following
occurs:


a range, such as “1..8”, is used as the multiplier of a Pattern element. The
multiplier (loop count) is randomly chosen each time the Pattern element is
encountered in the PLAY Section.



a Pattern with a variable duration is used as a simple subpattern.



the construct “[/p1 | /p2 … | /pn]” is used where the subpatterns are of different
durations or of variable duration.



the construct “[/p1 + /p2 … + /pn]” is used where one or more subpatterns are of
variable duration.
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Any Pattern or subpattern using the elements
above will have variable duration; consequently
any higher-level construct containing them will
inherit this variability. Patterns with a variable
duration are shown in the Inspector with astericks
(‘**’) appended to their duration (their displayed
value). The duration displayed is just one possible
duration for the Pattern.

The duration of the construct of multiple subpatterns played together is fixed if all the
constituent subpatterns have fixed duration:
[ /p1 + /p2 + … /pn ]

// the duration is that of the longest
// subpattern

The duration of the construct in which one constituent subpattern is selected depends on
the duration of the selected subpattern, thus the duration of the construct is fixed only if
all constituent subpatterns have a fixed and equal duration:
[ /p1 | /p2 | … /pn ]

//
//
//
//

the duration of this construct in any
given instance is the duration of the
subpattern that is randomly selected for
that instance
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Pattern Transposition
Patterns may be pitch transposed up or down when defined by appending
TRANSPOSEUP or TRANSPOSEDOWN. This facility is meaningful for Patterns
associated with pitched instruments only.
PATTERN <name> { <pattern-element> <pattern-element> … }
TRANSPOSEUP <number>
PATTERN <name> { <pattern-element> <pattern-element> … }
TRANSPOSEDOWN <number>

The transposition feature is most useful to chromatically shift a melody or bass figure
previously defined as a Pattern. The following is excerpted from a previous example:
PATTERN bp1
[1: G4
[1: C5
[1: E5
[1: G5
REST
[1: E5
[1: G5
REST
}

{
:
:
:
:

// familiar organ salute
v]
v]
v]
v]

: v]
: v]

12
12
12
12
12
12
1
2

PATTERN bp2 { /bp1 } TRANSPOSEUP 1
PATTERN bp3 { /bp2 } TRANSPOSEUP 1

Note that transposition may also be specified directly in the PLAY Section using
IMPORT PATTERN91:
PLAY
TITLE "Organ Salute"
TREBLETRACK
PATCH 1
TEMPO 120
TEMPO 140
TEMPO 160

91

GM_Patch.Organ1
IMPORT PATTERN bp1
IMPORT PATTERN bp1
IMPORT PATTERN bp1

TRANSPOSEUP 1
TRANSPOSEUP 2

Transposition may also be specified within the TRACK and IMPORT MIDIFILE statements.
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Another example:
PATTERN BassLine_C {
NoteC3 4
NoteD3 4
NoteEb3 8
*2
NoteF3 4
NoteG3 4
NoteF3 4
NoteEb3 4
NoteD3 4
}
PATTERN BassLine_F { /BassLine_C } TRANSPOSEUP 5
PLAY BassLine_C BassLine_F

The SHOW Statement
SHOW
NOSHOW

The SHOW statement may be used in the DEFINITION Section only. The SHOW
statement gives the user broad control over how subsequently defined Constants, Notes
and Patterns are shown in the Inspector. Specifying NOSHOW is equivalent to
specifying a description field/statement of “NOSHOW” for each following definition
until a later SHOW statement is encountered. This feature can be switched on and off
multiple times. A SHOW or NOSHOW statement may appear in the main drum program
or in an included file.
Example:
// SHOW is on by default
// -- turn off display of standard Notes and Patterns in
// -- include files
NOLISTING
NOSHOW

// don’t show definitions in Listing view
// don’t show symbols in Inspector

INCLUDE "banks\3dkit.drm"
// Note definitions for 3dkit bank
INCLUDE "banks\3dkitpat.drm" // Pattern defs for 3dkit bank
LISTING
SHOW

// turn back on for local definitions

The NOSHOW statement may be used for information hiding: hiding implementation
details – typically subpatterns and other definitions – so they don’t clutter the Inspector.
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NOSHOW
NOTEDEF
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
SHOW

bped
Bossa_Ride
Bossa_HH
Bossa_Stick1
Bossa_Stick2
Bossa_Ped1
Bossa_Ped2

PATTERN Bossa1
PATTERN Bossa2
PATTERN Bossa3

[
{
{
{
{
{
{

{ [/Bossa_Ride
{ [/Bossa_Ride
{ [/Bossa_Ride

…
…
…
…
…
…
…

]
}
}
}
}
}
}
+ /Bossa_Stick1 + /Bossa_Ped1] }
+ /Bossa_Stick2 + /Bossa_Ped1] }
+ /Bossa_Stick1 + /Bossa_Ped2] }

The STAFF Statement
STAFF "<display-string>"
The STAFF statement gives control over the display of the Staff view by allowing the
user to set certain display parameters. The STAFF statement may be used in the
DEFINITION Section or the PLAY Section92.
The section The STAFF Statement below describes this statement in more detail.

92

The STAFF statement allows the user to turn off display of certain MIDI event types within the Staff
view, such as Controls. Therefore, specifying the STAFF statement early within the DEFINITION Section
may save space during compilation of large drum programs, since subsequently encountered symbols may
not need to be stored for Staff display.
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The PLAY Section
The PLAY Section of the drum program, when compiled, generates MIDI messages for
playback in the Sequencer – the drum track - and visual items to be displayed in the Staff
view. The meat-and-potatoes of the PLAY Section are Patterns - each time a Pattern is
encountered, MIDI messages are generated. The PLAY Section is optional, but if not
included, no MIDI messages will be generated and the Staff view will be empty.
Unless otherwise noted, all drum language statements described below are valid within
the PLAY Section only. Statements that appear within Sections or Tracks – e.g. SWING,
BARNUM, KEYSIG, RANDOM START - are still global in nature unless noted.
The PLAY Section can be quite simple, as in:
PLAY pattern1 * 24

// loop a pattern 24 times

or more structured, as in:
PLAY
SECTION "Lead In"
…
SECTION "Head"
TRACK
…
TRACK
…
SECTION "Solo"
…

Sections and Tracks - Current Time Location
You can think of the PLAY Section as defining one “uber-track” – a single thread of
MIDI messages that is generated from Patterns, one after the other, as they are
encountered in the drum program – altogether this is the drum track. Thus:
PLAY

Pattern1

Pattern2 * 2

Pattern3 …

results in a stream of MIDI messages illustrated as:
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Although intuitive, it is worth pointing out that at any point during the compilation, the
timestamps of the MIDI messages being generated are not explicitly specified by the user
but are relative to the accumulated duration of the previously generated MIDI messages
since the beginning of the PLAY Section – i.e. the current time location. Patterns occur
in temporal succession, just like a passage of notes in common music notation.
A few drum language constructs provide structural control over time location, allowing
the user to:


create a sectional framework for the entire drum track



fill areas of the drum track with Patterns even if earlier areas have not yet been
filled



create multitrack parallelism so Patterns can be layered on other Patterns

Below are described the SECTION and TRACK statements. By specifying Sections with
defined durations (in bars), the user can set down temporal stakes at determined time
locations in the drum track. Such Sections become empty buckets that can be filled with
Patterns - any Patterns encountered after a SECTION statement (therefore “within” that
Section) are then relative to the Section’s specified time location.
PLAY
SECTION 4
// carve out four bars
SECTION 4
// four more bars
Pattern2 *2

would result in:

The TRACK statement allows parallelism within such Sections – parallel threads of
MIDI messages are generated and merged together. For example:
PLAY
SECTION 4
SECTION 4
TRACK Pattern1
TRACK Pattern2 *2
TRACK Pattern3
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would result in:

Even further, explicit time location values can be specified with the IMPORT MIDIFILE
and IMPORT PATTERN statements by using the LOCALTIME modifier93. The
specified value (e.g. LOCALTIME [3:1:0]) marks the initial time location of the
importation relative to the beginning of the current Section94. This is described in
sections below.

The SECTION and TRACK Statements
As introduced above, the drum language has two constructs, the SECTION and TRACK
statements, to help the user lay out the structure of their drum track or MIDI song95.
These are optional, and can be used together or separately. Additionally, the SECTION
statement supplies an optional Section name to be displayed in the Staff window. See
The STAFF Statement to control the vertical placement of Section names.
SECTION <duration> "<section-name-string>" "<font-string>"
TRACK
"<track-name-string>" <modifiers>
TREBLETRACK "<track-name-string>" <modifiers>
BASSTRACK
"<track-name-string>" <modifiers>

The SECTION statement is used to partition the drum track into contiguous time
segments. Each Section continues until the next SECTION statement. For example:

93

Explicit timestamps can be useful but it is not good practice to use them widely.
In the Staff view, the Notes of each parallel track will be superimposed on the drum staves (or the piano
staff, if TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK are used), possibly reducing readability; see APPENDIX:
Using the Piano Staff. In the case of drum staves, the user has some control over the vertical placement of
Notes using the “<staff-name>” field of the NOTEDEF statement. Also, see The STAFF Statement.
95
The terminology used herein: a Track (TRACK statement) is a construct for parallelism within the
overall drum score specified by the PLAY Section, which is called, in common parlance, the drum track.
94
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PLAY
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION

2 "Lead-In"
24 "Head"
2
// unnamed transition
24 "Solo1"
24 "Solo2"
24 "Head final"
"Ending"

After creating the Sections above, the user might fill them in with:
SECTION 2 "Lead-In"
Deb.Kick * 2

// 2 bars of kick drum for lead-in

SECTION 24 "Head"
Deb.Brush_Pattern1 *12
Deb.Brush_Pattern2 *12
…

// 24 bars of brush

The optional parameters for the SECTION statement are listed below. If no parameter is
specified, the default is used.
<duration>
"<section-name-string>"
"<font-string>"
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A simple integer number of bars specifying the duration of
the Section. Default: the duration floats (see below)
if specified, this string is displayed on the Staff view
this specifies a font name, font size and attributes (bold,
italic, underline) for display of the Section name in the
Staff view (see The FONT Statement) ; this font is reused
for display of further Section names until another font
specification is encountered. Syntactically, “<font-string>”
is only specified when “<section-name-string>” is also
specified. Default: uses same font as last SECTION or MS
Sans Serif 12-pt bold.

Each defined Section must start on a bar boundary and must have a duration in whole
bars. The duration is either explicitly given in the <duration> parameter, or if no
<duration> parameter is given it is floating, i.e. determined by the duration of the
subsequent statements before the next SECTION statement. If a SECTION statement is
encountered when the current time location is not on a bar boundary and the current
Section is floating (the previous SECTION statement did not contain a <duration>
parameter), a WARNING is generated and the current time location is moved up to the
next bar boundary.
When a SECTION statement is encountered, the current time location is adjusted. Per
above, if the previous SECTION statement provided no <duration> parameter, then the
current time location does not change96, otherwise it is set to the bar boundary that is the
start of the previous Section plus its duration. This time location becomes the beginning
of the new Section.
Every drum track has an implied unnamed floating Section at the beginning:
PLAY
Deb.Kick * 2
SECTION 24 "Head"
Deb.Brush_Pattern1 *12
Deb.Brush_Pattern2 *12
…

//
//
//
//

2 bars of kick drum in first
(implied) Section
2nd Section starts at [3:1:0]
24 bars of brush

The TRACK statement can be used to partition a Section into multiple parallel threads of
MIDI messages, akin to separate tracks in a commercial MIDI sequencer. All of the
Patterns encountered after a TRACK statement are within this new Track and are given
relative timing, until the next TRACK statement is encountered. The TRACK statement
then sets the current time location back to that of the beginning of the Section. For
example:
// play 12 bars of brush and HiHat together
SECTION
TRACK BrushSwirl *12
// drag brush on snare
TRACK HH_OffBeat *12
// HiHat on beats 2 and 4

In the example above, if the Section starts at bar t: after 12 bars of BrushSwirl are
generated the current time location is bar t+12; then the second TRACK statement is
encountered and the current time location is set back to bar t; then 12 bars of
HH_OffBeat are generated in parallel. Any number of Tracks can be specified.

96

Except that the time location is possibly rounded up to the next bar boundary.
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At the beginning of a Section, there is an implied Track. Multiple empty TRACK
statements have no further effect than a single TRACK statement – each merely resets the
current time location. Thus the following two Sections are equivalent to the Section in
the example above:
SECTION
BrushSwirl *12
TRACK HH_OffBeat *12

// first TRACK is implied

SECTION
// each TRACK statement simply resets the time location
// to the beginning of the Section
TRACK TRACK TRACK BrushSwirl *12
TRACK TRACK HH_OffBeat *12

Note that, in the example above, if BrushSwirl and HH_OffBeat will always occur
together, a Pattern with parallel subpatterns can be used:
PATTERN Brush_and_HH { // combine into one Pattern
[/BrushSwirl + /HH_OffBeat]
}
PLAY
SECTION
Brush_and_HH *12

If there are no Sections defined, the TRACK statements reset the current time location to
global location 0, which is [1:1:0]:
PLAY
// time is [1:1:0] at beginning of PLAY
BrushSwirl *12
TRACK
// reset time to [1:1:0]
HH_OffBeat *12

The TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK statements differ from the TRACK statement
only in that they indicate that Notes97 within the track are to be displayed on the piano
staff of the Staff view instead of the drum staves, with a default SPLIT position that
favors display on the treble staff or bass staff respectively.
The optional parameters and <modifiers> for the TRACK statement are listed below.
They can be specified in any order. If no modifier is specified, the default is used.

"<track-name-string>"
SHOW / NOSHOW
97

unused at this time
causes the MIDI messages within the Track to be displayed

NOTEDEF Notes only; other xxxDEF Notes are not displayed on the piano staff.
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PLAY / NOPLAY

QUANTIZE <val>
QUANTIZE <val> : <val>

FILL

CLEAN

SPLIT <note>

NOSPLIT

or not displayed on the drum staves of the Staff view.
When used with TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK, the
MIDI messages constituting Notes are displayed or not
displayed on the piano staff of the Staff view. Default:
SHOW
specifies that the MIDI messages of the Track, including
tempo changes, are added or not added into the drum track
for playback. The resulting time locations and Track
duration are treated the same for PLAY and NOPLAY.
Default: PLAY
for TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK only, affects the
display of notes on the piano staff of the Staff view. The
<val> field must be 4, 8, 16 or 32, which specifies that the
displayed position and duration of all Notes will be
rounded to the nearest time boundary: val=4 (the coarsest
setting) rounds to the nearest quarter-note boundary, while
val=32 (the finest setting) rounds to the nearest 32nd-note
boundary98. When two values are specified, the first
specifies quantization for the treble clef; the second
specifies quantization for the bass clef. Default:
QUANTIZE 32
for TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK only, affects the
display of notes on the piano staff of the Staff view. The
displayed duration of notes will be extended up to the next
quarter-note boundary or until the next note is encountered.
Helps reduce clutter in the piano staff by eliminating rests.
Default: no fill
for TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK only, affects the
display of notes on the piano staff of the Staff view by
clipping the duration of displayed notes in order to reduce
excess ties. Also does FILL. Default: no clipping
for TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK only, allows the
user to control upon which clef of the piano staff (treble or
bass) imported notes will be displayed. The <note> field is
an alphanumeric pitch designator which must be between
C4 and B5. All Notes of equal or greater pitch will be
displayed in the treble clef of the piano staff of the Staff
view, otherwise they will be displayed in the bass clef.
Default: for TREBLETRACK: F4;
for BASSTRACK: G#5
for TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK only, specifies
that all the piano staff notes within this Track will be
displayed on the treble or bass clef. Notes out of range will

98

Quantization does not affect playback, just display. For MIDI files that are human-generated or contain
lots of short note values (e.g. arpeggios or scalar figures of 32 nd notes), QUANTIZE 16 typically gives a
more visually appealing display of notes. Recognition and display of triplets is best at QUANTIZE 32 and
is less reliable as QUANTIZE is set to courser values. See APPENDIX: Using the Piano Staff.
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MUTE

SOLO
MONO

TRANSPOSEUP <val>

TRANSPOSEDOWN
<val>

not be displayed: treble clef notes below C4 and bass clef
notes above B5 will not be displayed. Default: off
the MIDI messages of the Track are not added into the
drum track for playback; Notes are shown as gray in the
Staff view99. Does not affect tempo changes. Default: off
not implemented at this time
for TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK only, durations of
notes are truncated to prevent note overlaps on treble or
bass staff; when multiple notes are in the same metrical
position (a chord), only the longest note is displayed, or
with equal durations, only the highest treble note or lowest
bass note is displayed100. Also does FILL. Default: off
all MIDI note messages101 have their pitch transposed up
by <val>. The <val> field is an integer. If any resultant
pitch value is out of range, a WARNING is given. Default:
no transposition
all MIDI note messages have their pitch transposed down
by <val>. The <val> field is an integer. If any resultant
pitch value is out of range, a WARNING is given. Default:
no transposition

The optional modifiers listed above give the user control over the display of Notes on the
piano staff when used with TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK statements. If the piano
staff becomes unreadable due to too many Notes being displayed, the NOSHOW
modifier may be used with selected Tracks to reduce the displayed Notes. QUANTIZE
may be used to change Note quantization from its default of 32 to 16, 8 or lower, to also
improve readability of displayed Notes. FILL may be used to reduce the number of
displayed rests. See APPENDIX: Using the Piano Staff.
Commercial MIDI sequencers give users control of track-level parameters; similarly
within DrumGen, for each Track created with the TRACK statement, the user has
available the following statements to initialize and further control track parameters102:
MIDI
VOLUME
PAN
PATCH
CONTROL
99

- set MIDI channel for messages in the Track
- set MIDI channel volume
- set MIDI channel pan
- set the Program (“patch”) for the MIDI channel
- set other MIDI channel characteristics

MUTE is similar to NOPLAY except the notes are shown as gray in the Staff view. MUTE is intended
for temporarily muting the notes in a Track.
100
Affects display only, not playback. If rapid notes are quantized to the same position, or if a chord (e.g.
bass double stop) is played, only one Note will be displayed. Multiple contemporaneous MONO Tracks
will display just one Note per treble or bass staff between them all.
101
This includes note-on, note-off, and polyphonic pressure (from TOUCHDEF) messages. Transposition
is only meaningful for Tracks associated with pitched instruments.
102
Because these are separate statements in the drum language (rather than TRACK statement modifiers),
the user can control and reassign their values throughout the Track.
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Example:
PLAY
TREBLETRACK QUANTIZE 16 SPLIT G4
// Set Track parameters
PATCH
Chan
VOLUME
Chan
PAN
Chan
PITCHBEND Chan
PRESSURE Chan
MIDI
Chan
…

at beginning
Organ
127
50
0
// reset
0
// reset
// set MIDI channel for following Notes

Duration of a Section
A SECTION statement is followed by statements, typically Patterns, that have a
combined duration that will advance the current time location. If the Section has
TRACK statements following it, it will potentially have multiple concurrent threads of
Patterns - multiple “tracks” – each with its own duration.
But what if a Section has a <duration> parameter, and the durations of one or more of the
Tracks contained within the Section do not match the specified duration of the Section?
The following example illustrates this:
PLAY
SECTION 4
SECTION 4
TRACK Pattern1
TRACK Pattern2*2
TRACK Pattern3

// assume 3 bars long
// assume 2 * 2.75 bars long
// assume 4 bars long
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The duration of a Section or Track is determined by when the next SECTION or TRACK
statement, or the end of the drum program, is encountered. When this happens, it is
treated as follows:


whenever a Track ends – i.e. a SECTION, another TRACK or end-of-program is
encountered – if the current Section has a defined duration and the duration of the
Track is greater (i.e. overflows into the next Section), a WARNING is
generated103. Thus a WARNING would be generated in the example above
because the duration of “TRACK Pattern2*2” is greater than the duration of the
Section.



whenever a Section ends – i.e. another SECTION or end-of-program is
encountered – if the current Section has a floating duration, then the starting bar
of the next Section is determined by the longest Track duration contained within
the current Section. A WARNING is generated at the end of a Section if the
current time location is being changed, which can happen either because a
previous Track was the longest, or because the current time location is not at a
Bar boundary. If the longest Track has a duration that places the current time
location in the middle of a bar, the location is rounded up to the next bar
boundary, and that is where the new Section starts. In the example above, had the
Section been floating, the duration would have been determined by “TRACK
Pattern2*2”.

Note that the duration of a Track or Section is determined by the current time location at
its end. The current time location may have at some point extended beyond its value at
the end of the Track or Section if the IMPORT PATTERN or IMPORT MIDIFILE
statements have been used with the KEEPTIME modifier. Thus, unlike the previous
example, the following will not generate a WARNING about overfilling.

PLAY
SECTION 4
SECTION 4
TRACK Pattern1
// assume 3 bars long
TRACK
// assume 2 * 2.75 bars long
IMPORT PATTERN Pattern2 KEEPTIME
*2 // sets time back
TRACK Pattern3
// assume 4 bars long

103

The check is done at the end of the Track; i.e. a WARNING is not triggered immediately upon
encountering the Pattern that pushes the Track beyond the defined length of the Section.
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Statements that generate MIDI messages
The following statements, when compiled, cause MIDI messages to be added to the drum
track – these messages are stored in the Sequence and played back in the Sequencer. The
IMPORT statements may also cause MIDI messages to be generated; these statements are
described in a separate section.

Patterns
The Pattern is the principal construct used in the PLAY Section to generate the drum
track. In its simplest form, the PLAY Section can consist entirely of Patterns; many
examples have already been given. The current time location is advanced by the duration
of the Pattern, or by multiple durations of the Pattern if a multiplier is used.
<pattern-name> * <multiplier>
As with Pattern elements, the multiplier may be an integer, defined Constant or range
Constant. If it evaluates to 0, a WARNING is given. The multiplier allows the user to
create a very large drum track with a few keystrokes; the user can set the maximum drum
program size in the Settings dialog – see MIDI and other Settings. WARNINGs are
generated if the drum program overflows either the maximum number of MIDI messages,
the maximum number of items to display on the Staff view or the maximum allowed
drum track duration (in bars).

The METRONOME Statement
METRONOME

<pattern-name>

The METRONOME statement, in combination with the Metronome button on the main
window, provides a mechanism for the user to rehearse with a metronomic Pattern. The
operation of the Metronome button has been described in an earlier section, but briefly,
the user enables the metronome by clicking the Metronome button on the Sequencer, then
starts playback by clicking Play. The metronome feature is distinct from the drum track during Sequencer playback, either the drum track or the metronomic Pattern is playing.
The METRONOME statement can occur anywhere in the PLAY Section; it has no effect
on the current time location. The duration of the metronomic Pattern must be an exact
number of bars (for simplicity of looping); if not, a WARNING is generated. The
metronomic Pattern does not show on the Staff window. The metronomic Pattern plays
back at the current tempo displayed on the Sequencer; its MIDI output channel is subject
to the prevailing MIDI statement, if any, when the METRONOME statement is
encountered during compilation, and it is remapped via the MIDI map of the active drum
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program; see The MIDI MAP Statement. The Pattern specified as the metronomic Pattern
may be used in the drum track as well.
An example is:
CONTEXT "Metronome"
PATTERN MetroPattern { // one bar: four quarter note stick hits
DESCRIPTION "Metronome pattern"
B40.Stick2 4 127
B40.Stick3 4 115
B40.Stick3 4 127
B40.Stick3 4 115
}
ENDCONTEXT "Metronome"
PLAY
METRONOME Metronome.MetroPattern

TEXT and MARKER Pattern elements are ignored within the metronomic Pattern,
however TEMPO Pattern elements are active104.

The CONTROL, VOLUME, PAN, SUSTAIN and MODWHEEL
Statements
CONTROL

<chan> <ctlnum> <value>

VOLUME
PAN
SUSTAIN
MODWHEEL

<chan>
<chan>
<chan>
<chan>

<value>
<value>
<value>
<value>

The CONTROL statement provides a simple facility to send MIDI controller messages to
MIDI output devices at the current time location in the PLAY Section. The current time
location is not changed after a CONTROL statement. During playback in the Sequencer,
if the current playback position is changed by the user, controller values sent to MIDI
output devices are not chased. See the description in the earlier section CONTROL,
VOLUME, PAN, SUSTAIN and MODWHEEL.
Each of the fields is an integer or named Constant. The <chan> field specifies a MIDI
channel between 1 and 16. The <ctlnum> field specifies a controller number between 0127. The <value> field specifies a number between 0-127 indicating the value to send to
the MIDI output device.
104

The user can control the tempo of metronome playback with all the normal methods (see Meter, Tempo
and Duration); if User Set Tempo is checked in the Settings dialog, all TEMPO statements are disabled.
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See the example in the next section.

The PITCHBEND, PRESSURE and PATCH Statements
Please refer to the description and examples in the earlier section on Pattern elements:
PITCHBEND, PRESSURE and PATCH.
PITCHBEND <chan> <value>
PRESSURE
<chan> <value>
PATCH
<chan> <value>

The PATCH statement takes a <value> between 1-128 and is typically used when setting
Track parameters, as in:
DEFINE BassChan
DEFINE BassPatch

1
33

"MIDI channel for bass"
"General MIDI acoustic bass"

PLAY
BASSTRACK "standup bass"
// Set Track parameters at beginning
PATCH
BassChan BassPatch
VOLUME
BassChan 127
PAN
BassChan 50
PITCHBEND BassChan 0
// reset
PRESSURE BassChan 0
// reset
MIDI
BassChan
// set MIDI channel for Track
…

To change the current bank on a MIDI channel, use CONTROL 0 and/or CONTROL 32,
the bank select control messages. A more extended example excerpt:
//--------------------------------------------------------------|
MIDI MAP GuitarChan
: "loopMIDI Port" GuitarChan
MIDI MAP GuitarRiffChan
: "loopMIDI Port" GuitarRiffChan
MIDI MAP BassChan
: "loopMIDI Port" BassChan
MIDI MAP SaxChan1
: "loopMIDI Port" SaxChan1
MIDI MAP SaxChan2
: "loopMIDI Port" SaxChan2
MIDI MAP DrumChan
: "loopMIDI Port" DrumChan
MIDI MAP DrumFxChan
: "loopMIDI Port" DrumFxChan
MIDI MAP UtilityChan
: "loopMIDI Port" UtilityChan
//--------------------------------------------------------------|
TITLE "Blind" "Arial-25"
TEMPO 118

//VERBOSE V.TimeStamp
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SECTION "Talking Heads" "Times-9-I" // Opening-----------------------------------------------------

SECTION "Talking Heads" "Times-9-I" // Opening---------------------|
// TRACK Setup
//---------------------------| track params
MIDI
SaxChan1
VOLUME SaxChan1
70
PAN
SaxChan1
30
VxPatch.SaxSession

MIDI 5

//---------------------------| track params
MIDI
SaxChan2
VOLUME SaxChan2
70
PAN
SaxChan2
80
VxPatch.TenorPhone

MIDI 6

//---------------------------| track params
MIDI
BassChan
VOLUME BassChan
70
VxPatch.Acoustic

MIDI 4

//---------------------------| track params
MIDI
GuitarChan
VOLUME GuitarChan
GuitarVol
PAN
GuitarChan
GuitarPan
VxPatch.Nylonistic

MIDI 3

//---------------------------| track params
MIDI
GuitarRiffChan
VOLUME GuitarRiffChan
50
PAN
GuitarRiffChan
75
VxPatch.ElMute2

MIDI 7

//---------------------------| track params MIDI 10
MIDI
DrumChan
VOLUME DrumChan
50
//PAN DrumChan
75
// drums have individual pans
VxPatch.Acoustic1
//---------------------------| track params MIDI 11
MIDI
DrumFxChan
VOLUME DrumFxChan
50
//PAN DrumFxChan
75
// drums have individual pans
VxPatch.PhattAsassin

For each MIDI channel above, the Patch is set with a Pattern, e.g.
VxPatch.PhattAsassin. These Bank/Patch definitions are kept in a separate
library, excerpted here:
CONTEXT "VxPatch"

// Emu ProteusVx with X Composer sound bank

DEFINE Chan …
PATTERN Bk0
…
PATTERN Bank_7
// --- BANK7 patches
PATTERN PhattAsassin
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{ CONTROL Chan 0 0 }
{ /Bk0 /*----*/ CONTROL Chan 32 7 } // set bank7
{ /Bank_7 PATCH Chan 115 DESCRIPTION "Drums" }

When compiled, the library contains Pattern definitions that can be clicked in the
Inspector to set the Patch on MIDI channel Chan.
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Statements that affect Playback
The statements described below do not generate MIDI messages but can be used to affect
or control playback of the drum track in the Sequencer.

The TEMPO Statement
TEMPO

<number>

The TEMPO statement allows the user to set beats-per-minute for a quarter note, as in:
TEMPO 160

// set the quarter-note to be 160 bpm

The <number> field must be an integer or named Constant with a value between 20 and
300.
The TEMPO statement can appear anywhere in the PLAY Section – it causes a tempo
change at the current time location during playback. Multiple TEMPO statements can be
specified throughout the drum track, both standalone and within Patterns, and tempo
change metaevents can additionally be imported from MIDI files with the IMPORT
MIDIFILE statement; they collectively result in a tempo map after compilation. This
tempo map is chased: whenever the Sequencer initiates playback at a particular position
or changes the current playback position during playback (e.g. when using the TRIGGER
LOCATION feature), the tempo is updated to what is current for that position.
During playback, the current tempo is displayed on the Sequencer; tempo markings are
also displayed in the Staff view, just above the drum staves. Tempo changes are shown
as line items in the Navigator; the user can click on them to move the current playback
position when the Sequencer is stopped.
After compilation, the active drum program has an initial tempo – the tempo that is set by
the Sequencer when it starts playback from the beginning of the drum program at time 0
([1:1:0]). If the drum program does not specify a TEMPO statement at time 0, the initial
tempo is set to be whatever is shown in the Tempo display of the Sequencer - by default,
this is 120 bpm. Thus the user can interactively control the initial tempo of the drum
track playback from the Sequencer by clicking into the Tempo field.
TEMPO <number> .. <number> MODWHEEL
TEMPO <number> .. <number> PITCHBEND
The user can also control tempo interactively during playback with a remote MIDI
controller using the statements immediately above – these are Controls. There must be a
MIDI input device open for Controls to be active.
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As with Triggers, DrumGen will read MIDI messages from the MIDI input device. The
Trigger button on the Sequencer is automatically enabled during compilation if this form
of TEMPO statement is encountered105; disabling the Trigger button causes DrumGen not
to respond to MIDI input as Triggers or Controls. Controls work in OMNI mode, i.e.
they respond to modulation wheel and pitch wheel messages on all MIDI channels.
The TEMPO .. MODWHEEL/PITCHBEND statements do not have an associated time
location nor generate a tempo change. Instead they specify which MIDI controller
messages (modulation wheel or pitch wheel) will be read during Sequencer playback to
adjust the tempo within a specified range106. The <number> .. <number> fields must
represent a valid tempo range between 20 bpm and 300 bpm.
For example:
TEMPO 60 .. 180 MODWHEEL

After the drum program is compiled in this example, moving the modulation wheel
controller will cause an immediate tempo change. When the controller is moved to its
lowest position, the tempo will be set to 60 bpm; at its highest position, the tempo will be
set to 180 bpm. The tempo changes will be visible in the Sequencer.
TEMPO 60 .. 180 PITCHBEND

In this second example, as long as the pitch wheel is held upward (above center) the
tempo will increase until it reaches 180 bpm; likewise, the tempo will decrease toward 60
bpm as long as the wheel is held downward. The rate of tempo change increases
according to how far out the pitch wheel is deflected and how far the current tempo is
from the final value.
105

And also if TRIGGER statements are encountered during compilation.
If the active drum program contains TEMPO .. MODWHEEL, the mod wheel controller can also be
used to adjust the tempo while playback is stopped.
106
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Specifying TEMPO .. PITCHBEND, and deflecting the pitch wheel, causes the current
tempo to move toward the final value through time – it can be used to slowly speed up or
reduce tempo to a desired value during playback. TEMPO .. MODWHEEL works
differently, causing the absolute tempo to be controlled by the modulation wheel
immediately – it can be used to quickly set a desired tempo whether the Sequencer is
playing or stopped.
If the user prefers to control tempo interactively with the pitch wheel or modulation
wheel controllers, it is best not to specify TEMPO statements in the drum program. Any
interactively set tempo will be overridden by tempo changes encountered in the tempo
map of the active drum program during playback.

The SWING Statement
SWING <number>
The SWING statement can be used to add a swing feel to the drum track by delaying the
onset of offbeat (also called upbeat) 8th notes, namely Notes that occur right on beats 2
and 4. SWING only affects 8th notes; Notes of other duration will not be given a swing
feel. Thus SWING may not have much effect on recorded or imported Patterns.

The <number> field must be an integer between 0 (straight time, no swing; the default)
and 100 (deep swing). Faster tempi typically call for shallower swing.
SWING 80

// add deep swing

SWING statements can be placed in multiple locations in the PLAY Section. The swing
value will affect the Notes of all subsequently encountered Patterns until the next
SWING statement; however SWING is not applied to Notes from IMPORT MIDIFILE.
When saving a Sequence as a MIDI file, the swing feeling is preserved; if this is not
desired, recompile with SWING 0, then save.
Swing feel can also be directly notated into the drum program without using the SWING
statement107. For example, swing is often notated as triplets, as in the following:

107

However there is no simple adjustment of the depth as provided with the SWING statement.
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The corresponding Pattern definition is:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
PATTERN RideSwing {
{
GM.RideCymbal1 4 // Beat 1, Beat 3
GM.RideCymbal1 6 // Beat 2, Beat 4
GM.RideCymbal1 12
} *2
}
PLAY RideSwing *12

The TRIGGER Statement
TRIGGER
TRIGGER
TRIGGER
TRIGGER
TRIGGER

LOCATION
PLAY
RECORD
NEXTMARKER
PREVMARKER

<note>
<note>
<note>
<note>
<note>

TRIGGER statements indicate that specific MIDI keys on an external MIDI keyboard can
be used to trigger certain Sequencer actions. The <note> field must be a valid
alphanumeric pitch designator like ‘F#6’. Triggers work in OMNI mode, i.e. they
respond to key presses on all MIDI channels. Triggers allow the user to remotely control
the operation of the Sequencer108. The Sequencer does not need to be visible.
As with Controls (see The TEMPO Statement above), DrumGen will read MIDI
messages from the MIDI input device. The Trigger button on the Sequencer is
automatically enabled during compilation if TRIGGER statements are encountered109;
disabling the Trigger button causes DrumGen not to respond to MIDI input as Triggers or
Controls.
When the corresponding key is pressed on an external keyboard connected to the MIDI
input, the following actions are taken by the Sequencer:
108

Triggers are a simple interactive form of MIDI Machine Code (MMC) in reverse. MMC provides
MIDI control of external equipment, e.g. when clicking the transport buttons of commercial audio software.
109
And also if certain TEMPO statements are encountered during compilation.
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Sequencer playback jumps to the position in the drum track
corresponding to the TRIGGER statement. The tempo is
chased.
equivalent to clicking the Play button - if the Sequencer is
playing, it pauses (potentially ending recording); if paused
PLAY
it resumes playback.
Equivalent to clicking the Record button - if the Sequencer
is not playing, free recording is started; if the Sequencer is
RECORD
playing, overdubbing is started. If recording is in progress,
it is stopped.
Sequencer playback jumps forward from the current
NEXTMARKER playback position to the position in the drum track
corresponding to the next rehearsal number or unnamed
Marker, if any. The tempo is chased. See The MARKER
Statement.
Sequencer playback jumps backward from the current
playback position to the position in the drum track
PREVMARKER corresponding to the previous rehearsal number or
unnamed Marker, if any. The tempo is chased. See The
MARKER Statement. To move backward through the
Markers, press the associated key in rapid succession.
LOCATION

For example:
…
TRIGGER LOCATION C5
Drum_Patt *2
//
// Piano Solo
//
SECTION "Solo"
…

// leave two bars lead-in

In the example above, the TRIGGER LOCATION statement is placed two bars before
the start of a new Section named “Solo”. Whenever the user presses the middle C (C5)
on a connected remote MIDI keyboard, the Sequencer will start playback at this position.
If the Sequencer is stopped, it will start. If it is currently playing, it will jump to this
position and continue playback. Thus, a user with a remote MIDI keyboard can easily
rehearse with the drum track at the Section “Solo”, with a two-bar lead-in.
If the user is playing along with the drum track on the same MIDI keyboard used for
Triggers, he may wish to locate Trigger keys at the far ends of the keyboard (out of
normal playing range) as in the following example:
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// Practice with one of three Patterns using Triggers
//
A8 : jumps to Boogie pattern
//
B8 : jumps to Jazz pattern
//
C9 : jumps to Shuffle pattern
//
A1 : starts / stops the playback
// ------------------PATTERN BOOGIE
PATTERN JAZZ
PATTERN SHUFFLE
// -------------------

{ … }
{ … }
{ … }

PLAY
TRIGGER PLAY A1

// bottom of keyboard

//----------------------------------------------------------SECTION 500 "Boogie"
TEMPO 125
TRIGGER LOCATION A8
// top of keyboard
BOOGIE *100
//----------------------------------------------------------SECTION 500 "Jazz"
TEMPO 165
TRIGGER LOCATION B8
// top of keyboard
JAZZ *100
//----------------------------------------------------------SECTION 500 "Shuffle"
TEMPO 125
TRIGGER LOCATION C9
// top of keyboard
SHUFFLE *100

The example above creates three Sections of 500 bars each that are used to reserve space
for three Patterns. The user can then use the keys at the top and bottom of his keyboard
to control the playback of the drum track.
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The MIDI Statement
MIDI <channel>
ENDMIDI <channel>
By convention, drum tracks are played back on MIDI channel 10. However the user may
need to use multiple channels or direct MIDI messages to multiple MIDI devices for
drums and other instruments. DrumGen provides the MIDI, MIDI MAP and MIDIDEV
statements for flexible MIDI output routing110.
The MIDI statement allows the user to force the MIDI channel of Notes without having
to modify or duplicate the associated NOTEDEF or other xxxDEF statements.
TRACK
// put brush on MIDI 3
MIDI 3
BrushPattern *24
TRACK

// put HH on MIDI 4 with low volume
MIDI 4
VOLUME 4 80
HiHatPattern *24

As illustrated above, the MIDI statement offers the same flexibility to set the MIDI
output channel for each Track as can be found in commercial sequencers. With this
capability, the user can more easily drive a synth or software instrument configured for
complex multitimbral operation.
The <channel> field must be an integer or simple Constant with a value between 1..16.
The MIDI statement forces the MIDI channel of MIDI messages generated from Patterns
and other constructs that follow it, until it is terminated by:





another MIDI statement
an ENDMIDI statement
a TRACK, TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK statement, indicating the
beginning of a new Track
a SECTION statement, indicating the beginning of a new Section

Notes auditioned in the Inspector are not affected by MIDI statements; Patterns are
affected if the MIDI statement occurs within the Pattern.
In the following example, a Pattern is defined to send MIDI messages on channel 1 but is
redirected with the MIDI statement to send MIDI messages to other channels as well:

110

These statements may also be used within Patterns; see MIDI and MIDIDEV.
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PATTERN ResetControls {
PITCHBEND
1
8192
PRESSURE
1
0
// set all controllers off
CONTROL
1
121
0
// reset a few controller values explicitly
VOLUME
1
127
PAN
1
64
MODWHEEL
1
0
SUSTAIN
1
0
}
PLAY
TRACK MIDI 1
ResetControls
…
TRACK MIDI 2
ResetControls
…
TRACK MIDI 3
ResetControls
…

As mentioned, the MIDI statement is terminated by structural statements; this requires
the user to explicitly specify the overriding MIDI channel for each structural area, if
needed. Thus placing a MIDI statement in front of a structural statement has no effect:
MIDI 3
// WRONG – TRACK statement will disable
TRACK
// put brush on MIDI 3
BrushPattern *24

Terminating the effect of a MIDI statement can be done with ENDMIDI as well:
MIDI 3
ResetControls
IMPORT MIDIFILE "Debby.mid"
INCHANNEL 2 PLAY
ENDMIDI 3

// play back on Ch 3

Unlike CONTEXT, standalone MIDI statements do not operate in a nested fashion111; a
newly encountered MIDI statement supplants a previous MIDI statement; ENDMIDI
disables all MIDI channel forcing.

111

See MIDI and MIDIDEV regarding nesting of MIDI statements within Patterns.
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Another somewhat fanciful example illustrates panning on multiple MIDI channels:
CONTROLDEF PanL [4 : 10 : 127 .. 0] "pan from right to left"
CONTROLDEF PanR [4 : 10 : 0 .. 127] "pan from left to right"
PATTERN Pan_Left {
DESCRIPTION "pan
PanL 1 TIE 1 TIE
}
PATTERN Pan_Right {
DESCRIPTION "pan
PanR 1 TIE 1 TIE
}
PLAY
TRACK
MIDI 3
BrushPattern *24

left over three bars"
1
right over three bars"
1

// put brush on MIDI 3

TRACK
MIDI 4
HiHatPattern *24

// put HiHat on MIDI 4

TRACK
MIDI 3
Pan_Left

// pan brush left then right
Pan_Right

TRACK
MIDI 4
Pan_Right

// pan HiHat right then left
Pan_Left

STAFF "ENVELOPES"

t
STAFF

The MIDI MAP Statement
MIDI MAP <channel> : "<device-name>" <device-channel>
The user can direct MIDI output to multiple connected devices using the MIDI MAP
statement. DrumGen can output MIDI messages to 16 separate channels; MIDI MAP
statements assign these channels to the desired MIDI output devices – the MIDI Map.
After all MIDI messages have been assembled into the drum track Sequence after a
successful compilation, the devices and channels specified in the MIDI Map are used as
follows:
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during playback, MIDI messages are redirected per the MIDI Map; messages on
MIDI channels that have not been remapped are sent to the main MIDI output
device; see MIDI and other Settings.



the MIDI Map of the active drum program is also used when:
 auditioning Notes and Patterns in the Inspector
 playing the metronomic Pattern
 echoing incoming MIDI messages to MIDI output devices – i.e. when MIDI
Thru is enabled in the Settings dialog – for example during recording

The <channel> and <device-channel> fields must be numbers or simple Constants
between 1-16. The “<device-name>” string must exactly match one of the device names
displayed in the MIDI Out list in the Settings dialog (including capitalization and
spacing).
PLAY
// remap MIDI ch 1 to an outboard module on a MIDI port,
// do not change the channel number
MIDI MAP 1 : "E-DSP MIDI Port [DF80]" 1
// remap MIDI channel 3 to a soft synth using loopMIDI,
// change the channel to 4
MIDI MAP 3 : "loopMIDI Port 1" 4

Since MIDI input is echoed to the MIDI output using the MIDI Map of the active drum
program when MIDI Thru is checked in the Settings dialog, the drum program above can
be used as a simple rechannelizer.

The MIDIDEV Statement
MIDIDEV "<device-name>"
The MIDIDEV statement adds an extra level of flexibility for sending MIDI output to
multiple devices. The “<device-name>” string must exactly match one of the device
names displayed in the MIDI Out list in the Settings dialog (including capitalization and
spacing).
The MIDIDEV statement allows the user to force, or override, the MIDI output device
that would otherwise be in effect for the subsequent MIDI messages112.
TRACK
// put brush pattern on a separate device
MIDIDEV "loopMIDI Port 1"
BrushPattern *24

112

i.e. the default MIDI device or the device determined by the MIDI Map.
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Like the MIDI statement, the effect of the MIDIDEV statement is terminated by the
following:




another MIDIDEV statement
a TRACK, TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK statement, indicating the
beginning of a new Track
a SECTION statement, indicating the beginning of a new Section

DrumGen can accommodate all types of MIDI output configurations, from simple to
complex:


for a drum program targeting a single MIDI device: simply select the MIDI
output device in the Settings dialog



for a drum program targeting several MIDI devices using a limited set of MIDI
channels (up to 16) in a fixed configuration: create a MIDI Map using the MIDI
MAP statement



for a drum program targeting many MIDI channels on many MIDI devices:
use the MIDIDEV and MIDI statements to direct Tracks and/or Patterns to any
and all MIDI output devices in your hardware system.

The RANDOM START Statement
RANDOM START

<number>

The RANDOM START statement causes a small randomness to be added to the
timestamp of all Notes. The randomness is added after compilation is complete; only the
final RANDOM START encountered is used to provide a value that is used to humanize
the entire drum program.
After all MIDI messages have been assembled into the drum track Sequence (including
from IMPORT statements), RANDOM START adds randomness to the timestamps of
note-on messages. The randomness is in both directions, so Notes may be “early” or
“late.” The <number> field must be an integer between 0 (no randomness) to 100
(between 0 and 240 time ticks of randomness in either direction). The limit of 240 ticks
is the duration of an 8th note. Needless to say, a Random Start value of 100 will change
the character of the drum track significantly.
Playback behavior could potentially change in situations where the order of MIDI
messages is important because MIDI messages starting at the same time could be
rearranged by randomness. To minimize this, all non note-on messages (e.g. note-off
messages and MIDI messages from PATCH, CONTROL and other xxxDEF statements)
at a particular timestamp are “pushed backward” (earlier) in time so they remain in front
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of any note-on messages that are given negative random time increments. Thus when
RANDOM START is applied to the multi-note literal construct below:
CONTROLDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF

pan_left
LoTomNote
HiTomNote

[3:10:0]
[3:C4:120]
[3:C#4:127]

PATTERN P {
…
[ pan_left + LoTomNote ]
…
}

4

// LoTomNote is given random
// start

PLAY
RANDOM START 15
P

the order is preserved - the MIDI message for pan_left will always precede the note-on
message for LoTomNote. However:
[ LoTomNote + pan_left ]

4

// irregular

could reorder the messages113. Similarly:
[ HiTomNote + LoTomNote ]

4

might result in the note-on for LoTomNote preceding the note-on for HiTomNote when
Random Start is applied.
Note that:
 the Random Start is not applied when auditioning Patterns in the Inspector or
building Patterns in the Pattern Builder (DrumGen Pro)
 randomness will not show on Staff view
 since randomness is compiled into the Sequence, it will be included in a MIDI file
exported with the Save Sequence as MIDI file menu option
 The RANDOM START statement works broadly; in contrast, Delta Time controls
the timing of individual Pattern elements
 The <number> field translates into time ticks; at slower tempi, a particular value
will have more noticeable effect.

113

Without RANDOM START, the construct would not be re-ordered however. This example shows an
unusual grouping since without reordering the Pan would take effect only after LoTomNote is generated.
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The SETTINGS Statement
SETTINGS "<settings-string>"
The SETTINGS statement gives control over certain operational parameters solely within
the active drum program. Parameters may be specified in a single, or several,
SETTINGS statements, for example:
PLAY
SETTINGS "CTLRANGES 2"
Modulate
SETTINGS "CTLRANGES 0"
RampUp

//
//
//
//

make ranges more sensitive
Pattern controlling Modwheel
now make ranges less sensitive
Pattern controlling Volume

Recognized parameter settings within "<settings-string>" are:
CTLRANGES <val>

Controls the density of MIDI controller
messages produced for range values (see
below). Default: 0

The CTLRANGES parameters can take a value of 0, 1, 2 or 3, as follows:
CTLRANGES 0

the default “thin” messages – generate at most one
MIDI controller message per 32nd note position. Can
be used when controlling voice parameters that are less
sensitive to incremental values, such as Volume.

CTLRANGES 1

generate at most one MIDI controller message per
64th note position (30 time ticks).

CTLRANGES 2

generate at most one MIDI controller message per
128th note position (15 time ticks).

CTLRANGES 3

“thick” messages – generate MIDI controller
messages for each incremental value within the range.
Preferred when controlling sensitive parameters such as
modulation.

Ranges can be used with the following durational Pattern element types to create a linear
ramp of values through time: CONTROLDEF, PITCHDEF, PRESSUREDEF and
TOUCHDEF. Whether the density of MIDI controller messages generated when
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compiling a Pattern element with a range is “thick” or “thin” depends on several factors,
including the size of the range and the time duration of the Pattern element. The
CTLRANGES parameter takes effect only on subsequent Patterns encountered in the
PLAY Section. It has no effect on the MIDI messages generated for Patterns previously
encountered during the compilation of the PLAY Section.
NOTE: Although pitch bend is a very sensitive control function within virtual
instruments, changing the CTLRANGE from the default for PITCHDEF Pattern elements
can result in the generation of voluminous MIDI controller messages. MIDI pitch bend
ranges can be large and can exert sensitive control upon virtual instruments even with the
default “thin” generation of messages.
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Statements that affect Staff View Display
The drum language contains statements allowing the user to enrich the Staff display.
Particularly when used in conjunction with notes on the piano staff (using the IMPORT
MIDIFILE and TREBLETRACK/BASSTRACK statements), these features allow the
user to format and decorate the display of accompanying song material, for example lead
sheets, to make it easier to navigate and synchronize with the drum track.
None of these statements affect the current time location. The following drum program
fragment illustrates the use of many of these statements:
LISTING
/******************************************************/
PLAY
/******************************************************/
TITLE "Waltz for Debby"

"Arial-20-BU"

VERBOSE 6
SWING 50
KEYSIG F
TEMPO 160
TEMPO 160..220 PITCHBEND
METRONOME Metronome.Metro
TRIGGER PLAY
TRIGGER LOCATION

B8
C9

VOLUME 4 30

// MIDI ch4 holds quiet brush strokes

// REWIND

SECTION "" "Baveuse-10-B" // ---------------- Bar 0-1 - Lead In
BARNUM 0
MARKER "Dec 2008" "Arial-8"
TRACK
Deb.LeadIn * 2
SECTION 24 "Head - Part 1" // --------------- Bar 2 - phrase 1
BARNUM 2
DOUBLEBAR
TRACK NOPLAY
IMPORT MIDIFILE "debby13b.mid" KEEPTIME
QUANTIZE 32 SPLIT A4
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// melody track

The TITLE and SUBTITLE Statements
TITLE "<title-string>" <y-position> "<font-string>"
SUBTITLE "<title-string>" <y-position> "<font-string>"
The TITLE and SUBTITLE statements cause a title and/or subtitle to be persistently
displayed in the Staff window, for example:
TITLE "Waltz for Debby" "Arial-20-BU"

The optional “<font-string>” field allows the user to specify the displayed font – see The
FONT Statement. The default TITLE font is Arial, 20-point and SUBTITLE font is
Arial, 16-point. The optional <y-position> gives control over the vertical placement of
the title or subtitle – the default value for TITLE is 3 and for SUBTITLE is 32.
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

Title
TitlePos
TitleFont

"12 Bar Blues"
15
"Arial-25"

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

STitle
STitlePos
STitleFont

"~ in B-Flat ~"
55
"Arial-18-I"

PLAY
TITLE
SUBTITLE

Title
STitle

TitlePos
STitlePos

STAFF

"PIANOSTAFF 125"

TitleFont
STitleFont

// give more room for Title
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Only one Title is displayed, however multiple Subtitles may be displayed

The SECTION Statement
SECTION <duration> "<section-name-string>" "<font-string>"
The SECTION statement has been described above in Sections and Tracks – Structure;
in particular its structural use with the <duration> field. The SECTION statement may
also be used for Staff display purposes when the “<section-name-string>” and optional
“<font-string>” fields are specified. Following are examples of use:
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION

// use structurally
24
"Intro"
"Intro" "Times-10-u"
24 "Intro"
24 "Intro" "Times-10-u"

// display on Staff
// both

The Section name will appear above the piano staff; see The FONT Statement for a
description of the fields of “<font-string>”. By default, the font used to display a Section
name is MS Sans Serif 12-point bold ("MS Sans Serif-12-B"). When a “<fontstring>” is encountered in a SECTION statement, it will be used for subsequently
encountered SECTION statements until another “<font-string>” is specified.
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The MARKER Statement
MARKER "<msg-string>" "<font-string>"
A MARKER statement causes <msg-string> to be displayed above the piano staff in the
Staff view at the current time location. The current time location is not advanced. See
The STAFF Statement to control the vertical placement of Markers.
Examples:
MARKER "Part 1"
MARKER "Adagio" "Times-12-BI"
MARKER "1"

// rehearsal number in box

An optional “<font-string>” may be supplied – this font specification is used for this
Marker and also all subsequent MARKER statements encountered in the PLAY Section
until another “<font-string>” is encountered in a MARKER statement. By default, the
font is MS Sans Serif 12-point bold.
Markers may be used for a variety of
purposes, including:







naming musical sections
performance instructions
chord notation
rehearsal numbers
navigation of the drum program
score with the Navigator and
TRIGGERS
exporting MIDI markers into a
standard MIDI file

Regarding naming musical sections, the
SECTION statement also provides for a
user-supplied name, see The SECTION
Statement above.
Regarding rehearsal numbers, specifying a simple number as “<msg-string>” will cause
that number to be displayed enclosed in a box.
Regarding navigation, all Markers are shown in the Navigator, see The Navigator. The
TRIGGER NEXTMARKER and TRIGGER PREVMARKER statements allow the user
to use a remote controller to set the current playback position to the next/previous Marker
during Sequencer playback. These TRIGGER statements do not enable jumping to all
Markers, just those that are rehearsal numbers or unnamed (i.e. “<msg-string”> is “”); see
The TRIGGER Statement.
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Example:
PLAY
TRIGGER PREVMARKER A8
TRIGGER NEXTMARKER B8
SECTION 4 "Intro"
MARKER ""
…

// jump from Section to Section

// for TRIGGER

SECTION 12 "Head"
MARKER ""
…

When exporting to a standard MIDI file, Markers will be saved as marker metaevents –
i.e. MIDI markers - see Save Sequence as MIDI file. Similarly, importing a MIDI file
from the File menu that contains marker metaevents will result in Markers in the
resulting drum program; see Import MIDI file. However with the IMPORT MIDIFILE
statement the user can control the importation of markers from a standard MIDI file by
using the MARKERS modifier; see The IMPORT MIDIFILE Statement.

The BARNUM Statement
BARNUM <number>
The BARNUM statement can be used to control the numbers displayed at the beginning
of one or more bars (measures) in the Staff view114. Multiple BARNUM statements can
be used throughout the drum program. This is useful to match numbering in sheet music
and lead sheets, particularly if the user desires to include a few bars of lead-in or an
extended bridge that might throw off bar number correspondence with the printed music.
Each bar has a natural bar number, starting at 1 for the first bar of the drum track. All
displays of the current time location during compilation, and the current playback
position during Sequencer operation, as well as the Navigator, use the natural bar
number. Bar numbers from the BARNUM statement are used nowhere other than the
Staff display.
In the absence of the BARNUM statement, the natural bar numbers will be displayed in
the Staff view. When a BARNUM statement is encountered, the current bar of the
current time location will be displayed with the <number> value and it will increment
from there or until another BARNUM statement is encountered. The <number> field
can be any simple integer value, including 0. If the displayed bar number is not the same
as the natural bar number, the number is enclosed in parentheses.
114

BARNUM does not set the current time location.
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The DOUBLEBAR Statement
DOUBLEBAR
The DOUBLEBAR statement causes a double barline to be displayed between the bar of
the current time location and the previous bar. The double barline separator can be used
to visually mark the start of a new Section of the drum track.
SECTION 24 "Head – Part 1"
BARNUM 2
DOUBLEBAR

// matches sheet music

The KEYSIG and TIMESIG Statements
KEYSIG <key-name> MAJOR
KEYSIG <key-name> MINOR
DrumGen maintains a single global key signature throughout the drum program that is
used in the piano staff of the Staff view, starting from the first bar. By default it is the
key of C. Setting the key signature is only relevant for notes appearing on the piano staff.
The key signature can be set as follows


using the KEYSIG statement in the drum program, which explicitly sets the key
signature



using the KEYSIGS modifier within the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement, which
takes the key signature from the imported MIDI file if it encounters any key
signature metaevents in the file

The <key-name> field must be a valid key designator, such as ‘F’, ‘c#’, or ‘Gb’. Major
key is implied; the optional MAJOR designator is included for symmetry. The MINOR
designator does change the key. Sharp keys are supported up to seven sharps (key of Csharp or ‘C#’) and flat keys are supported up to seven flats (key of C-flat or ‘cb’).
When displaying notes on the piano staff, sharps are generally used in sharp keys and
flats are used in flat keys115.

115

There is no facility in DrumGen to allow the user to explicitly control whether non-scalar notes will be
spelled with sharps or flats.
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Examples are:
KEYSIG
KEYSIG
KEYSIG
KEYSIG
KEYSIG
KEYSIG
KEYSIG

F
F MAJOR
a# minor
C
fb
G#
Db minor

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

one flat
same as above
seven sharps
unnecessary, defaults to C
ERROR – not supported
ERROR – not supported
ERROR – not supported

If multiple KEYSIG statements are encountered, the global key signature will be taken
from the last encountered, or from an IMPORT MIDIFILE statement using the
KEYSIGS modifier116 if it is last encountered.
TIMESIG
TIMESIG

3
4

DrumGen maintains a single global time signature throughout a drum program – either
4/4 (the default), or 3/4. The TIMESIG statement must occur in the PLAY Section before
any statements that cause current time location to be advanced beyond 0117.
PLAY
TITLE
TIMESIG

"My Waltz"
3

With TIMESIG 3, all displays of time location and duration – for example, in the Listing,
Log, Sequencer and Inspector – will have different numerical values than TIMESIG 4.

The STAFF Statement
STAFF "<display-string>"
The STAFF statement gives control over the display of the Staff view by allowing the
user to set certain display parameters. Multiple parameter values may be specified in a
single, or several, STAFF statements, for example:
STAFF "PIANOSTAFF 90

NOCONTROLLERS"

// same as:
// STAFF "PIANOSTAFF 90"
// STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS"
116

If IMPORT MIDIFILE is used with the KEYSIGS modifier, but no key signature metaevent is
encountered in the MIDI file being imported, the key signature will not be changed. However, many
commercial MIDI tools that export MIDI files include key signature metaevents as a matter of course.
117
Similarly, TIMESIG must appear before the METRONOME statement in order to insure the
metronomic Pattern has a duration ending on a bar boundary.
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Recognized parameter settings within "<display-string>" are:
PIANOSTAFF <val>

DRUMSTAFF <val>

SECTIONS <val>

MARKERS <val>

BARWIDTH <val>

SHOWSHARPS
SHOWFLATS

ENVELOPES

NOCONTROLLERS
SHOWCONTROLLER
<val>
NOPITCHBENDS
NOPRESSURES

NOPATCHES

NOMARKERS
NODRUMS
NOTEXT
NOTEMPOS

Vertical positioning in pixels (from the top
of the Staff view) of the top of the piano
staff. Default (and minimum value): 65
Vertical positioning in pixels (from the top
of the piano staff) of the top of the drum
staves. Default (and minimum value): 185
Vertical positioning in pixels (from the top
of the Staff view) of the top of all Section
name text. Default: 67, for default font
Vertical positioning in pixels (from the top
of the Staff view) of the top of all Marker
text. Default: 67, for default font
Determines fixed horizontal width of bars;
set to 0 for normal, 1 for 1.5x width, or 2 for
double width. Default: 0
Spell non-scalar notes with sharps or flats,
as needed. Default: sharp key signatures
and the key of C generally show sharps; flat
key signatures generally show flats.
Drum staves for controllers, Pitchbend and
Pressures display value levels instead of
noteheads. Default: off.
Do not display drum staves for Controller
Notes. Default: they are displayed.
Display a drum staff for a particular
Controller (0..127). Only useful in
conjunction with NOCONTROLLERS.
Do not display drum staves for Pitchbend
Notes. Default: they are displayed.
Do not display drum staves for Channel
Pressure or Polyphonic Pressure Notes.
Default: they are displayed.
Do not display drum staves for Program
Change MIDI messages. Default: they are
displayed.
Do not display Markers. Default: they are
displayed.
Do not display drum staves for drum Notes.
Default: they are displayed.
Do not display TEXT strings. Default: they
are displayed.
Do not display tempo markings. Default:
they are displayed.
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The STAFF statement may be used to expand (add more whitespace to) the Staff view by
setting PIANOSTAFF and DRUMSTAFF values, and also to turn off the display of
various Note types and text elements.
Important note: the STAFF statement may appear in the DEFINITION Section or in the
PLAY Section. During compilation of the drum program, when a STAFF statement is
encountered that restricts the items to be displayed in the Staff view, certain item types
that, due to their numbers, might result in voluminous internal storage – such as
Controller messages, pitch bend messages, or drum notes – are immediately no longer
collected for display. Thus, placing the STAFF statement within the DEFINITION
Section or at the beginning of the PLAY Section can provide the additional benefit of
reducing needed storage and compile time118. This applies to the following parameters:
NOPITCHBENDS, NOPRESSURES, NOCONTROLLERS, NOTEMPOS,
NOPATCHES and NODRUMS. The Inspector and Navigator will not display any items
that were not collected.
Because of the behavior mentioned above, users should take care to place desired
SHOWCONTROLLER parameters together with NOCONTROLLERS119.
PLAY
// show only mod wheel and volume messages on Staff
STAFF
"NOCONTROLLERS SHOWCONTROLLER 1 SHOWCONTROLLER 7"

118

In contrast, placing the equivalent STAFF statement at the very end of the drum program would have
the same effect on the Staff view, but the internal tables might have collected many notes and other
symbols that ultimately will not be displayed in the Staff view but will be present in the Inspector and/or
Navigator.
119
A WARNING will otherwise be generated.
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IMPORT Statements
IMPORT MIDIFILE "<MIDI-filename>" <modifiers> * <multiplier>
IMPORT PATTERN <pattern-name> <modifiers> * <multiplier>

The IMPORT MIDIFILE statement instructs DrumGen to read a standard MIDI file
and add its MIDI messages into the drum track currently being constructed during
compilation. The user can control the importation through the optional <modifiers>.
Examples employing IMPORT MIDIFILE can be found in the appendices below.
The imported MIDI messages would not typically be additional drum notes but would be
an accompaniment to the drum track – perhaps a bass or piano track. The user can
control which external devices and patches the imported MIDI notes will drive on a perchannel basis using the MIDI MAP statement. If desired, the MIDI messages
constituting notes may be displayed on the piano staff of the Staff view120.
The IMPORT PATTERN statement is similar; the user names a previously-defined
Pattern and it is added into the drum track. The difference is that imported MIDI files are
shown on the Piano staff while imported Patterns are shown on the drum staves and are
treated as part of the drum track.
The <modifiers> are a string of parameters, as detailed in tables below:
<modifier> <modifier> …
as in:
IMPORT MIDIFILE "bass.mid" SHOW CLEAN SPLIT B6 PATCHES INTRACK 1

which could be in any order, as in:
IMPORT MIDIFILE "bass.mid"
INTRACK 1
SPLIT B6
PATCHES
SHOW
CLEAN

120

// more readable

By convention, MIDI messages imported on Channel 10 are displayed on the drum staves.
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IMPORT – Current Time Location and the Duration of a MIDI File
The IMPORT statement has several aspects that deal with time, including a modifier to
override the current time location: the LOCALTIME modifier allows the user to specify a
time location at which to start the importation. When LOCALTIME is used, all imported
MIDI messages will be time-stamped relative to this specified starting time location.
After the importation is complete, the current time location will then be set according the
‘duration’ (with possible rounding) and also depends on whether the KEEPTIME
modifier has been used.
The current time location after an IMPORT MIDIFILE statement is determined as
follows:


by default, the time location after the importation will be set to the beginning time
location before the importation, plus the ‘duration’ of the MIDI file (described
below). This time location will be rounded up to the following beat boundary121.



the KEEPTIME modifier can be used to indicate that the time location should not
be moved. The time location after the importation will be the same as before the
importation, with no rounding. For example, when importing MIDI files for staff
display or debugging purposes (i.e. using SHOW, SHOWEVENTS or
SHOWMETAEVENTS modifiers), KEEPTIME can be used to prevent the
current time location from being affected.



The duration of the MIDI file and rounding of the subsequent time location
affects the use of a multiplier; see Using Mulipliers with IMPORT below.

A standard MIDI file is a complex data structure. A Type 1 MIDI file may have multiple
tracks, each with a unique duration, where duration is indicated by the time-stamp of the
final MIDI message in the track. Thus, a convention is needed to indicate where the
current time location is situated after an importation … and in fact during the importation
if a multiplier is used.
To keep things simple, DrumGen operates as follows: the ‘duration’ of an imported MIDI
file is determined by the encountered MIDI message with the greatest time location. The
current time location after the importation is then set by rounding this greatest time
location to the following beat boundary (if it is not already on a beat boundary).
An encountered MIDI message means any message (but not metaevent), whether filtered
in or out by modifiers, within a track that is being searched. If the user specifies the
INTRACK modifier, only that specified track will be searched, otherwise all tracks will
121

Rounding is useful because some commercial MIDI tools that export MIDI files set the duration of
MIDI notes to be less than full value in order to add realism to the playback. For example, a note shown as
a quarter note on the staff view of such application might be exported with a duration of 400 low-level time
ticks when 480 time ticks is the full duration of a quarter note. Thus, a resulting one-bar MIDI pattern in a
MIDI file might have a duration slightly less than one full bar, making it difficult to loop (with a multiplier)
during importation.
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be searched. One of the searched tracks will be the ‘longest’ and will determine the
duration of the file. In that track, even if the final MIDI message (with the greatest time
location) is filtered out – say for example the user has used the INCHANNEL modifier to
select only messages on a particular MIDI channel and the final message is on a different
MIDI channel – the time location of that final message is still used in the determination
of the duration.
The current time location after an IMPORT PATTERN statement is determined as
follows:


by default, the time location after importation will be set to the beginning time
location before the importation, plus the duration of the Pattern. There is no
rounding122. The duration of a Pattern has been described earlier.



the KEEPTIME modifier can be used to indicate that the time location should not
be moved. The time location after the importation will be the same as before the
importation.

Following are some examples using IMPORT PATTERN123.
// Import a 4-bar Pattern at the current location with no KEEPTIME
// at this location the current time is [3:1:0]
IMPORT PATTERN Four_Bar
// current time is now [7:1:0]

If KEEPTIME is used, the time location is not changed:
// Import a 4-bar Pattern at the current location with KEEPTIME
…
// at this location the current time is [3:1:0]
IMPORT PATTERN Four_Bar KEEPTIME
// current time is still [3:1:0]

In this second example immediately above, any further statements (e.g. Patterns) will
cause MIDI messages that will overlay the Four_Bar Pattern in time … thus this facility
can be used to create layers of drum patterns124.

122

Thus by default the treatment of time is the same as if the user had simply specified the Pattern itself,
instead of IMPORT PATTERN.
123
In these examples IMPORT MIDIFILE would behave in the same way for a MIDI file with a ‘duration’
of four bars.
124
If extensive layering is desired, using the TRACK statement is a better method.
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Alternately, the LOCALTIME modifier can be used, as in:
// Import a 4-bar Pattern at a specified time location with no
// KEEPTIME
…
// at this location the current time is [3:1:0]
IMPORT PATTERN Four_Bar LOCALTIME [6:1:0]
// current time is now [10:1:0]

In this third example immediately above, the current time location is changed (moving
forwards in this case) by specifying LOCALTIME [6:1:0]. The current time pointer after
the importation is then set to the start time plus the duration of the Pattern.
The final example is one with a specified time location and KEEPTIME:
// Import a 4-bar Pattern at a specified time location with
// KEEPTIME
…
// at this location the current time is [3:1:0]
IMPORT PATTERN Four_Bar LOCALTIME [6:1:0] KEEPTIME
// current time is now [3:1:0]

In the example above, the Four_Bar Pattern is imported starting at time location [6:1:0]
and then the current time location is set back to [3:1:0] (not [6:1:0]).

Using Multipliers with IMPORT
Using a multiplier with IMPORT is similar to using a multiplier with a Pattern within the
PLAY Section. For example, a repeating Pattern can be overlaid starting at a particular
time location as in:
IMPORT PATTERN HiHat_1Bar
LOCALTIME [3:1:0]
KEEPTIME
*12

// start at 3rd bar in Section
// merge, don’t insert
// 12 bars of pattern

Note that the above can be accomplished as well with the TRACK construct, as in:
TRACK
REST_1Bar * 2
HiHat_1Bar * 12

//
//
//
//
//

create a new track at beginning
of Section
2 bars of rest, now we’re at
[3:1:0]
12 bars of pattern

For both Patterns and MIDI files that are imported with a multiplier, the KEEPTIME
modifier, if specified, is only applied after all the iterations have been processed.
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For imported MIDI files, the rounding of the time location to the next beat boundary is
done after every iteration of the importation, as in:
…
import MIDI file
round current time location
import MIDI file
round current time location
…
The multiplier may be an integer or Constant, including a range Constant. If the
multiplier evaluates to 0, a WARNING is generated.

The IMPORT MIDIFILE Statement
IMPORT MIDIFILE "<MIDI-filename>" <modifiers> * <multiplier>
This statement reads an entire MIDI file125 into a separate temporary Sequence, then
selects MIDI channel messages and metaevents from that Sequence according to the
<modifiers> specified. The selected MIDI messages are typically merged into the drum
track being currently constructed and are played along with the drum track during
playback, or are displayed on the piano staff.
IMPORT MIDIFILE is a facility intended to allow the user to incorporate accompanying
instruments along with the drum track, thus the merged MIDI messages are displayed as
notes on the piano staff not the drum staves126. By default the notes are not displayed in
the Staff view; the user must specify that notes are to be displayed with the SHOW
modifier. Importing drum notes (often on MIDI channel 10) from a MIDI file is
accomplished using the Import MIDI file menu item within the File menu.
The user can use the MIDI statement to redirect the imported MIDI messages to a MIDI
channel driving the desired instrument, as in:
// redirect imported MIDI messages to MIDI channel 8
MIDI 8
IMPORT MIDIFILE "Debby.mid"
ENDMIDI 8

If the “<MIDI-filename>” is not fully-specified (i.e. ‘anchored’ within the file system),
it is taken to be relative to the IMPORT directory path defined in Settings, or to the
125

Type 0 and Type 1 MIDI files are supported. A Type 2 MIDI file will be opened as a Type 0 MIDI file
and only the first sequence in the file will be available.
126
Only note-on/note-off MIDI messages show on the piano staff; Control and other channel messages are
not displayed.
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current directory if there is no such definition. The user can override this location with
the IMPORTDIR statement.
Typical usage of the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement would be:


use no modifiers, just import an entire MIDI file for playback with the drum track
The notes are not shown on the Staff view.



use the INTRACK or INCHANNEL modifier to import the MIDI notes of a
single instrument. Use the MIDI and/or MIDI MAP statements to rechannelize
these notes to a particular MIDI output device and channel. If it is for example a
Bass part, use the SHOW modifier so the notes are displayed on the Staff view.
Use the TRACK, VOLUME, PAN, MUTE and CONTROL statements to control
playback, as with a track-based commercial MIDI sequencer.



use the SHOW and NOPLAY modifiers when importing notes representing the
tune, head, melody, etc. that you don’t want to play, but want to align the drum
track to. Use QUANTIZE and SPLIT to control the placement of notes on the
Staff view. See APPENDIX: Using the Piano Staff.



use SHOWEVENTS and SHOWMETAEVENTS to create a list of all MIDI
messages and metaevents are contained in the MIDI file.

In the absence of any modifiers, the following occurs during importation:


no notes are displayed in the Staff view.



only note-on and note-off MIDI messages are merged into the drum track – other
desired message types must be specified in the modifiers such as
CONTROLLERS, PITCHBENDS, PATCHES, TEMPOS, etc.



the current time location of the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement becomes the
starting time location of the importation.



all tracks in the MIDI file are merged, for Type 1 MIDI files.

If the SHOW modifier is specified:


CLEAN is recommended to simplify the display of notes on the Staff view.



small quantizations of note start times and durations are done specifically to aid
the Staff view display; these quantizations do not affect the playback of notes in
the sequencer.
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the QUANTIZE modifier is set to 32 (a 32nd note; the most precise value) by
default. This only affects the display of notes in the Staff view, not the playback
of notes in the sequencer.



the SPLIT point is set to G#5 if the preponderance of imported notes is in the bass
clef range, or F4 if more imported notes are in the treble clef range. All notes of
equal or higher pitch than the SPLIT point will be drawn in the treble clef of the
piano staff.

The timestamps of all imported MIDI messages are adjusted to use DrumGen’s default
MIDI timebase which is 480 time ticks per beat (quarter note).
The following modifiers are recognized; they can be specified in any order. If no
modifier is specified, the listed default is used. To keep things simple, the modifier
settings of any enclosing TRACK, TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK statement have no
effect on IMPORT MIDIFILE. The exceptions to this are when the enclosing Track
specifies MUTE or MONO.
SHOW / NOSHOW

PLAY / NOPLAY

QUANTIZE <val>
QUANTIZE <val> :
<val>

FILL

causes the imported MIDI messages that constitute notes to be
displayed or not displayed on the piano staff of the Staff view.
It attempts to detect and display triplets (but not other ntuples). Notes on MIDI channel 10 are shown on drum
staves. Default: NOSHOW
specifies that imported MIDI messages including tempo
changes are added or not added to the drum track for
playback; overridden if the enclosing Track specifies MUTE.
The resulting time location after the IMPORT is determined
in the same fashion whether this modifier appears or not.
Default: PLAY
affects the display of notes on the piano staff of the Staff
view. The <val> field must be 4, 8, 16 or 32, which specifies
that the displayed position and duration of all notes will be
rounded to the nearest time boundary: val=4 (the coarsest
setting) rounds to the nearest quarter-note boundary, while
val=32 (the finest setting) rounds to the nearest 32nd-note
boundary. Recognition and display of triplets is less reliable
as the QUANTIZE is set to courser values127. When two
values are specified, the first specifies quantization for the
treble clef; the second specifies quantization for the bass clef.
Default: QUANTIZE 32
affects the display of notes on the piano staff of the Staff
view. The displayed duration of notes will be extended up to

127

For MIDI files that are human-generated or contain lots of short note values (e.g. arpeggios or scalar
figures of 32nd notes), QUANTIZE 16 typically gives a more visually appealing display of notes.
Recognition and display of triplets is less reliable as QUANTIZE is set to courser values.
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the next quarter-note boundary or until the next note is
encountered. Helps reduce clutter in the piano staff by
eliminating rests. Default: no fill.
affects the display of notes on the piano staff of the Staff view
CLEAN
by clipping the duration of displayed notes in order to reduce
excess ties. Also does FILL. Default: no clipping
durations of imported notes are truncated to prevent note
MONO
overlaps; when multiple notes are in the same metrical
position (a chord), only the longest note is displayed, or with
equal durations, only the highest treble note or lowest bass
note is displayed. Also does FILL. Default: off
allows the user to control upon which clef of the piano staff
SPLIT <note>
(treble or bass) imported notes will be displayed. The <note>
field is an alphanumeric pitch designator which must be
between C4 and B5. All notes of equal or greater pitch will
be displayed in the treble clef of the piano staff of the Staff
view, otherwise they will be displayed in the bass clef.
Default: if the majority of notes during the overall importation
are determined to be above middle C (C5), the SPLIT point is
F4; if the majority are below middle C, the SPLIT point is
G#5
Only effective following a TREBLETRACK or
NOSPLIT
BASSTRACK statement, specifies that all imported notes
will be displayed on the treble or bass clef. Notes out of
range will not be displayed: treble clef notes below C4 and
bass clef notes above B5 will not be displayed. Default: off
for general information or debugging - causes all MIDI
SHOWEVENTS
messages within the MIDI file, whether imported or not, to be
listed track-by-track in the Log view128. Default: off
SHOWMETAEVENTS for general information or debugging - causes all MIDI
metaevents within the MIDI file, whether imported or not, to
be displayed in the Log view128. Default: off
INCHANNEL <chan> only MIDI messages with channel <chan> are imported. The
<chan> field is an integer between 1 and 16. Default: MIDI
messages on all channels are imported
For Type 1 (multitrack) MIDI files, selects a single track to
INTRACK <track>
import. The <track> field is an integer, the lowest value of
which is 1129. A separate IMPORT is required for each
desired track from a MIDI file. Default: all tracks are
imported
128

If there is a multiplier only the first iteration is listed; timestamps displayed are the unmodified event
times within the MIDI file; the timebase displayed is 480 ticks per beat, no matter what the original
timebase of the MIDI file. For SHOWEVENTS, a Set Tempo line item is listed for each tempo metaevent;
channel messages show their original MIDI channel (they are not mapped); tracks are displayed as they
exist in the Type 0 or Type 1 MIDI file – for Type 1 files, Track 0 contains metaevents by convention.
129
The single track number shown for a Type 0 MIDI file in the listing (Listing window) is Track 0, the
first and only track. This modifier is not useful with Type 0 MIDI files.
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TRANSPOSEUP <val>

TRANSPOSEDOWN
<val>

KEEPTIME
LOCALTIME
[bars:beats:ticks]

PATCHES
CONTROLLERS
PITCHBENDS
PRESSURES
TEMPOS

MARKERS
TIMESIGS
KEYSIGS

all MIDI note messages130 have their pitch transposed up by
<val>. The <val> field is an integer. If any resultant pitch
value is out of range, a WARNING is given. Default: no
transposition
all MIDI note messages130 have their pitch transposed down
by <val>. The <val> field is an integer. If any resultant pitch
value is out of range, a WARNING is given. Default: no
transposition
causes the time location after the importation to be set to the
same as before the importation. Default: off
sets the initial time location of the importation to
[bar:beat:ticks] starting from the beginning of the current
Section. See Time and Current Time Location for a
description of [bars:beats:ticks]. Default: the importation
starts at the current time location
import Program Change MIDI messages; Default: off
import Controller MIDI messages; Default: off
import Pitchbend MIDI messages; Default: off
import Channel Pressure and Polyphonic Pressure MIDI
messages; Default: off
import Tempo metaevents from the MIDI file. These are
merged into the overall tempo map (see the TEMPO
statement) and become active during playback. Tempo
metaevents with timestamps beyond all the other imported
channel messages are not imported131. Default: off
Import Marker metaevents from all tracks of the MIDI file
and display these in the Staff view. Default: off
not implemented - import time signature metaevents132
import key signature metaevents from all tracks of the MIDI
file. See the discussion of how key signature is treated in The
KEYSIG and TIMESIG Statements. There is no key signature
map – just a single key signature beginning at the first bar for
the entire duration of the piano staff. Default: off

Many commercial MIDI sequencers, when exporting MIDI files, will output “track
parameters” - Program changes, channel volume/pan, etc. – at the beginning of each
exported track. The user can specify SHOWEVENTS to see these MIDI messages in the
Log view. If desired, they can be imported using the modifiers above. There is also the
option to control these parameters in a more flexible fashion with PLAY Section
statements such as CONTROL, PATCH, MIDI, VOLUME and PAN.
130

This includes note-on, note-off, and Polyphonic Pressure (with PRESSURE modifier) messages.
Tempo metaevents for Type 1 MIDI files are merged into the first track of the Sequence into which the
MIDI file is imported. To import just the Tempo metaevents but not other MIDI events of this first track,
use the following statement: “TRACK MUTE IMPORT MIDIFILE “filename” INTRACK 1 TEMPOS”
132
Time signatures are ignored. The File – Import MIDI file operation imports time signatures.
131
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The IMPORT PATTERN Statement
IMPORT PATTERN <pattern-name> <modifiers> * <multiplier>
The IMPORT PATTERN statement allows the user to insert a Pattern into the drum
track. A simple form of the statement, for example:
IMPORT PATTERN Pattern1

is no different than simply specifying the Pattern within the PLAY Section:
Pattern1

// same as above

Thus the interest in using this statement lies in the use of modifiers. Though the
IMPORT PATTERN statement utilizes a subset of the modifiers used by IMPORT
MIDIFILE, modifiers of an enclosing TRACK statement apply in most cases. To display
the notes of imported Patterns on the piano staff, enclose within TREBLETRACK or
BASSTRACK.
The following modifiers apply to IMPORT PATTERN; they can be specified in any
order. If no modifier is specified in the case of SHOW/NOSHOW or PLAY/NOPLAY,
the value is taken to be that specified for the enclosing Track, if any, otherwise the
default is used.

SHOW / NOSHOW

PLAY / NOPLAY

TRANSPOSEUP <val>
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causes the imported pattern elements to be
displayed or not displayed on the drum
staves of the Staff view133. Default:
SHOW, or per the enclosing Track
specifies that imported MIDI messages are
merged or not merged into the drum track
for playback; overridden if the enclosing
Track specifies MUTE. The resulting time
location after the IMPORT is determined in
the same fashion whether this modifier
appears or not. Default: PLAY, or per the
enclosing Track
all MIDI note messages134 have their pitch
transposed up by <val>. The <val> field is
an integer. If any resultant pitch value is
out of range, a WARNING is given.

if the IMPORT PATTERN is enclosed within a TREBLETRACK or BASSTRACK, this determines
whether notes are displayed on the piano staff.
134
This includes note-on, note-off, and Polyphonic Pressure (with PRESSURE modifier) messages.
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TRANSPOSEDOWN <val>

KEEPTIME

LOCALTIME [bars:beats:ticks]

Default: no transposition
all MIDI note messages130 have their pitch
transposed down by <val>. The <val>
field is an integer. If any resultant pitch
value is out of range, a WARNING is
given. Default: no transposition
causes the time location after the
importation to be set to the same as before
the importation. Default: off
sets the initial time location of the
importation to [bar:beat:ticks] starting from
the beginning of the current Section. See
Time and Current Time Location for a
description of [bars:beats:ticks]. Default:
the importation starts at the current time
location
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Other Statements
The ASSERT Statement
ASSERT GLOBALBAR <bar-number>
ASSERT LOCALBAR <bar-number>
The ASSERT statement can be placed in the PLAY Section as a test of the current time
location. When the compiler encounters an ASSERT statement it checks to see if the
current time location corresponds to the beginning of the specified bar. The <barnumber> field must be a simple integer between 1-n specifying a natural bar number that
is relative to the beginning of the entire drum track (GLOBALBAR) or relative to the
beginning of the current Section (LOCALBAR). If the current time location is not at the
exact beginning of the specified bar, a WARNING is given showing the current time
location. The ASSERT statement can appear anywhere in the PLAY Section and can be
used multiple times. The asserted location value may not correspond to the displayed bar
number in the Staff view if the BARNUM statement has been used.
The ASSERT statement does not set the time location, it just performs a check. If the
user suspects misalignment of the Patterns within Tracks, the ASSERT statement can be
used to help uncover the cause. Displaying the current time location in the Listing with
VERBOSE 6 can also be helpful; see The VERBOSE Statement.
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APPENDIX: Using General MIDI
DrumGen is installed with GMDRUMS.DRM, which provides Note definitions for
equipment that follows the General MIDI standard drum map135:

135

Diagram adapted from Wikipedia; octave numbers changed to match DrumGen.
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GMDRUMS.DRM can be included in any drum program using the INCLUDE statement or
simply by copying and pasting136. Along with basic GM drum definitions, it includes
commonly-used Roland GS extensions. Roland expanded the number of drum kits
supported by adding unique sounds while preserving the standard placement of each
sound overall. These drum kits were assigned their own bank. To insure a GScompatible device has the drum bank loaded on a particular channel – typically channel
10 – the following controller messages can be sent: Control 0 is set to 127 and Control 32
is set to 0137. With this bank loaded on a compatible device, the alternate drum kits may
be selected with a Program change (PATCH statement) on that channel. For example:
// make sure MIDI ch 10 has GS drum bank loaded
CONTROL
10
0
127
CONTROL
10
32
0
// now can load alternate drum kits
PATCH
10
GS.JazzKit

The GS extensions contained in GMDRUMS.DRM define additional common Notes and
Program (Patch) numbers for extra drum kits (Drum Set Names) each of which features
several unique drum sounds. An overview of the drum kits is138:

136

Copy and paste is recommended if modifications are needed, e.g. routing GM Notes to an alternate
MIDI channel or remapping Notes.
137
A GS-compatible device may have the GS drum bank automatically loaded on MIDI channel 10,
however it is unlikely that the GS drum bank is automatically loaded on any other channel.
138
table taken from www.hittrax.com.
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GMDRUMS.DRM does not define Notes that are unique to a particular GS drum kit, but the
user can easily do so, for example:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
// define GS Brush Kit notes
CONTEXT "GS_BrushKit"
NOTEDEF BrushTap "BrushTap"
NOTEDEF BrushSlap "BrushSlp"
PATTERN BrushPattern {
{ BrushSlap
4
BrushTap
4
BrushSlap
BrushTap
BrushTap

4
8
8

[GS.Chan : D3 : GS.Vel]
[GS.Chan : D#3 : GS.Vel]

60
60 } *3
60
60
127

}
ENDCONTEXT "GS_BrushKit"
PLAY
TEMPO 200
SWING 50
// set GS drum bank on MIDI channel 10
CONTROL GS.Chan
0
127
CONTROL GS.Chan
32
0
// set patch to desired GS drum kit
PATCH GS.Chan
GS.BrushKit
GS_BrushKit.BrushPattern *12

Mapping GM Drums to Nonstandard Kits
Many drum machines and drum software apps contain interesting drum kits/banks that do
not fully implement the standard General MIDI layout. However, existing GM drum
tracks – for example those that are downloaded from the Web and imported into
DrumGen using the File – Import MIDI file menu item, or drag-and-drop - can still be
used with these devices.
For such GM drum programs, instead of including GMDRUMS.DRM, the user can remap
the needed GM Note definitions to the layout of their particular kit, while preserving their
GM Pattern definitions. Thus, the following:
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// a simple General MIDI drum program
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
PATTERN RockPattern {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.SideStick
GM.BassDrum1
GM.SideStick
}

// GM Pattern is not changed
4
4
8
4

*2

PLAY RockPattern *32

would become the following:
// a simple General MIDI drum program
// remapping – do not include GMDRUMS.DRM
//
C5: bass drum on this kit
//
D5: side stick on this kit
CONTEXT "GM"
DEFINE Chan
DEFINE Vel

10
127

NOTEDEF BassDrum1 "BassDrum" [Chan : C5 : Vel]
NOTEDEF SideStick "Stick"
[Chan : D5 : Vel]
ENDCONTEXT "GM"
PATTERN RockPattern {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.SideStick
GM.BassDrum1
GM.SideStick
}

4
4
8
4

*2

PLAY RockPattern *32

If GM drum programs will be used extensively to drive a kit with a nonstandard layout, it
may be useful to create a unique version of GMDRUMS.DRM in which all the GM Note
definitions are given alternate pitch values matching the layout of the nonstandard kit.
A more generalized mapping file for a particular kit, whether General MIDI or not, would
provide both Note mappings and also velocity mappings for accented, normal and ghost
(lightly tapped) notes. These different velocity levels are useful for constructing Patterns
and allow multiple drum kits to be mapped to a particular Pattern library139.

139

Modern drum software provides sophisticated control over sound through velocity sensitivity; thus each
kit could require different velocity values for accented, normal and ghost notes, depending on user
preference. At the same time, since a particular MIDI file may have been recorded using other devices,
synthesizers often provide velocity curves to adjust voice response to incoming MIDI velocity values.
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Additionally, many commercial drum products have extra capabilities above General
MIDI, which are illustrated as “native” Notes and Patterns in the diagram below.

Drum maps for popular commercial drum banks will be made available in this form from
time to time on www.drumgen.com.
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APPENDIX: Humanization
The robotic sounds of 1980s drum machines have been replaced in recent years with
commercial drum software that may include human-recorded intros, fills, breaks and
“grooves,” or other humanization features. With DrumGen, the user can import humanrecorded MIDI files and of course directly record electronic drums. Furthermore, the
drum language provides features for humanization at the Note, Pattern and global levels.
Velocity ranges: randomly selected velocity simulates the natural variability of human
drumming. In addition to specifying velocity ranges in NOTEDEFs and Pattern
elements, MIDI notes may be given randomized velocities automatically during
importation (File – Import MIDI file) or even during recording.
PATTERN CymbalPat {
…
Crash1
4

80..95 *4

// four random velocities

Value ranges: when working with MIDI drum modules, VSTs or standalone software
that allow MIDI control of voice parameters, such as cross-fades, modulations, and attack
parameters, continuous controller messages with value ranges may be embedded within
Patterns or directly in the PLAY Section to vary these settings.
DEFINE crossfade 24
"CC for controlling crossfade"
PATTERN p {
{
// each subpattern iteration has a unique crossfade
CONTROL 10 crossfade
40..80
…
} * 8
}

Multi-notes: Multi-notes add another layer of random selection, for example:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
DEFINE range1
DEFINE range2
DEFINE range3

80..95
100..105
124..127

NOTEDEF Crash1_1
NOTEDEF Crash1_2
NOTEDEF Crash1_3

"Crash" [GM.CrashCymbal1] range1
"Crash" [GM.CrashCymbal1] range2
"Crash" [GM.CrashCymbal1] range3

"NOSHOW"
"NOSHOW"
"NOSHOW"

// when Crash1 is used in a Pattern it will select a velocity
// from one of the three ranges or a REST
NOTEDEF Crash1
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[Crash1_1 | Crash1_2 | Crash1_3 | REST]

Multi-notes with the ‘|’ operator are a powerful way to add variability at the Note and
Pattern level; each constituent Note within a multi-note could map to:


different sounds that are substitutes within familiar Patterns; for example a
rimshot and a center shot on a snare, or a ride cymbal and open hi-hat for a time
keeping Pattern
an alternate but similar drum sample, for example two different brush strokes
a Note with a different velocity
a Note containing a different controller value, such as pan position or modulation





PATTERN HiHatPattern {
…
// hit HiHat2 every once in awhile
[HiHat1 | HiHat1 | HiHat1 | HiHat2]
…
}

4

Delta time: small adjustments of onset timing allow the user to drive the beat or apply
human variability of timing down to the individual Pattern element. [See examples in
Pattern Elements – Delta Time.]
NOTEDEF SnareDrum "Snare" [ … ]
PATTERN P {
TEXT "| Pattern P"
| < 15..25 |
SnareDrum
SnareDrum
SnareDrum
SnareDrum

// 15-25 ticks early on 1st beat
4
4
4
4

}
PLAY P *24
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SWING: gives the drum track a swing feel on 8th notes.
TENUTO: with a random range, gives a human feel to the duration of melodic Notes.
RANDOM START: this feature adds random timing adjustments to MIDI note-on
messages throughout the drum track.
RANDOM START 33

// 33% of 240 = 80 ticks; the starting time of
// Notes will be randomly adjusted within the
// range of -80..80 ticks

In the following example, a melodic monophonic
piano passage is recorded as Record1.p and is
octave-doubled with Pattern p_8vb. Dynamic
variability is introduced by selecting velocity range in
the Record dialog. In addition, timing variability is
added with RANDOM START, making the octaves
sound human-performed. TENUTO could also be
used.
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.
In addition, the following techniques may be used.
Pattern Selection: similar to multi-notes, Pattern constructs with random selection can
add variation at a higher level, as in Pattern P below, which consists of a basic Pattern
and a randomly selected fill used to complete phrases:
NOLISTING
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
LISTING
CONTEXT "GM"
// re-enter context
PATTERN Basic {
OpenHiHat
4
ClosedHiHat 4
OpenHiHat
4
ClosedHiHat 4
}
PATTERN Turn1 {
OpenHiHat
4
ClosedHiHat 4
OpenHiHat
4
ClosedHiHat 8
ClosedHiHat 8
}
PATTERN Turn2 {
OpenHiHat
4
ClosedHiHat 4
HighFloorTom 6
}
PATTERN Turn3 {
CrashCymbal1 2
HighFloorTom 6
}

// end of phrase fills

100
127

*3

*3

PLAY
SWING 50
GM.P *12

TEMPO 240
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// 48 bars

PATTERN P {
// 4 bars
/Basic *3
// randomly select a fill with preference for Turn1
[/Turn1 | /Turn1 | /Turn1 | /Turn2 | /Turn2 | /Turn3]
}
ENDCONTEXT "GM"
PLAY
SWING 50

TEMPO 240

GM.P *12

// 48 bars

Tempo drift: live drum tracks can have gradual, usually unintended, tempo changes,
which can be accomplished in DrumGen with a tempo track:

// Tempo drift with a Tempo track
DEFINE rpt
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PATTERN Tempo {
TEMPO 100
// every 5 bars do a small adjustment
{
REST 1 *5
TEMPO 98..102
} * rpt
}
PLAY
TRACK Tempo
TRACK
…

… or with real-time control of tempo:
PLAY
// control tempo variation with Modwheel
TEMPO 98..102 MODWHEEL
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Multiplier ranges: the multipliers used to repeat Notes and Patterns can specify a
range140:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
CONTEXT "GM"

// re-enter context

DEFINE vrange 80..127
PATTERN Tom_Flurry {
// always less than 1 bar long
HiTom
16
vrange
*3..5
HiMidTom
16
vrange
*3..5
LowMidTom 16
vrange
*3..5
}
ENDCONTEXT "GM"
PATTERN REST { REST 1 }

// 1 bar container

// duration is always 1 bar due to REST
PATTERN Tom_Flurry_1bar { [/REST + /GM.Tom_Flurry] }
PLAY
TEMPO 200
Tom_Flurry_1bar

140

However there is a potential loss of control of duration and alignment of Patterns when multipliers are
randomly chosen.
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APPENDIX: Layering
Interesting drum tracks arise when two or more Notes or Patterns are played against each
other. Layering is accomplished either in the DEFINITION Section or directly in the
PLAY Section in the following ways141:


within a Note definition – with multi-notes. Two or more Notes that consistently
sound together can defined as a single multi-note



within a Pattern definition – with parallel subpatterns. Parallel subpatterns give
the user the ability to superimpose two streams of Notes locally – for example an
accent Pattern on top of a basic timekeeping Pattern. Alternately, subpatterns can
be used to organize the Notes of a particular drum track by instrument142



with the TRACK statement – if Patterns are to be tossed together with lots of
variety, this is a general mechanism for controlling concurrent playback of
Patterns within the PLAY Section



with the IMPORT PATTERN statement – this PLAY Section statement allows
the user to overlay a Pattern into the drum track at any time location

No matter how layering is accomplished, the Staff view collects and displays occurrences
of each Note value on its own drum stave. The user may define Patterns in a similar
fashion – creating subpatterns or Tracks for each distinct Note – or, alternately, the user
may prefer to mix different Notes together into coherent rhythmic figures which can be
more simple to use within the drum track. For example, the Pattern:

could be programmed as:
PATTERN HH {
GM.OpenHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
GM.OpenHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
}

4
4
4
4

or as:

Parallelism can also be achieved by running multiple instances of the DrumGen app simultaneously …
perhaps most appropriate for modern jazz !
142
The Pattern Builder in DrumGen Pro uses this facility.
141
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PATTERN HH_Open {
GM.OpenHiHat
REST
GM.OpenHiHat
REST
}

4
4
4
4

PATTERN HH_Closed {
REST
GM.ClosedHiHat
REST
GM.ClosedHiHat
}

4
4
4
4

PATTERN HH {
[ /HH_Open + /HH_Closed ]
}

Layering with Note Definitions
For the examples in the sections below, we will use the following definitions:
NOTEDEF Bass
NOTEDEF Cymb

[10:C3:120 ]
[10:Eb4:120]

"Bass Drum"
"Ride Cymbal"

PATTERN P1_Bass
PATTERN P1_Cymb

{ Bass 1 }
{ Cymb 4 *4 }

// bass drum on 1st beat
// four beats of ride cymbal

and we will construct the following simple Pattern, called P1:

Two or more drum Notes that consistently sound together can be programmed together
into a Pattern by defining them as a single Note using the multi-note construct, as in:
NOTEDEF Bass_Cymb [Bass + Cymb]

"Bass and Ride multi-note"

PATTERN P1 {
Bass_Cymb
Cymb
}

// 1 bar pattern
4
4

*3
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Layering within a Pattern Definition
If a set of Notes is to be used variably or infrequently in parallel with a base Pattern, it is
preferable to collect the Notes into a separate Pattern instead of building them into the
base Pattern. In our ongoing example above, the ride cymbal Pattern P1_Cymb could be
used alone, or with the bass drum Pattern P1_Bass as in the following construct:
PATTERN P1 {
[ / P1_Cymb

+

/ P1_Bass ]

// two subpatterns played
// together

}

Patterns can be layered and looped (with a multiplier) with the construct above, as in:
PATTERN P1_24Bar {
[ / P1_Cymb + / P1_Bass ] *24

// two subpatterns played
// together

}

This works best if the Patterns are of the same duration.
Literal subpatterns may also be layered:
PATTERN P1 {
[ { Bass 1 }

+

{ Cymb 4 *4 } ] // two literal subpatterns
// played together

}

Layering with the TRACK Statement
An arbitrary number of parallel tracks can be specified in the PLAY Section, and then
filled with Patterns that will play in parallel.
SECTION 24

// Pattern P1 is across two Tracks

TRACK P1_Cymb

*24

// 24 bars of ride cymbal

TRACK P1_Bass

*24

// 24 bars of bass drum

Layering with the IMPORT PATTERN Statement
The IMPORT PATTERN statement allows the user to overlay a Pattern into the drum
track at any time location.
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Thus, we can expand the previous example to layer small figures over a basic Pattern:
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF

Bass
Cymb
Snare
Tom
Crash

PATTERN P1_Bass
PATTERN P1_Cymb

[10:C3:120 ]
[10:Eb4:120]
[10:E3:120]
[10:A3:120]
[10:C#4:120]

"Bass Drum"
"Ride Cymbal"
"Electric Snare"
"Low Tom"
"Crash"

{ Bass 1 }
{ Cymb 4 *4 }

// bass drum on 1st beat
// four beats of ride cymbal

// small figures
PATTERN Snare_1 {
PATTERN Snare_2 {
PATTERN Tom
{
PATTERN Crash
{
PATTERN PressRoll
Snare 32 *2
Snare 32 CRESC
Snare 32 }

Snare
Snare
Tom 4
Crash
{

8 *2 }
16 *3 }
*2 REST 4 Tom 12 *3 }
1 }

1..115 *14

PLAY
SWING 50
SECTION 24

// Pattern P1 is across two Tracks

TRACK P1_Cymb

*24

// 24 bars of ride cymbal

TRACK P1_Bass

*24

// 24 bars of bass drum

// add some interest on top of basic pattern
IMPORT PATTERN Snare_1
IMPORT PATTERN Tom
IMPORT PATTERN Crash

LOCALTIME [3:4:240]
LOCALTIME [4:1:0]
LOCALTIME [5:1:0]

IMPORT PATTERN Snare_2
IMPORT PATTERN Crash

LOCALTIME [7:4:240]
LOCALTIME [8:1:0]

IMPORT PATTERN PressRoll
IMPORT PATTERN Crash

LOCALTIME [10:3:0]
LOCALTIME [11:1:0]

// etc.

IMPORT PATTERN statements use the LOCALTIME and KEEPTIME modifiers to
control the current time location. This feature is convenient to layer unique accent
figures across the drum track.
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APPENDIX: Using the Piano Staff
The piano staff, or grand staff, within the Staff view is a simple facility for viewing
musical notes and markings that helps the user navigate and play along with the active
drum program displayed on the drum staves. The piano staff can display lead sheets,
basslines, chord symbols, recorded solos, Section names and other markings. Notes
displayed on the piano staff come from two sources:


Patterns following TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK statements



Notes imported with the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement

The simplicity of the piano staff means the following:


all notes are displayed on just two traditional staves - treble and bass clef



the bar widths are of fixed size, no matter how many notes are contained in a bar



the Staff view is not editable - the user can use the horizontal scroll bar at the
bottom and click to set the current playback position, but displayed elements
cannot be interactively moved, resized or altered for better readability



both the treble and bass clefs display one voice. The durations and ties employed
to display a note are affected by other contemporaneous notes

Importing complex Type 1 (multitrack) MIDI files with the File - Import MIDI file menu
option or with the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement, or performing multiple recording
operations, can result in many notes being displayed on the piano staff. Fortunately, the
display of these notes can be controlled to reduce density and improve readability with
the following:


STAFF statement – this statement allows adjustment of bar width and vertical
placement of staves.
STAFF "PIANOSTAFF 150 DRUMSTAFF 230"
STAFF "BARWIDTH 2"



// spread out staves
// wide bars

KEYSIG - setting the correct key signature will minimize the number of
accidentals displayed.

In addition, the following modifiers may be used with both IMPORT MIDIFILE and with
TREBLETRACK and BASSTRACK:


NOSHOW –subsequent Notes will not be displayed.



QUANTIZE and FILL - QUANTIZE 16 is often a good balance to reduce
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busyness of the piano staff while minimizing "clumping" where sequential notes
are quantized into a chord. QUANTIZE 8 may be sufficient for basslines.
Human recorded tracks will be cleaned up considerably with QUANTIZE and
FILL.


NOSPLIT – constrain Notes to be displayed on a particular clef



MONO – cleans up overlapping notes for monophonic parts



CLEAN – reduces the number of displayed ties by clipping Note durations



TRANSPOSE - TRANSPOSE is typically used to match NOTEDEF pitches in
the drum program with the desired sounding octave of a MIDI playback device,
but can also be used simply for display purposes. See the example below.

The user can also insert NOSHOW directly into a Pattern in one or more places to have
finer control over which Notes are displayed on the Piano staff – see the section PLAY,
NOPLAY, MUTE, SHOW and NOSHOW.
Another technique to reduce clutter is to select half speed in the Import MIDI dialog;
playback tempo must correspondingly be doubled.
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In the example above, the imported Pattern Snap.WinJammer_Demo1 appears in two
Tracks – one is for playback only and contains the NOSHOW modifier, and the other is
for display only and contains the NOPLAY modifier.

Transposing the displayed octave has no effect on the octave of the sounding notes during
playback but can reduce collisions between displayed notes when multiple MIDI tracks
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are contributing to the notes in a clef, or as in the case above, when the original pitches
are more easily read an octave higher (TRANSPOSEUP 12).
Triplets: detection and display of triplets (and other tuplets) is a recurring problem in
notation software. When notes are quantized more coarsely than QUANTIZE 32, or are
merged with other streams of notes into a single voice, their displayed onset positions and
durations can be affected such that triplet detection is difficult143.
Triplets are most easily detected and displayed on the piano staff if there is a single
“voice” of notes sent for display on the treble and bass clefs, and if quantization is left at
the default or explicitly set to QUANTIZE 32. Other tuplets, such as the 5-tuplets that
can result using DrumGen durations, are less common and are not displayed as such.
IMPORT MIDIFILE "greendolphin.mid" LOCALTIME [1:1:0]
KEEPTIME INTRACK 1 INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4 SHOW NOPLAY CLEAN
MIDI 3

The example
aboveMIDIFILE
uses IMPORT
MIDIFILE for display
only and[1:1:0]
detects triplets in the
IMPORT
"greendolphin.mid"
LOCALTIME
KEEPTIME
INTRACK 1 INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
stream of MIDI
messages.
QUANTIZE Quant
ENDMIDI 3

The following example illustrates the generation of piano staff triplets with drum Notes:
PATTERN Triplet_Chords {
// ----------------- 1st bar
TEXT "triplet half notes" 0 "Calibri-10-i"
{
[1:C5:120]
:3
[1:E5:120]
:3
[1:G5:120]
3
} * 3
// ----------------- 2nd bar
TEXT "triplet qtr notes" 0
{
[1:D5:120]
:6
[1:F5:120]
:6
[1:A5:120]
6
} * 6
}
PLAY TREBLETRACK QUANTIZE 32 Triplet_Chords

143

As mentioned, the playback timing of the original MIDI note-on and note-off messages is not affected
by display adjustments.
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Note that the default quantization (no QUANTIZE modifier) has the advantage that its
duration-filling algorithm will reduce the clutter of small rests144 (whereas QUANTIZE
32 disables duration filling) and is thus moderately better at detecting triplets.
When importing MIDI files containing triplets with the File - Import MIDI file menu
option, select fill durations for better triplet detection.

One Voice: following is an example that illustrates how one voice is displayed per clef:

NOTEDEF p_c5
NOTEDEF p_e5
NOTEDEF p_a4

[1:C5:120]
[1:E5:120]
[1:A4:120]

PATTERN Track1 { p_c5 4 }
PATTERN Track2 { p_e5 2 }
PATTERN Track3 { p_a4 8 }
PLAY
TREBLETRACK Track1
TREBLETRACK Track2
TREBLETRACK Track3

Commercial notation programs often export scores as MIDI notes with slightly truncated durations – i.e.
a quarter note might be given 440 time ticks instead of the full 480 ticks – because full duration notes can
sound unnatural when played back; the effect is that small rests are introduced during importation unless
duration-filling is employed.
144
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The durations of the displayed notes of these three simple contrived Tracks are
determined by the rules of displaying one voice.
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APPENDIX: Creating Drum Pattern Libraries
A key benefit of DrumGen is the ability to create libraries of reusable drum patterns,
typically stored in include files, that may be compiled and auditioned in the Inspector
when laying out and filling in a drum track. Any drum library may be extended by using
parameterization and substitution as described below.
Drum libraries can be of a general nature - for use with all General MIDI devices - or
unique to a particular drum bank. They can be organized, for example, by style (Latin),
length (2-bar Patterns), functionality (basic patterns, fills, layers, accent patterns, solos),
by type (loops, one-off, human recorded), or time signature (4/4, waltz). When
assembling a drum track, the user can quickly draw from a drum pattern library, then can
supplement with live-recorded song-specific phrases and comp figures – figures that
meld with and accentuate the particular hooks and melodic lines of the song.
Drum pattern libraries can be created using one or more of:


Construction – creating short Patterns by spelling them from individual Notes and
building more elaborate Patterns using combination and substitution.



Recording – for example, recording one- to four-bar loops and fills using an
electronic drumset or MIDI controller results in Patterns with a natural feel.



Importing – assembling a library using free MIDI drum patterns (.mid files) from
the Web, or patterns bundled with commercial drum software. The Inspector
makes a good browser of such drum grooves, once they’ve been imported.

Following are some considerations when using construction to create a drum library.

Structural Model - it is best to have a model or template for the Patterns in the library.
The RockLib.drm example below builds 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-bar Patterns starting from a
set of 1-bar Patterns that are combinations of three subpatterns:

Endless variations of this basic 1-bar Pattern can then be easily added to the library by
combining alternative hi hat, snare and bass drum subpatterns145. These 1-bar Patterns
can in turn be assembled into many 4- and 8-bar verses using the templates:

145

See the section APPENDIX: Layering.
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where Rock_1Bar_Fill is:

Parameterization - Parameterization gives the capability to remap drum Notes and
create variations of drum Patterns. If a drum library is to be used with different drum
devices, it should ideally contain no velocity map nor Note definitions that are unique to
any particular drum kit146. All device-specific definitions should be collected in separate
mapping files for each drum module, kit or software app, as discussed in the section
Mapping GM Drums to Nonstandard Kits above, and illustrated in the examples below.
To illustrate parameterization, consider that a snare drum Note could be spelled with a
GM definition within a Pattern147:
GM.AcousticSnare

4

120

// accented snare

However a fully parameterized version of this Pattern element could be spelled with a
local Note definition, sna:
DEFINE
NOTEDEF
…
sna

VSnare_Acc
sna
"Snare"

120
"Snare accent velocity"
[GM.AcousticSnare]
VSnare_Acc

4

// accented snare

With this spelling, the velocity of all accented snare Notes (sna) occurring throughout
the drum track can now be easily adjusted by setting the definition of VSnare_Acc –
possibly defined in a separate include file – e.g. by mapping it to a specific drum kit, or
perhaps by redefining it as a range to add humanization.
DEFINE

VSnare_Acc

115..122

"Snare accent velocity"

146

An exception might be to provide a default velocity map so the library can be compiled and the Patterns
auditioned “out of the box.”
147
This is a typical Pattern element created when importing a MIDI file.
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Furthermore, the definition of the snare drum Note sna itself can now also be easily
altered to map to a different drum kit or to switch to a different sound wherever it is used
throughout the drum track:
// remap Note for a different drum kit
NOTEDEF
sna
"Snare"
[10 : C7 : VSnare_Acc]
// .. or switch the sound
NOTEDEF
sna
"Snare"

[GM.ElectricSnare]

VSnare_Acc

// .. or use random selection

NOTEDEF

sna

"Snare"

[sna1 | sna2 | sna3]

Other considerations when constructing drum libraries:


Start with simple and short Pattern components related to the structural model;
these can be used as building blocks. See the RockLib.drm example below.



If swing Patterns are desired, build them in straight time with 8th note upbeats; the
depth of swing can then be controlled with the SWING statement. Swing depth
can also be auditioned and adjusted in the Inspector
// simple Pattern with local Note definitions
PATTERN JazzLib.JazzPattern {
{
hhop
4
// open hi hat
stk
:4
// side stick
TEXT
"swing these 8ths"
0
TEXT
".. but not 16ths"
15
hhcl
8 *2
// closed hi hat
} *2
}
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Humanization can take several forms – see the section APPENDIX –
Humanization above, Some features, such as velocity ranges and delta time, can
be built parametrically into Patterns during construction of the library, as in:

DEFINE hum

0..60

// 60 ticks is a 32nd note

// upbeat hi hat notes can lag up to 32nd
PATTERN HiHat8th_human {
// *** beat 1
hhop
hhcl

8
8

// *** beats 2-4
TEXT
".. humanized"
{
| > hum |
} *3

hhcl
hhcl

80..100
VHH
0

"Calibri-8-i"

8
8

VHH_Acc
VHH

DESCRIPTION "basic HiHat 8ths"
}

Alternately, specific humanizations could be added later when the Pattern is used
in a particular context in a drum track.

Using Substitution
Parameterization using symbol definitions, a key feature the drum language, allows the
user to create Pattern variation with substitution. This capability has been illustrated
directly above and in many examples within this User Manual by substituting one
definition for another. Another powerful tool for variation within Note definitions is
random selection with the multi-note ‘|’ operator. In summary, when constructing drum
pattern libraries, substitution techniques include the following.
Local Note definitions – use local definitions for basic drum kit Notes such as snares,
toms, cymbals, etc.; these can map to General MIDI or specific devices, and allow easy
adjustment of velocity and the underlying sound. Notes can be defined in the following
ways:
// snare drum Note
NOTEDEF
sn
[10 : D3 : 127]
NOTEDEF
sn
[GM.AcousticSnare]
NOTEDEF
sn
[sn1 | sn2 | sn3]

// simple definition
// substitution
// random selection
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A more elaborate example:
NOTEDEF sn1 "Snare1"
NOTEDEF sn2 "Snare2"
NOTEDEF sn3 "Snare3"

[GM.AcousticSnare]
[GM.ElectricSnare]
[GM.SideStick]

90..110
90..110
80..100

NOTEDEF hh1 "HiHat1"
NOTEDEF hh2 "HiHat2"
NOTEDEF hh3 "HiHat3"

[GM.OpenHiHat]
[GM.ClosedHiHat]
[GM.PedalHiHat]

80..100
80..100
80..100

NOTEDEF rc1 "Ride1"
NOTEDEF rc2 "Ride2"
NOTEDEF rc3 "Ride3"

[GM.RideCymbal1]
[GM.RideCymbal2]
[GM.SplashCymbal]

70..120
70..90
60

NOTEDEF kick "Kick"

[GM.BassDrum1]

50..70

NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF

[sn1 | sn2
[hh1 | hh2
[rc1 | rc2
[sn + hh +

sn
hh
rc
offbeat

PATTERN
Shuffle {
kick
4
offbeat
4
kick
4
offbeat
8
}
PLAY
TEMPO
SWING

| sn3 | REST]
| hh3 | REST]
| rc3 | REST]
rc]

// snare
// hi hat
// ride

*2

200
50

Shuffle * 20

This complex shuffle Pattern will generate a lot of interesting variety. We gave each
Note a separate staff name to visually illustrate the results of random selection.
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The drum pattern library JazzLib.drm148 illustrates a second level of substitution: the
shuffle Patterns are spelled with a set of Notes, such as hhclx, that can be substituted
with local Note definitions.

// PATTERNDOC
//+------------------------------------------------------------//|
JazzLib - Basic 1-bar timekeeping shuffles on Ride & HiHat
//|
//|
These Patterns are parameterized with the following Notes:
//|
//|
rcx
- basic Ride Cymbal sound
//|
rcax
- accented Ride Cymbal
//|
rcy
- set for Ride/HH alternatives
//|
within Ride patterns
//|
hhclx
- set for Ride/HH alternatives
//|
within HiHat patterns
//+-------------------------------------------------------------// ENDPATTERNDOC
// Parameters: these Note definitions are used in the Shuffle patterns
NOTEDEF rcx

"RideCym"
[rc]
"Ride Cymbal - use [rb] for ride bell sound"

NOTEDEF rcax "RideCym"
[rca]
"Ride Cymbal accent - use [rb] or [rba] for a harder .."
// some interesting alternatives for 'rcy', which is used below
// in Shuffle_Ride6+
//NOTEDEF rcy "RideCym"
[rca]
//
"use either [rca] or [rc] in this definition for .."
//NOTEDEF rcy
[rca | rca | rc]
//
"favors accented note"
NOTEDEF rcy

[rca | rc | hhcl]

"Ride cymbal or HiHat"

// Defining 'hhclx' to '[hhcla | rca | ...]' makes for some lively
// offbeat variations in the HiHat patterns below
NOTEDEF hhopx
[ hhop + rc ] "NOSHOW"
NOTEDEF hhclx
[ hhcl | hhcla | hhop | rca | hhopx]
"select between Ride/HH notes for variety in HiHat shuffles"

Pattern templates – multiple Pattern variations can be individually defined by
substituting Pattern elements, which may be Notes or subpatterns. See the example of
RockLib.drm below. Furthermore, random selection of subpatterns can add a high
degree of variability across loop iterations without separately defining each combination,
as with Pattern Rock2c below.

148

JazzLib.drm can be found on www.drumgen.com.
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PATTERN Rock2c {
[
{ [/HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1b ] } +
{ /Snare1a } +
{ [/Bass1a | /Bass1a | /Bass1a | /Bass1c ] }
]
// 2nd bar
[
{ [/HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1b ] } +
{ [/Snare1a | /Snare1b ] } +
{ [/Bass1a | /Bass1b | /Bass1c | /Bass1d | /Bass1e ] }
]
}

While maintaining consistent snare patterns, each loop of Rock2c will be quite different.

Song templates – when incorporating Patterns from a drum library into a drum track,
templates can be used at a higher level. Familiar song forms can be used as the structure
for the overall drum track. In the example below, the user must supply definitions for
Patterns Pi, P, T1, T2 and T3 to create a song.

PLAY

// Simple Song

SECTION "Intro"
Pi *4
SECTION "Verse"
P *3 T1
P *3 T2
SECTION "Chorus"
P *3
P *3
…
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T1
T3

// phrase 1
// phrase 2

Constructing a Drum Library of Rock Patterns
In the example below, a library of basic rock Patterns, RockLib.drm, will be built
from the ground up using subpatterns for hi hat, snare and bass drum sounds. The
Patterns will then be organized by length as shown in the Inspector. This example library
is modest and could easily be expanded with more component subpatterns. The library
employs General MIDI Note definitions from GMDRUMS.DRM but is parameterized
insofar as it contains local definitions for accented, normal and ghost note velocities – a
velocity map.
The hi hat subpatterns are used for timekeeping:

DEFINE VHH_Acc
DEFINE VHH
PATTERN HiHat1a {
{ GM.ClosedHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
} *4
}
PATTERN HiHat1b {
GM.OpenHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
{ GM.ClosedHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
} *3

120
80

"HiHat accent velocity"
"HiHat unaccented velocity"

8
8

VHH_Acc
VHH

8
8
8
8

80
VHH
VHH_Acc
VHH

DESCRIPTION "basic HiHat 8ths with an initial crash"
}

HiHat1a149:

HiHat1b:

Added to the timekeeping hi hat will be variations of the classic bass drum and snare
Pattern:

149

The accents are added for illustration; they do not appear in the Staff view.
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The components of this basic Pattern are subpatterns that can be easily varied (some of
the Snare variations will include tom fills for “turnaround” bars):

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

VSnare_Acc
VBass_Acc
VSnare
VBass

PATTERN Snare1a {
{
REST 4
GM.AcousticSnare
} * 2

90
127
70
100

"Snare drum accent velocity"
"Bass drum accent velocity"
"Snare drum unaccented velocity"
"Bass drum unaccented velocity"

4

VSnare_Acc

DESCRIPTION "very basic snare on backbeat"
}
PATTERN Bass1a {
GM.BassDrum1
}

2

VBass_Acc * 2

Many familiar variations are possible, some of which are represented below. These can
be combined in countless ways to create 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-bar Patterns as illustrated in the
RockLib.drm drum program:
//**************
// Rock Library
//
//
building blocks of a Rock drum library
//
//
requires GMDRUMS.DRM
//
//INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
CONTEXT "RL"
// adjust velocities as needed for accented beats
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
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VSnare_Acc
VHH_Acc
VBass_Acc
VTom_Acc

90
120
127
110

"Snare drum accent velocity"
"HiHat accent velocity"
"Bass drum accent velocity"
"Tom accent velocity"

// adjust velocities as needed for unaccented beats
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

VSnare
VHH
VBass
VTom

70
80
100
90

"Snare drum unaccented velocity"
"HiHat unaccented velocity"
"Bass drum unaccented velocity"
"Tom unaccented velocity"

// PATTERNDOC
// *** Basic Pattern components ********************************
PATTERN HiHat1a {
{ GM.ClosedHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
} *4
}
PATTERN HiHat1b {
GM.OpenHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
{ GM.ClosedHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
} *3

8
8

VHH_Acc
VHH

8
8

80
VHH

8
8

VHH_Acc
VHH

DESCRIPTION "basic HiHat 8ths with an initial crash"
}
PATTERN HiHat1c {
{ GM.ClosedHiHat
GM.ClosedHiHat
} *2
REST 2
}
PATTERN Snare1a {
{
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
} * 2

8
8

VHH_Acc
VHH

4
4

VSnare_Acc

DESCRIPTION "very basic snare on backbeat"
}
PATTERN Snare1b {
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare

4
4
4
8
16
16

VSnare_Acc
VSnare_Acc
VSnare_Acc
VSnare

DESCRIPTION "variation on backbeat snare (fill)"
}
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare

8
8
16
16

VSnare
VSnare_Acc
VSnare_Acc
VSnare

DESCRIPTION "variation on backbeat snare (fill)"
}
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PATTERN Snare1c {
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.AcousticSnare

4
4
8
8
8
16
16

VSnare_Acc
VSnare
VSnare_Acc
VSnare_Acc
VSnare

DESCRIPTION "variation on backbeat snare (fill)"
}
PATTERN Snare1d {
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiMidTom
GM.HiMidTom
GM.HiMidTom

4
4
16
16
8
16
16
8

VSnare_Acc
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom

DESCRIPTION "variation on backbeat snare (tom fill)"
}
PATTERN Snare1e {
REST
GM.AcousticSnare
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom

4
4
8
8
16
8
16

VSnare_Acc
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom

DESCRIPTION "variation on backbeat snare (tom fill)"
}
PATTERN Snare1f {
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiMidTom
GM.HiMidTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiTom
GM.HiMidTom
GM.HiMidTom
GM.HiMidTom

8
8
8
8
16
16
8
16
16
8

VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom
VTom_Acc
VTom
VTom

DESCRIPTION "variation on backbeat snare (tom fill)"
}
PATTERN Bass1a {
GM.BassDrum1
}
GM.BassDrum1

2

VBass_Acc * 2

8 tie 2

VBass_Acc

DESCRIPTION "variation on bass drum beat"
}
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PATTERN Bass1c {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1

4 dot VBass_Acc
8
VBass

PATTERN Bass1b {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1

4 dot VBass_Acc
8 tie 2 VBass_Acc

DESCRIPTION "variation on bass drum beat"
}
PATTERN Bass1c {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1

4 dot VBass_Acc
8
VBass
2
VBass_Acc

DESCRIPTION "variation on bass drum beat"
}
PATTERN Bass1d {
{
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1
} * 2

4 dot VBass_Acc
8
VBass

DESCRIPTION "variation on bass drum beat"
}
PATTERN Bass1e {
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1
GM.BassDrum1

2
VBass_Acc
8
VBass_Acc
4 dot VBass

DESCRIPTION "variation on bass drum beat"
}
PATTERN Bass1f { [/Bass1b | /Bass1c | /Bass1d | /Bass1e] }
PATTERN Bass1g {
[/Bass1b | /Bass1b | /Bass1f ]
DESCRIPTION "preference for Bass1b"
}
// PATTERNDOC
// *** 1 BAR PATTERNS *****************************************
PATTERN Rock1a { [/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1a] }
PATTERN Rock1b { [/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1b] }
PATTERN Rock1c { [/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1c] }
PATTERN Rock1d { [/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1d] }
PATTERN Rock1e { [/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1e] }
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1e]
}
CONTEXT ""
PATTERN p__________________________________TWO_BAR_PATTERNS
{ REST 1 }
ENDCONTEXT ""
// *** 2 BAR PATTERNS ******************************************
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// PATTERNDOC
// *** 2 BAR PATTERNS *******************************************
PATTERN Rock2a {
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1b]
// 2nd bar has snare fill
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1b + /Bass1b]
DESCRIPTION "small snare fill in 2nd bar"
}
PATTERN Rock2b {
[/HiHat1b + /Snare1a + /Bass1e]
// 2nd bar has snare fill
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1b + /Bass1e]
DESCRIPTION "crash on 1st beat; small snare fill in 2nd bar"
}
PATTERN Rock2c {
[
{ [/HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1b ] } +
{ /Snare1a } +
{ [/Bass1a | /Bass1a | /Bass1a | /Bass1c ] }
]
// 2nd bar
[
{ [/HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1b ] } +
{ [/Snare1a | /Snare1b ] } +
{ [/Bass1a | /Bass1b | /Bass1c | /Bass1d | /Bass1e ] }
]
}
// PATTERNDOC
// *** 4, 8, 16 BAR PATTERNS ***********************************
PATTERN Rock4a {
/Rock1a * 2
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1g]
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1b + /Bass1f]
}
PATTERN Rock4b {
/Rock1a * 2
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1g]
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1c + /Bass1f]
}
PATTERN Rock4c {
/Rock1a * 2
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1g]
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1d + /Bass1f]
}
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PATTERN Rock4b {
/Rock1a * 2
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1g]
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1c + /Bass1f]
}
PATTERN Rock4c {
/Rock1a * 2
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1g]
[/HiHat1a + /Snare1d + /Bass1f]
}
PATTERN Rock16a { /Rock4a /Rock4b /Rock4a /Rock4c }

// PATTERNDOC
// *** ONE-OFF PATTERNS ***********************************
PATTERN Crash16 {
GM.CrashCymbal1
1
REST
1 *15
DESCRIPTION "crash at the beginning of 16 bars"
}
PATTERN REST16 { REST 1 *16 }
ENDCONTEXT "RL"

The one-bar Patterns use the ‘+’ operator to combine component subpatterns, as in:
PATTERN Rock1a { [/HiHat1a + /Snare1a + /Bass1a] }

whereas the longer Patterns introduce variety with random selection using the ‘|’
operator, as in:
PATTERN Rock2c {
[
{ [/HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1a | /HiHat1b ] } +
…
]
}
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To use the drum library, we will lay out the 4-bar Introduction and first 8-bar Verse and
Chorus of a simple song using basic subpatterns. The Pattern Pi is a simple 1-bar pattern
for the Introduction, whereas the Verse and Chorus will have the standard Pattern P with
a variety of fill Patterns to end each 4-bar phrase: T1, T2, T3.

The PLAY Section is shown below. This drum program illustrates the concept of a song
template that may be reused simply by substituting the constituent Patterns each time.
PLAY

// Simple Song

SECTION "Intro"
Pi *4
SECTION "Verse"
P *3 T1
P *3 T2
SECTION "Chorus"
P *3
P *3

// phrase 1
// phrase 2

T1
T3

Fill Patterns T1 and T2 will bring in tom drums, and T3 will be dominated by toms,
signaling the end of the chorus. The Patterns we use are assembled from the library
components in RockLib.drm. The drum program for the simple song is:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
INCLUDE "RockLib.drm"
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PLAY

Pi
P
T1
T2
T3

{
{
{
{
{

[
/RL.Snare1a + /RL.Bass1a]
[/RL.HiHat1a + /RL.Snare1a + /RL.Bass1e]
[/RL.HiHat1c + /RL.Snare1d + /RL.Bass1a]
[/RL.HiHat1c + /RL.Snare1e + /RL.Bass1d]
[
/RL.Snare1f + /RL.Bass1d]

// Simple Song

SECTION "Intro"
Pi *4
SECTION "Verse"
P *3 T1
P *3 T2
SECTION "Chorus"
P *3
P *3
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T1
T3

// phrase 1
// phrase 2

}
}
}
}
}

While selecting Patterns, the Inspector displays the library, which is organized for easy
auditioning:
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Constructing a drum library “from the ground up” illustrates that extended grooves can
be built from shorter phrases that are combined in parallel or succession and then looped.
Drum tracks are typically hierarchical constructions - one-bar patterns can be built from
half-bar patterns; two-bar patterns from one-bar patterns; and so on.
The Pattern groups in RockLib.drm are hierarchically constructed, although not
perfectly so:

RockLib.drm can be used with any GM drum bank, however the velocity map is
hardwired in the library:
// adjust velocities as needed for accented beats
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

VSnare_Acc
VHH_Acc
VBass_Acc
VTom_Acc

90
120
127
110

"Snare drum accent velocity"
"HiHat accent velocity"
"Bass drum accent velocity"
"Tom accent velocity"

// adjust velocities as needed for unaccented beats
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
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VSnare
VHH
VBass
VTom

70
80
100
90

"Snare drum unaccented velocity"
"HiHat unaccented velocity"
"Bass drum unaccented velocity"
"Tom unaccented velocity"

When used with a new drum bank, RockLib.drm may need to be modified to adjust
the velocity values. A better organization therefore would be to move the velocity map to
each drum bank’s mapping file:

Best of all would be to remove all module-specific definitions or INCLUDE files from
RockLib.drm altogether. The user’s drum program would then use INCLUDE for all
the needed definitions.
// My Song … uses Drum Bank X
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
INCLUDE "MapFileX.drm"
INCLUDE "RockLib.drm"

Using Import MIDI file to Create Drum Libraries
The examples below in this appendix illustrate creating drum libraries from existing
MIDI files containing drum loops. These loops may be extracted when the MIDI file is
imported. As explained in an earlier footnote:
DrumGen provides two mechanisms for incorporating existing MIDI files: Import MIDI file,
a menu operation which creates a new drum program that can be further edited, rearranged,
extracted and then compiled by the user; and the IMPORT MIDIFILE statement, which
when encountered during the compilation of a drum program causes the importation of
selected MIDI messages from a standard MIDI file directly into the compiled Sequence.
IMPORT MIDIFILE is aimed primarily at importing accompaniment material – i.e.
extracting MIDI tracks to play along with or to display on the piano staff of the Staff view.

When importing MIDI loops, the user will likely want to edit, rearrange, extract and
parameterize the loops into Patterns for most flexible use; thus we will discuss how to use
the Import MIDI file menu item. However for basic usage of unmodified MIDI loops, the
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IMPORT MIDIFILE statement may be used. Borrowing from an example below that
uses the EZ Drummer 2’s Pop/Rock groove collection:
// Simple EZ Drummer track
IMPORTDIR "D:\ToonTrack\EZDrummer\Midi\01@EZD_POP#ROCK"
DEFINE Shuffle "03@POP#ROCK\GROOVE 01\D@04._Hats_8th_Tight_Closed.mid"
DEFINE Fill
"02@FILLS\2@4#4_FILLS2\F@Fill_4_Basic.mid"
PLAY
// Verse #1
IMPORT MIDIFILE
IMPORT MIDIFILE

Shuffle *3
Fill

// Verse #2
MIDIFILE
Shuffle
This simpleIMPORT
approach,
however, is not
flexible*3
for structuring Patterns and does not
IMPORT
display Notes
on theMIDIFILE
drum staves of Fill
the Staff view.

The Import MIDI dialog box, described in the section Import MIDI file, gives the user
many options when importing MIDI loops. The examples of importing throughout this
User Manual give tips for using these options; those tips are summarized here.
Input Filtering
Single channel and single track: useful if the
loop is embedded within a song or other MIDI
material in a Type 1 MIDI file.
Tempos: typically not needed when importing
individual loops.
Create Context: useful to indicate that a set of
symbols has a group identity and to avoid name
space conflicts (Pattern and Note name
duplications) such as when combining multiple
Patterns created with per Note. Short Context
names are encouraged
Specifying Notes
GM Drums: in most cases, MIDI files
containing drum loops will use the General
MIDI drum mapping on MIDI channel 10. With
this option selected, these Notes will be spelled
with the names from GMDRUMS.DRM.
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MIDI loops imported with GM Drums may be immediately used to drive GM drum kits.
Following are other potential situations.
The MIDI file contains a loop that is not on MIDI channel 10. In this case, the loop may
be imported as a GM Pattern (assuming it uses the GM mapping) by compiling a simple
drum program:
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"

then importing with existing compiled selected and
match channel deselected.

The user wants flexibility to create variations of the imported loop. Pattern variation can
be created in several ways; one is to enable parameterization and substitution of the Notes
within a loop by importing with local Note definitions150. This approach is discussed
earlier in this appendix and illustrated in the EZRock_ShuffleLib.drm example
below.
Fill durations: generally this is useful to eliminate short Rests between Notes in the
resultant Pattern. Fill durations can affect the sound of the Pattern if it drives non-drum
sound banks.
Selecting Patterns and Tracks
Per channel, per Track and single Pattern: for flexibility of variation, choose per
channel with per Note. A master Pattern will be created from which variations may be
defined by removing constituent subpatterns. However, for simplicity, select single
Pattern.
Fill to barline: recommended for looped
Patterns.
NOSHOW: recommended when using per Note
so the Inspector does not get cluttered with
subpatterns.
Create Tracks: not recommended; creating a
master Pattern for loops is preferred.

150

GM Note definitions can also be redefined – see the section Mapping GM Drums to Nonstandard Kits.
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Using Commercial Drum Libraries in DrumGen
Commercial drum software products often include MIDI drum loops in different styles,
tempi and time signatures. When imported and assembled into Pattern libraries, these
loops can be integrated with all the features of DrumGen - humanization, song
structuring, parameterization, the Staff view, the Inspector, triggered playback and the
Builder (DrumGen Pro) – to create drum programs.
In the example below, we will illustrate creating a map file and a drum pattern library for
use with Toontrack’s EZ Drummer products – in particular, the “basic” Rock kit within
EZ Drummer 2.
Create a Map File
We will create EZ2RockBasicMap.drm to supply the Note definitions we will use
when importing shuffle patterns from EZ Drummer 2’s Pop/Rock groove collection151.
EZ2RockBasicMap.drm will consist of a velocity map as well as two sets of
NOTEDEFs: one for mapping GM Notes and the other to supply “native” definitions152.

The Velocity Map section contains definitions that we can use if we desire to construct
Patterns for our library (in this example we will be importing Patterns). To the extent

151

These include files, as well as include files for other popular commercial drum banks, are not delivered
as part of the Drum Pattern Generator product. However such include files will be available from time to
time on www.drumgen.com.
152
The Rock kit partially implements the standard GM drum kit – it is missing the percussion sounds.
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these same velocity symbols are employed for accented, normal and ghost Notes within
Patterns residing in other libraries, we can map the EZ Rock basic kit to those libraries.
INCLUDE "EZ2RockBasicMap.drm"

Create the Pattern Library
We will create EZRock_ShuffleLib.drm so we can easily integrate 4/4 shuffle
Patterns into our DrumGen drum tracks. EZ Drummer 2’s Pop/Rock groove collection
supplies many variations of shuffle patterns that we can import, and many other pattern
types as well. To add patterns into EZRock_ShuffleLib.drm, we will import them
from the EZ Drummer 2 browser by dragging to DrumGen (just as we can export
Patterns by dragging from the Inspector onto EZ Drummer 2’s Song Creator).
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We will use the definitions in EZ2RockBasicMap.drm to spell the Notes in our
imported Patterns. Our first thought is to use the GM definitions so that the Patterns
could be played back on a variety of GM devices. However, we discover that the
imported MIDI files use a lot of unique (“native”) features of the EZ Rock basic kit, so
we decide we will use the native Note definitions. When we use the resulting Patterns in
drum tracks, they will be most effective when DrumGen is driving EZ Drummer 2.
To insure the imported notes are spelled as EZ
Rock native Notes, EZ2RockBasicMap.drm
must be compiled and should be the active drum
program. Furthermore, when we drag patterns
from EZ Drummer 2 over to DrumGen, existing
compiled should be selected in the Import MIDI
dialog. GM Drums (Ch10) and match channel
should not be selected.
We are not quite done yet because, by default,
each imported Note will be spelled with the first
matching NOTEDEF. As it stands, these matching Note definitions will be the GM Note
definitions since they are defined first within EZ2RockBasicMap.drm. To give users
some control over which definitions to use when there are potentially multiple matches,
the import operation will select a matching Note definition for which SHOW is active
(the Note definition will be visible in the Inspector) over a Note definition for which
NOSHOW is active. To thereby temporarily disable matching the GM definitions within
EZ2RockBasicMap.drm while we do the importations, we insert NOSHOW.

NOSHOW

// hide GM definitions temporarily

CONTEXT "GM"
DEFINE Chan
DEFINE Vel

10
127

"GM Drums are on MIDI channel 10"
"default velocity for all GM Notes"

NOTEDEF AcousticBassDrum "BassDrum"
NOTEDEF BassDrum1
"BassDrum"

[Chan : B2 : Vel]
[Chan : C3 : Vel]

…
NOTEDEF MuteTriangle "MuteTri"
NOTEDEF OpenTriangle "OpenTri"

[REST]
[REST]

ENDCONTEXT "GM"
SHOW

// definitions below with be used for import

Now we are ready to import patterns from EZ Drummer 2. Patterns that result from
importing MIDI files are flat - their constituent Notes are combined linearly into a single
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Pattern, without loops and subpattern
constructs153. Note that the Import MIDI dialog
box gives some control over the structure of the
resultant Patterns (see the section Import MIDI
file). In particular, the imported notes can be
sorted into subpatterns on a per Note basis. By
selecting NOSHOW, we avoid cluttering the
Inspector with these subpattern names. It is
typically useful to select fill to barline as well so that subpatterns may also be looped.
EZ2RockBasicMap.drm will be the active drum program as we drag patterns from
EZ Drummer 2.

153

Partitioning long imported Patterns into smaller (e.g. one-bar) Patterns can make them more useful as
building blocks.
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To start, we shall drag variation #18 of Groove5. The resultant Patterns are shown
below. Since per Note is selected for Pattern organization, subpatterns are created for
each Note type, and then combined into a master Pattern. Before compiling, we will
replace the local Note definitions at the top of the drum program with an INCLUDE
statement for EZ2RockBasicMap.drm.
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By using per Note during importation, we have created a Pattern with structure we can
manipulate. For example, we notice that PedalHiHat does not add much to the groove
so we can “mute” it:
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The Pattern R_18__Ride_8th_Bell_Middle can now be cut-and-pasted into
EZRock_ShuffleLib.drm along with its subpatterns. The Context name
“R_18__RB” serves to insure that all Patterns imported into
EZRock_ShuffleLib.drm can have similar subpatterns, e.g., KickRight,
without causing name collision during compilation.
To conclude this example, when considering the shuffle grooves as a whole, we can do a
smarter job of importing and creating Patterns by using their inherent structure154.
With EZ Drummer’s Pop/Rock groove collection we quickly see that the shuffle
variations share identical subpatterns across grooves. We can therefore use a Context
name based on the variation. In the example below, we have imported Variation 20 for
Groove 5 and Groove 6 and specified the Context “T20” in the Import MIDI dialog. The
subpatterns are virtually identical for these grooves and can be reused, except for
SnareRight which gives each groove its unique feel. We have explicitly given
Context names of “Groove5” and “Groove6” to the master Patterns, and have also given
the Context names “Groove5_T20” and “Groove6_T20” to the unique snare Patterns.

154

The refactoring we are about to illustrate is most worthwhile if the user desires to use the individual
subpatterns as building blocks.
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The native library we’ve constructed, EZRock_ShuffleLib.drm , will work well
with EZ Drummer.
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Creating a Drum Library with free MIDI files from the Web
DrumGen users may supplement the bottom-up approach to constructing a drum pattern
library by using the many MIDI files of drum grooves that can be freely downloaded
from the Web and imported into DrumGen using the File – Import MIDI file menu item.
The following example illustrates creating a drum library from the Prosonic Studios155
collection of free jazz drum beats in the simplest fashion using drag and drop. In this
case we are interested in assembling a library where we can make use of the resultant
Patterns (loops) exactly as they occur within their MIDI files. The drum beats are
organized and named by certain characteristics, including straight or swing feel and
meter.
After downloading the individual MIDI files, we
will drag them one by one into DrumGen to
create simple GM Patterns that we can cut and
paste into the library. For display in the
Inspector, we will organize our library by meter,
and within each meter, by single Note (e.g.
HiHat) followed by “full kit” Patterns.

Each individual MIDI file can be dragged into
DrumGen. The Import MIDI dialog selections
are shown here. We select fill durations and
single Pattern for the simplest spelling of the
Patterns. The default Pattern names are unique
enough that we will not create a Context.
155

www.prosonic-studios.com.
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When completed, our library appears in the Inspector as:
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With the single Pattern approach we have used for the Patterns in this library, creating
variations with Note substitution is just a bit more work. Suppose we would like to
create a version of the Pattern JBB_4_4_DblTmMedSwg_T017_FullKit_103 in
which there is more variety in the closed hi hat 8th notes. We first will parameterize the
Pattern by replacing the references to GM.ClosedHiHat with a new Note – MyHiHat.

Now we can experiment with alternative 8th note variations when we define MyHiHat,
for example:
NOTEDEF

MyHiHat

[GM.ClosedHiHat | GM.OpenHiHat |
GM.SideStick | REST ]

The definition above gives much more variety to the Pattern.

Other variations could be:
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
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MyHiHat
MyHiHat

[GM.ClosedHiHat | REST | REST ] // thinning
[REST]
// MUTE

APPENDIX: Music-Minus-One
Music-minus-one conjures the image of an individual musician rehearsing, performing or
even recording with backing tracks. DrumGen supports these activities by giving the
user control over the playback and recording of MIDI tracks, e.g. with Triggers. You
don’t need to invest much effort to make use of DrumGen, for example playing along
with or overdubbing the RockPattern example in Compiling and Playing a Drum
Program. However, for more extended drum tracks, the drum language defines
structuring statements in the PLAY Section such as the SECTION statement which
allows the user to lay out the temporal structure for the drum track and then fill it in, and
the TRACK statement which allows Patterns to be played in parallel, or overdubbed with
recording.
As with the creation of drum libraries, songs for play-along and overdubbing can be
created using one or more of:


Construction – in the first example below, we will construct a drum program for
accompaniment, using Sections and Tracks.



Recording – covered in a separate appendix.



Importing – the simplest approach; many free MIDI songs are available on the
Web. The second example below illustrates overdubbing an imported song.

Using IMPORT MIDIFILE for Music-Minus-One
Whether importing, recording or constructing songs from scratch, importing notes from a
MIDI file can be used. For the example of On Green Dolphin Street below, we will
construct a drum track, but we also want to:


display (although not play) the jazz melody on the piano staff



create a standup bass part to be displayed and played

Different approaches to accomplish this are:


construct Patterns for the melody and bass part, note by note, and create
TREBLETRACKs and BASSTRACKs for display.



record these parts; place the resultant Patterns in TREBLETRACKs and
BASSTRACKs



since On Green Dolphin Street is a jazz standard, find the appropriate MIDI file
on the Web and import the desired MIDI notes.
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use a notation program such as Sibelius or Finale to create the needed parts
exactly, then import them.

In the example below, we will take the last approach by using the Sibelius notation
program.

Building a Song – On Green Dolphin Street
This section illustrates a workflow for constructing a drum program, Dolphin.drm,
consisting of bass and drums for the jazz tune On Green Dolphin Street. The end result
may be accompanied by live piano, sax or other melodic instruments. In this example,
Dolphin.drm is programmed for EZDrummer and Kontakt156 respectively to produce
the drum and bass sounds.
The MIDI file greendolphin.mid is imported with IMPORT MIDIFILE to provide
the piano staff display in the Staff view and also the bass part. Greendolphin.mid is
created in and exported from Sibelius. The bass clef (on MIDI channel 2) will provide
the bass part, while the treble clef (on MIDI channel 1) will be used for display only in
the Staff view. The 36-bar verse of the Sibelius score is shown here.

156

EZDrummer is software from Toontrack; the Kontakt player is software from Native Instruments.
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Step 1: Lay out the structure of the drum program – DrumGen Sections may be
created for any temporal segment of a song, for example lead-in, introduction, verses,
choruses, bridges, breaks (small solos), solo verses, and ending/coda. Corresponding to
the Sibelius score, we will create a simple traditional jazz structure with verses:
PLAY
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION

2 // Lead In
36 "Head"
36 "Solo 1"
36 "Solo 2"
36 "Solo 3"
"Final Head"

Note that the first Section has no title, since the text “Lead In” is not desired to be
displayed in the Staff view. The last Section “Final Head” has no defined length; since
there is no following Section, its length is left floating. Otherwise, the Sections are 36
bars of 4/4, each of which will hold the notes exported from the Sibelius file.
Step 2: Add playback parameters
PLAY
TEMPO 180
TEMPO 160..200 PITCHBEND
SWING 80
TITLE
"On Green Dolphin Street"
40 "Times-25-B"
SUBTITLE "~~ inspired by Wynton Kelly ~~" 97 "Times-16"
STAFF
"PIANOSTAFF 200 SHOWFLATS"
KEYSIG Eb

The statements above will set the initial tempo, tempo control (with pitch wheel), depth
of swing feeling and several Staff view display elements. So far we have:
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Step 3: Add navigation – the following statements enable navigation of the drum track
with MIDI keyboard input – e.g. for rehearsal and overdubbing – using Markers and
Triggers.
PATTERN TRIGGER_LEGEND {
TEXT "TRIGGER LEGEND"
TEXT "A1 - PLAY"
TEXT "B1 - RECORD"
TEXT "A8 - REWIND"
TEXT "B8 - PREVIOUS"
TEXT "C9 - NEXT"
}

0 "Arial-12-BU"
32 "Arial-10-B"
54
76
98
120

PLAY
// These triggers are for playing along with a MIDI keyboard
TRIGGER NEXTMARKER
C9
TRIGGER PREVMARKER
B8
TRIGGER PLAY
A1
TRIGGER LOCATION
A8
TRIGGER RECORD
B1
// display legend
TRIGGER_LEGEND
SECTION 2 // Lead In
MARKER ""
SECTION 36 "Head"
MARKER ""
SECTION 36 "Solo 1"
MARKER ""
SECTION 36 "Solo 2"
MARKER ""
The Trigger
notes36specified
are at the upper and lower range of an 88-note MIDI
SECTION
"Solo 3"
keyboardMARKER
so they won’t
interfere with the normal playing range of keyboard
""
SECTION "Final
Head"
accompaniment.
The Pattern
TRIGGER_LEGEND contains no Notes, just TEXT statements
MARKER
""
that display a Trigger legend in the Staff view. The TRIGGER NEXTMARKER and

PREVMARKER statements combine with the MARKER statements in each Section to
give the user real-time control of location during playback.
Step 4: Add MIDI mapping – Dolphin.drm will drive EZDrummer drum sounds and
Kontakt bass sounds on separate MIDI channels using virtual (software) MIDI cables157:

PLAY
// ------ MIDI DEVICES
MIDI MAP 10 : "loopMIDI Port"
10
MIDI MAP 3 : "loopMIDI Port 1" 3

157

Such as loopMIDI or other software MIDI cables.
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// for Drums in EZ Drummer
// for Bass in Kontakt

Step 5: Import libraries – the drum Note and Pattern definitions that will be used in the
drum track are stored in separate include files158 located, for this example, in the directory
structure under d:\GM Drum Libraries. The imported Notes have Context “EZBr”
and the imported Patterns have Context “EZBrushPat.”
NOLISTING
INCLUDEDIR "D:\GM Drum Libraries"
INCLUDE "EZ2JazzBrushMap.drm"
INCLUDE "EZBrushPatterns.drm"
LISTING
IMPORTDIR "D:\EZ SONGS"

Step 6: Define Patterns – using the included libraries for the
EZDrummer 2 “Brush Delight” kit159, define Patterns needed for this
song.
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

PATTERNDOC
***************************************
| Green Dolphin local Patterns:
Context "Dolphin"
***************************************
|
| ----- mapped from EZBrushPatterns
ENDPATTERNDOC

PATTERN REST { REST 1 DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW" }
PATTERN LeadIn {
EZBr.SideStick
2 * 2
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
}
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN

Ride1
Ride2
Ride3
Brush1

{
{
{
{

/EZBrushPat.Ride1 }
/EZBrushPat.Ride2 }
/EZBrushPat.Ride3 }
/EZBrushPat.Brush1 }

// PATTERNDOC
// |
// | ----- other Patterns
PATTERN BrushHH {
EZBr.BrushHalfCircle
EZBr.HiHatClosedPed
EZBr.BrushHalfCircle
EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat1
}

4
4
4
4

127
EZBrushPat.HH_backbe
127
EZBrushPat.HH_backbe

// etc.

158
159

The include files and MIDI files in this example are not installed as part of the DrumGen product.
For reasons of space, the details of these include files are not shown here.
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Step 7: Create Tracks, add IMPORTs – within each Section, Tracks may be created to
hold different drum track elements. The TRACK statement is a flexible construct that
can be used to implement various temporal components of the drum track, not just Notes.
For example, Tracks can be functionally organized to encompass:








IMPORT statements
TEMPO statements
SWING statements
TRIGGERs
PATCH and CONTROL statements
Control automation or parametric “envelopes”
Textual elements such as MARKERs or TEXT statements within Patterns

The Tracks we will employ in the various verses of On Green Dolphin Street are named:
IMPORTDIR "D:\EZ SONGS"
// DEFINEDOC
// |----DEFINE Sibelius.Dolphin

// Dolphin MIDI files

"GreenDolphin.mid"

"file for IMPORT MIDIFILE"

PLAY
…
TRACK "Imports"
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
KEEPTIME CLEAN INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4
SHOW NOPLAY QUANTIZE 32
MIDI 3
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
CLEAN INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
ENDMIDI 3
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK

"Ride"
"Brushes"
"Hi Hat"
"Finish TomTurn"
"Turnarounds"
"Accents"
"Bars 25-36"
// handled differently

The IMPORT MIDIFILE statement is used to import MIDI notes for Staff display and
playback. As mentioned above, the MIDI file greendolphin.mid supplies both a
lead sheet melody line that is displayed in the treble clef of the Staff view but is not
played (INCHANNEL 1 SHOW NOPLAY), and a bass part that is displayed in the bass
clef and is played on MIDI channel 3, driving the bass instrument within Kontakt (MIDI
3 INCHANNEL 2 SHOW). So far we have:
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Step 8: Fill in the drum track – filling in the drum track involves selecting Patterns for
the Tracks of each Section. Pattern auditioning within the Inspector and interactive
experimentation are employed in this stage. In keeping with a 1950s jazz trio style, we
would like to create a spare drum accompaniment using the EZ Drummer “Brush
Delight” kit. The drum track underlying the Head verses
alternates between 8 bars of simple ride cymbal for the
melody and 8 bars of a simple brush Pattern for the
refrain.

The three Solo verses, which we won’t dissect further, are
more active with hi-hat and toms, except Solo 2, which is
subdued.
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The final Dolphin.drm is:

FONT "Lucida Console-10"
//*****************************************
// Green Dolphin Street
//
// patterned on Wynton Kelly arrangement
//
// Setup:
//
//
Drums:
EZDrummer2 on MIDI 10:
//
Jazz "Brush Delight" kit
//
//
Bass:
Kontakt Player on MIDI 3:
//
upright bass patch
//
//
// EZ2JazzBrushMap.drm
provides Note defintions
//
for Brush Delight kit
//
// EZBrushPatterns.drm
provides simple jazz Patterns
//
//*****************************************
NOLISTING
INCLUDEDIR "D:\GM Drum Libraries"
INCLUDE "EZ2JazzBrushMap.drm"
INCLUDE "EZBrushPatterns.drm"

// EZ Drummer libraries

LISTING
IMPORTDIR "D:\EZ SONGS"
// DEFINEDOC
// |----DEFINE Sibelius.Dolphin
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// Dolphin MIDI files

"GreenDolphin.mid"

"file for IMPORT MIDIFILE"

CONTEXT "Dolphin"
NOTEDEF
NOTEDEF
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

RackTom1
RackTom2

[EZBr.HiTom | EZBr.HiTomRim]
[EZBr.MidTom | EZBr.MidTom2]

PATTERNDOC
***************************************
| Green Dolphin local Patterns:
Context "Dolphin"
***************************************
|
| ----- mapped from EZBrushPatterns
ENDPATTERNDOC// ENDPATTERNDOC

PATTERN REST { REST 1 DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW" }
PATTERN LeadIn {
EZBr.SideStick
2 * 2
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
}
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN

Ride1
Ride2
Ride3
Brush1

{
{
{
{

/EZBrushPat.Ride1 }
/EZBrushPat.Ride2 }
/EZBrushPat.Ride3 }
/EZBrushPat.Brush1 }

// PATTERNDOC
// |
// | ----- other Patterns
PATTERN BrushHH {
EZBr.BrushHalfCircle
EZBr.HiHatClosedPed
EZBr.BrushHalfCircle
EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat1
}
PATTERN BrushStop_2Bar {
/BrushHH
EZBr.SideStick
2
EZBr.BrushHalfCircle
EZBr.HiHatClosedPed
}

4
4
4
4

127
EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat1_range
127
EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat1_range

127
4
4

127
EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat1_range

PATTERN Turn1 { REST 2 dot RackTom2
8 * 2 }
PATTERN Turn2 { REST 2 dot EZBr.SnareRim 8 * 2 }
PATTERN TomTurn { // 2 bars
REST
2
RackTom1
8
100
RackTom1
8
80
RackTom1
4
90
RackTom2
8
100
RackTom2
8
80
RackTom2
4
90
EZBr.SnareRim
4 DOT 90
EZBr.SnareRim
8
80
}
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PATTERN TomTurnFinish { EZBr.SnareRim 4 100
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW" }
PATTERN FinalCrash {
REST
2
EZBr.CrashMute
2
EZBr.CrashMute
4 dot
EZBr.Crash
8 tie 1
}
PATTERN TRIGGER_LEGEND {
TEXT "TRIGGER LEGEND"
TEXT "A1 - PLAY"
32
TEXT "B1 - RECORD" 54
TEXT "A8 - REWIND" 76
TEXT "B8 - PREVIOUS"
TEXT "C9 - NEXT"
120

0
"Arial-12-BU"
"Arial-10-B"
98

DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
}
//******************************************************************
PLAY
//******************************************************************
TEMPO 180
TEMPO 160..200 PITCHBEND
SWING 80
TITLE
"On Green Dolphin Street"
40 "Times-25-B"
SUBTITLE "~~ inspired by Wynton Kelly ~~" 97 "Times-16"
STAFF
"PIANOSTAFF 200 SHOWFLATS"
KEYSIG Eb
// These triggers are for playing along with a MIDI keyboard
TRIGGER NEXTMARKER
C9
TRIGGER PREVMARKER
B8
TRIGGER PLAY
A1
TRIGGER LOCATION
A8
TRIGGER RECORD
B1
// ------ MIDI DEVICES
MIDI MAP 10 : "loopMIDI Port"
10
MIDI MAP 3 : "loopMIDI Port 1" 3
// display legend
TRIGGER_LEGEND
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// for Drums in EZ Drummer
// for Bass in Kontakt player

//-------------------------- L E A D
SECTION 2

I N ------------------------

MARKER ""
LeadIn * 2
VERBOSE 6
//---------------------------- H E A D --------------------------SECTION 36 "Head"
DOUBLEBAR
TRACK "Imports"
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
KEEPTIME CLEAN INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4
SHOW NOPLAY QUANTIZE 32
MIDI 3
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
CLEAN INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
ENDMIDI 3
TRACK "Ride"
Ride1
Ride2
REST
Ride1
Ride2
REST
Ride3

* 7
* 7
* 7
* 3
* 3

// last two bars
TomTurn
TRACK

"Brush"

REST
Brush1
REST
Brush1
TRACK

*
*
*
*

8
16
8
8

// 8 bars
// 8 bars

"Accents"
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//---------------------------- S O L O 1 --------------------------SECTION 36 "Solo 1"
DOUBLEBAR
MARKER ""
TRACK "Imports" /* MUTE */
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
KEEPTIME CLEAN INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4
SHOW NOPLAY QUANTIZE 32
MIDI 3
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
CLEAN INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
ENDMIDI 3
TRACK

"Brushes"

EZBrushPat.BrushSimple *24
TRACK

"Hi Hat"

EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat2 *24
TRACK

"Finish TomTurn"

TRACK

"Turnarounds"

REST
Turn2

* 7
* 1

// 8 bars

REST
Turn1
REST
Turn2

*
*
*
*

3
1
3
1

// 8 bars

REST
Turn2

* 7
* 1

// 8 bars

TRACK

"Accents"

TRACK

"Bars 25-36"

REST
* 24
BrushHH * 3
BrushStop_2Bar * 3
BrushHH * 3
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TomTurnFinish

// handled differently

//---------------------------- S O L O 2 --------------------------SECTION 36 "Solo 2"
DOUBLEBAR
MARKER ""
TRACK "Imports"
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
KEEPTIME CLEAN INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4
SHOW NOPLAY QUANTIZE 32
MIDI 3
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
CLEAN INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
ENDMIDI 3
TRACK

"Special"

TRACK "Mellow Mood" // brush
EZBrushPat.MellowMood * 3
TRACK

"Bars 25-36"

// 8 bars * 3

// handled differently

REST
* 24
BrushHH * 3
BrushStop_2Bar * 3
BrushHH * 3
//---------------------------- S O L O 3 --------------------------SECTION 36 "Solo 3"
DOUBLEBAR
MARKER ""
TRACK "Imports"
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
KEEPTIME CLEAN INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4
SHOW NOPLAY QUANTIZE 32
MIDI 3
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
CLEAN INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
ENDMIDI 3
TRACK

"Brushes"

EZBrushPat.BrushSimple *24
TRACK

"Hi Hat"

EZBrushPat.HH_backbeat2 *24
TRACK

"Finish TomTurn"

TRACK

"Turnarounds"

TomTurnFinish

REST
Turn2

* 7
* 1

// 8 bars

REST
Turn1
REST
Turn2

*
*
*
*

// 8 bars

3
1
3
1
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TRACK

"Turnarounds"

REST
Turn2

* 7
* 1

// 8 bars

REST
Turn1
REST
Turn2

*
*
*
*

3
1
3
1

// 8 bars

REST
Turn2

* 7
* 1

// 8 bars

TRACK

"Accents"

TRACK

"Bars 25-36"

// handled differently

REST
* 24
BrushHH * 3
BrushStop_2Bar * 3
BrushHH * 3
//------------------- F I N A L
SECTION "Final Head"

H E A D ---------------------------

DOUBLEBAR
MARKER ""
TRACK "Imports"
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
KEEPTIME CLEAN INCHANNEL 1 SPLIT G4
SHOW NOPLAY QUANTIZE 32
MIDI 3
IMPORT MIDIFILE Sibelius.Dolphin
CLEAN INCHANNEL 2 SPLIT F5 SHOW
ENDMIDI 3
TRACK "Ride"
Ride1
Ride2
REST
Ride1
Ride2
REST
Ride3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

7
1
7
7
1
3
3

// last two bars
FinalCrash
TRACK

"Brush"

REST
Brush1
REST
Brush1
ENDVERBOSE 6
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*
*
*
*

8
16
8
8

// 8 bars
// 8 bars
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Importing MIDI Songs Example
Many songs are freely available as General MIDI files on the Web and elsewhere. These
songs can be imported in DrumGen using drag-and-drop or with the File – Import MIDI
file menu item, and with a little work, can be arranged for accompaniment, overdubbing,
or just general playback.
For each import operation, a new tabbed
pane is created that contains a complete
compilable drum program for the imported
MIDI file. The user may edit the resulting
drum program as desired to control
playback and Staff view display.

Example modifications could include, for playback control:


Insert Markers for navigation of the drum program and for use with Triggers
during playback



Mute certain Patterns or Tracks, for the purpose of allowing accompaniment



Prepare the drum program for overdub recording

For Staff view display:


Select certain Patterns or Tracks for display on the piano staff of the Staff view
(SHOW, NOSHOW)



Insert Markers or STAFFTEXT to indicate instrumental passages (e.g. solos),
credits, lyrics or playback instructions in the Staff view



Select fonts for display of the Title, Markers, STAFTEXT, TEXT statements

Imported Patterns are flat. Unlike the structured (but perhaps lengthy) approach we
took in the last example with On Green Dolphin Street, the drum track portion of an
imported MIDI song (typically on MIDI channel 10) is imported as one or more Patterns
with flat lists of Notes, without the structure and looping of user-created Patterns. Thus,
each imported Pattern typically has a duration equal to that of the song. With the
sectional structure of On Green Dolphin Street, we could easily add a new verse in the
middle; it is not so easy in this example. Patterns constructed for pitched instruments are
similarly flat and long. If the song was captured in the MIDI file with a swing feel, that
feeling will be hardwired in the timing of all drum Notes and pitched Notes in the
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resulting drum program. With On Green Dolphin Street we created a MIDI file exactly
to our requirements (edited within Sibelius) then imported it several times with IMPORT
MIDIFILE. In this example, we import a MIDI song file and perform needed edits
within DrumGen.
Importing with multiple Patterns or Tracks gives flexibility. Songs are generally
arranged in MIDI files for playback using multiple MIDI channels and instruments. The
MIDI file may be a Type 0 file (all MIDI
messages combined into a single track) or Type
1 file (multiple tracks). In either case, when
importing in DrumGen, the user can split out and
sort the imported MIDI messages into separate
Patterns and Tracks within the resultant drum
program by specifying per Channel or per Track
in the Import MIDI dialog. Additionally
specifying create Tracks gives the user the most
flexibility to edit the drum program as described
above and to adjust the output MIDI channel,
panning, channel volume and other parameters
for each Track.
To start, we will import the MIDI file
Nintendo_-_Dr._Mario.mid with the
Import MIDI dialog selections shown here160. In
this case a Pattern is created for each MIDI
channel (per channel), and furthermore these
Patterns are each given a separate Track in the
PLAY Section (create Tracks). We’ve set the
Context name to be ‘Mario’.
The result is shown below – multiple Tracks are
created. Most of these Tracks contain Patterns
for pitched instruments. DrumGen will create a
TREBLETRACK for any Track that appears to
contain no drum notes (i.e. contains no MIDI
messages on channel 10). Additional modifiers
(SHOW, FILL, QUANTIZE) are supplied by
default and can be adjusted as needed.

160

From midiworld.com.
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PLAY
TITLE "Nintendo - Dr. Mario" "25"
TRACK Mario.TempoPattern
TRACK Mario.MarkerPattern
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TRACK Mario.Chan10
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16

Mario.Chan1
Mario.Chan2
Mario.Chan3
Mario.Chan4
Mario.Chan5
Mario.Chan6
Mario.Chan7
Mario.Chan8
Mario.Chan9
Mario.Chan11
Mario.Chan12
Mario.Chan13
Mario.Chan14
Mario.Chan15
Mario.Chan16

STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS NOPATCHES"

This is a good start, but when compiled, this drum program has a rather busy Staff view.
To improve this situation, the user can use Edit – Replace to change SHOW modifiers to
NOSHOW161:
PLAY
TITLE "Nintendo Dr Mario"
KEYSIG Eb
TRACK Mario.TempoPattern
TRACK Mario.MarkerPattern
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
BASSTRACK
NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TRACK Mario.Chan10
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
FILL

"Broadway-25-B"

QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
8
16

Mario.Chan1
Mario.Chan2
Mario.Chan3
Mario.Chan4
Mario.Chan5
Mario.Chan6
Mario.Chan7
Mario.Chan8
Mario.Chan9

QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE

16
16
16
16
16
16

Mario.Chan11
Mario.Chan12
Mario.Chan13
Mario.Chan14
Mario.Chan15
Mario.Chan16

STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS NOPATCHES"
STAFF "PIANOSTAFF 140 DRUMSTAFF 250"
161

Some Tracks have neither SHOW nor NOSHOW modifiers; this is equivalent to SHOW, the default.
With NOSHOW, the FILL and QUANTIZE modifiers are no longer active since they affect only the Staff
display.
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The PLAY Section above has been edited such that:


All TREBLETRACKs include the NOSHOW modifier so they will not be
displayed on the piano staff



The font “Broadway-25-B” has been selected for the Title



The key signature has been set with KEYSIG



Bass notes are in the Pattern Chan8, so we’ve created a BASSTRACK and set
QUANTIZE 8



We’ve added a STAFF statement to put more space between the piano and drum
staves.

At this point, no notes are displayed on the piano staff of the Staff view, but we notice
there are several “solos” in this song, based on the Markers displayed in the Navigator.

A little investigation reveals the MIDI channels of these solo instruments, and the solos
may then be displayed on the piano staff by removing NOSHOW – we’ve replaced them
with Track names.
We have also selected a font in MarkerPattern, as shown in the Staff view below.
We also notice that the pulse of the imported MIDI messages is misaligned with the
barlines so we will start each Track with a new Pattern b to shift the notes in order to
line up with the bars.
PATTERN MarkerPattern {
…
MARKER
"Introducing the soloists:" "STENCIL-10"
…
}
PATTERN b { REST 2 dot DESCRIPTION "add to start of each Track" }
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PLAY
TITLE "Nintendo Dr Mario" "Broadway-25-B"
KEYSIG Eb
TRACK b Mario.TempoPattern
TRACK b Mario.MarkerPattern
TREBLETRACK "Conker"
TREBLETRACK "Kirby"
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK "Yoshi"
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
BASSTRACK
NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TRACK b Mario.Chan10
TREBLETRACK "Mario"
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW

FILL
FILL

QUANTIZE 16
QUANTIZE 16

FILL

QUANTIZE 16

FILL

QUANTIZE 16

STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS NOPATCHES"
STAFF "PIANOSTAFF 140 DRUMSTAFF 250"
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b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Mario.Chan1
Mario.Chan2
Mario.Chan3
Mario.Chan4
Mario.Chan5
Mario.Chan6
Mario.Chan7
Mario.Chan8
Mario.Chan9

b
b
b
b
b
b

Mario.Chan11
Mario.Chan12
Mario.Chan13
Mario.Chan14
Mario.Chan15
Mario.Chan16

If the user would like to rehearse or overdub the vibe solo at bar 70, the existing Track
may be muted:
TREBLETRACK

"Mario"

MUTE FILL

QUANTIZE 16

b Mario.Chan11

The MIDI file Nintendo_-_Dr._Mario.mid is a Type 0 file. If the user had
specified per Track instead of per Channel in the Import MIDI dialog box, the following
drum program would result:
PLAY
TITLE
"Nintendo - Dr. Mario"
TRACK
Mario.MarkerPattern
TREBLETRACK SHOW
FILL
QUANTIZE 16

"25"
Mario.Dr__Mario_s_Theme__Jazz_Remix_

STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS NOPATCHES"

In this case, there is less flexibility to adjust the playback and Staff display of the drum
program since per Track has resulted in a single Pattern for the entire song.
Importing per Track is of more interest for Type 1 MIDI files, such as our next example:
P2_Unlimited__Tribal_Dance.mid162:
PLAY
TITLE "2 Unlimited
TEMPO 130
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TREBLETRACK SHOW
TRACK Tribal.DRUMS
TREBLETRACK SHOW

- Tribal Dance"

"25"

FILL
FILL
FILL
FILL
FILL
FILL
FILL
FILL
FILL

QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE
QUANTIZE

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

Tribal.ALTO_SAX
Tribal.FINGERDBA
Tribal.SYN_BASS_
Tribal.A_PIANO_1
Tribal.CHOIR_AAH
Tribal.SLOWSTRIN
Tribal.OVERDRIVE
Tribal.ORCH_HIT
Tribal.TIMPANI

FILL

QUANTIZE 16

Tribal.REVERSCYM

STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS NOPATCHES"

Suppose the user would like further flexibility to remove (i.e. mute) individual drum
instruments from the Tribal Dance song. So far, this is not possible since the Pattern
DRUMS is a collection of all drum Notes on MIDI channel 10. To gain this flexibility we
will preserve DRUMS as a Pattern, but only to hold the CONTROL and PATCH
statements found at its beginning – the bulk of this Pattern will be “muted” with the
NOPLAY Pattern element:
162

midiworld.com
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PATTERN DRUMS

| >

2 |

| >

5 |

| >

7 |

| > 10 |
| > 12 |
| > 15 |
| > 17 |

{
// *** Bar 1 ***
REST
1 *9
// *** Bar 10 ***
REST
2 DOT
CONTROL
10
REST
32
CONTROL
10
REST
32
VOLUME 10
127
REST
32
PATCH
10
REST
32
PAN
10
REST
32
CONTROL
10
REST
32
CONTROL
10
REST
32
CONTROL
10

121

127

0

0

1
64
91

60

93

0

11

127

NOPLAY NOSHOW // rest of Pattern will not be played
…
}

We will now perform another importation with the Import
MIDI dialog box shown here. We are importing Notes only,
solely from MIDI channel 10 (single channel) and creating a
separate Pattern for each Note value (per Note). The
resultant Patterns are given a Context of “TribalDrums”. By
selecting fill durations we are avoiding the clutter of
unnecessary RESTs within the Patterns. The result is the
following master Pattern:

PATTERN TribalDrums.P2_Unlimited___Tribal_Dance_mid {
[
/TribalDrums.BassDrum1 +
/TribalDrums.PedalHiHat +
/TribalDrums.CrashCymbal1 +
/TribalDrums.Tambourine +
/TribalDrums.OpenHiHat +
/TribalDrums.C10_Bb6 +
/TribalDrums.MuteHiConga +
/TribalDrums.LowBongo +
/TribalDrums.C10_D7 +
/TribalDrums.C10_Eb7 +
/TribalDrums.OpenHiConga +
/TribalDrums.LowConga +
/TribalDrums.HiBongo +
/TribalDrums.Maracas +
/TribalDrums.ElectricSnare +
/TribalDrums.Cowbell +
/TribalDrums.LowAgogo ]
}
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We will simplify the name of the master Pattern P2_Unlimited___Tribal_Dance_mid to
Drums and will insert it and all its subpatterns into the original Tribal Dance drum
program, while giving it its own Track:

PLAY
TITLE "2 Unlimited - Tribal Dance"
TEMPO 130
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
BASSTRACK
SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 8
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16
TREBLETRACK SHOW FILL QUANTIZE 16

"25"
Tribal.ALTO_SAX
Tribal.FINGERDBA
Tribal.SYN_BASS_
Tribal.A_PIANO_1
Tribal.CHOIR_AAH
Tribal.SLOWSTRIN
Tribal.OVERDRIVE
Tribal.ORCH_HIT
Tribal.TIMPANI

// original drum track (shortened)
TRACK
Tribal.DRUMS
// new drum track
TRACK
TribalDrums.DRUMS
TREBLETRACK SHOW

FILL

QUANTIZE 16 Tribal.REVERSCYM

STAFF "NOCONTROLLERS NOPATCHES"

To mute a particular drum Note, simply comment out the corresponding subpattern in the
master Pattern and recompile:
//TribalDrums.Tambourine +

// Mute the tambourine
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APPENDIX: Recording
Recording in DrumGen is most useful to build libraries of drum Patterns, to do overdub
recording of music-minus-one songs with melodic instruments, or to add human touches
to a drum track with live-recorded fills and solo Patterns. In this appendix we will
address topics such as:




latency
triggering
Record dialog selections

Our examples include:




overdubbing a music-minus-one drum program
recording Patterns with an electronic drum kit for a Pattern library
recording a song from the ground up into Tracks with multiple overdubs

Latency
Modern desktops will typically have MIDI latency of under 10ms for recording - laptops
and tablets may have more – however latency is highly dependent on the MIDI and audio
characteristics of devices and software.
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Latency issues are best tackled with the following in mind:


Use hardware modules or low-latency software apps; configure all voices within
the same device/software if possible for consistent latency.



During recording, disable local playback on your MIDI controller and enable
MIDI Thru in the Settings dialog so you can monitor the actual playback device.



Do not record the Microsoft GS Wavetable Synth. This software synthesizer
that is bundled with Windows is quite usable for playing back General MIDI
songs (though some complain about the kazoo-like sounds), but is generally
unusable for recording due to latency.



Do a test overdub recording in advance to properly set the MIDI Latency value in
the Settings dialog.

Music-minus-one Example
This example illustrates a typical recording scenario - recording a lead voice over a
music-minus-one song – in this case using the imported MIDI song Tribal Dance from
previous examples. We will prepare the drum program by adding a new Track for the
overdub. We will record with a MIDI keyboard using MIDI channel 1, but will redirect
the output of this Track to MIDI channel 12 with an electric piano patch. See Free
Recording and Overdubbing for more information on overdubbing.
DEFINE
GM.ElectricPiano 1
"EPiano patch"
…
TREBLETRACK "Piano Overdub" QUANTIZE 16 //MUTE
PATCH

12

MIDI
12
Record1.Chan1

GM.ElectricPiano
// force MIDI channel
// overdub recording

The new Track will facilitate recording; it will trim the volume of playback while we
record, and will also define Triggers to allow control of recording from the external
keyboard.
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DEFINE

Trimmed

40

PATTERN TrimOtherTracks {
DESCRIPTION "trim tracks lower for overdub"
VOLUME 1 Trimmed
VOLUME 2 Trimmed
…
VOLUME 11 Trimmed
}
DEFINE

Restored

127

PATTERN RestoreOtherTracks {
DESCRIPTION "click in Inspector to restore track volume"
VOLUME 1 Restored
VOLUME 2 Restored
…
VOLUME 11 Restored
}
PLAY
TRACK "Recording"
REST *8
// trim tracks and punch in at bar 9
TrimOtherTracks
TRIGGER LOCATION
TRIGGER RECORD
TRIGGER PLAY

A8
B8
C9

First, we will fine tune the MIDI Latency value in the Settings dialog – this value is
system dependent but can be easily determined by a simple overdub recording with a
metronomic Pattern (or with RockPattern.drm):
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
PATTERN Metronome { GM.SideStick 4 *100 }
PLAY
TRACK Metronome

// overdub this Pattern

Specifying Keep active drum program in the Record dialog allows us to easily compile
the resulting drum program and test synchronization.
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Now we are ready to overdub the Tribal Dance song by punching in starting at Bar 9.
PLAY
TITLE "P2 Unlimited
TEMPO 130
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW
// shortened track
TRACK
// new track
TRACK
TREBLETRACK NOSHOW

Tribal Dance mid" "20"
Tribal.ALTO_SAX
Tribal.FINGERDBA
Tribal.SYN_BASS_
Tribal.A_PIANO_1
Tribal.CHOIR_AAH
Tribal.SLOWSTRIN
Tribal.OVERDRIVE
Tribal.ORCH_HIT
Tribal.TIMPANI
Tribal.DRUMS
TribalDrums.DRUMS
Tribal.REVERSCYM

TREBLETRACK "Piano Overdub"
QUANTIZE 16 //MUTE
MIDI
PATCH

12
12

GM.ElectricPiano

Record1.Chan1

// from overdub

TRACK "Recording"
REST *8
// trim tracks and punch in at bar 9
TrimOtherTracks
TRIGGER LOCATION
TRIGGER RECORD
TRIGGER PLAY

A8
B8
C9

When recording is completed, the resultant Pattern Record1.Chan1 and any newly
defined NOTEDEFs can be inserted into the Tribal Dance drum program.
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Recording Patterns with Electronic Drums
Electronic drum sets are based on electronic drum modules with built-in digital sounds
that are triggered by striking pads (instead of acoustic drums); the pads are constructed
and configured to give a similar experience to an acoustic kit. The electronic drum
modules often have MIDI output so the pads can be used to drive external MIDI modules
or virtual (software) drums on a PC. In addition, with MIDI output, the pads can be
recorded to create realistic (humanized) Patterns in DrumGen.
Some considerations when MIDI recording with electronic drums are:


MIDI recordings can be made of live drum accompaniment, for example adding
drums to an instrumental drum program. Alternately, recordings can be made
with reuse in mind – i.e. building up a library of realistic drum grooves. For any
song, the user may employ a combination of preprogrammed Patterns and live
recordings for the full drum track.



Most electronic drum modules support General MIDI, while some also use a
variety of other MIDI messages for expression control and sound selection (for
example, a rimshot). So, whether creating a live drum track or assembling a
library, you must consider whether your goal is to use the MIDI recordings
exclusively to drive the current drum module - in which case programming or
recording all the proprietary expression controls, crossfades, etc. that are
supported in the module will result in the most interesting drum track – or
whether the recording will be used to drive multiple hardware and software drum
modules, and thus should stick to non-proprietary features such as General MIDI.



Recording very short loopable timekeeping Patterns is typically not the most
effective way to express the human feel of live recording; short Patterns can be
programmed (constructed) easily using the humanization features of the drum
language. Recording longer segments allows human phrasing and slight tempo
and accent variations to add realism. Additionally, live-recorded fill Patterns,
breaks, extended solos, and special techniques are useful components of a groove
library.



To be most useful, your Patterns must be recorded in time up to the end of a bar
so they can be easily looped. The easiest way to do this is to overdub a
metronomic Pattern, or free record using the METRONOME feature.



If you record with a swing feel, later applying the SWING statement to the
resulting Patterns will not have much effect. Furthermore, as the Patterns are
played back at tempi much faster or slower than the recorded tempo, the inherent
swing may sound unnatural. This may or may not be an issue, but if controlling
swing at a wide variety of tempi is a requirement, it is better to record the Pattern
in straight time, make sure offbeat Notes are quantized to 8th notes, and use the
SWING statement.
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In this example, we will describe the workflow of recording 8-bar Patterns using the
Roland TD-12 drum module; these Patterns can be added to a groove library for later use.
We will configure the TD-12 as follows:


We will turn off local control on the TD-12; thus striking a drum pad will cause a
General MIDI note on the TD-12 MIDI output but will not cause sound. The note
will be recorded into DrumGen and also echoed back to the TD-12 MIDI input
where it will drive the internal sound module, causing sound. For this to occur,
we must set MIDI Thru in the DrumGen Settings dialog.



Relatedly, we will turn off soft Thru on the TD-12 so MIDI messages received on
its MIDI input are not echoed to its MIDI output (thus causing a MIDI loop with
DrumGen).

In order to create Patterns that can be looped, we will overdub the metronomic Pattern
shown below. However, our first overdub will be a test recording used simply to adjust
the MIDI Latency value (Settings dialog) so that our recorded drum hits are synchronized
with the metronomic Pattern that is playing back163.
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
NOTEDEF TD12.Snare

[GM.AcousticSnare]

PATTERN TD12.Metronome {
TD12.Snare
4 120
TD12.Snare
4 80 *3
}
PLAY

163

TD12.Metronome * 20

The MIDI Latency value is applied during recording, so new values only affect future recordings.
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Specifying Keep active drum program in the Record dialog allows us to easily compile
the resulting drum program and test synchronization.

We now can record 8-bar Patterns by overdubbing the
metronomic Pattern.
Our preferred Record dialog selections are shown
here. Add timestamps is useful to see how recorded
Notes line up against the beat and in relation to Notes
in other Patterns. With Create Context, we can
consistently use a Context such as “TD12”, or unique
Pattern names, if we are creating a library of Patterns.
Keep active drum program allows us to most easily
audition (play back) our recordings relative to the
metronomic beat. Specifying fill durations will
remove excess RESTs. Adding a small velocity range
will provide humanization.
Sorting the resulting Patterns per Note will give the
most flexibility in mixing, matching and muting
subpatterns. We specify fill to barline since we intend
to loop the recorded Patterns when using them in drum
tracks.
We quickly observe that the TD-12 outputs various
proprietary MIDI expression controls. To create pure
General MIDI Patterns, we could filter out these
controls from the recorded MIDI stream by specifying
Notes only. However, since we are creating Patterns
per Note, we have the flexibility to incorporate these
controls into our Patterns when we play back on the
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TD-12 module, or remove them when driving other modules.
Our plan is to create a Pattern library called TD12Lib.drm. This library will include
definitions for the unique expressions of the TD-12, but will contain Patterns that can
also operate in pure General MIDI mode. We will start out defining the default
expression controls164:
// -----------------------//
// Roland TD-12 Library
//
// -----------------------CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF

TD12.OpenHHExpression
TD12.SnareExpression
TD12.RideExpression
TD12.HiFloorTomExpress

[10
[10
[10
[10

: 4 : 0]
: 16 : 0]
: 17 : 0]
: 18 : 0]

We can include TD12Lib.drm in our metronomic drum program, then recompile it to
make it the active drum program.
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
INCLUDE "TD12Lib.drm"
NOTEDEF TD12.Snare

[GM.AcousticSnare]

PATTERN TD12.Metronome {
TD12.Snare
4 120
…

When we subsequently record the TD-12 snare sound by hitting the rim of the pad during
overdubbing, our recorded MIDI messages will include the snare expression controls. By
specifying existing compiled for Note definitions along with per Note for Patterns, these
proprietary controls will be separated into Patterns using our definitions. The recording
results of this example, to which we’ve given the context name “Pattern5”, include:
PATTERN Pattern5.C10_CONTROL16 {
REST
1 TIE 1 TIE 32
| < 28 |
TD12.SnareExpression
8 DOT DOT
| > 10 |
TD12.SnareExpression
8 DOT 20
| < 2 |
TD12.SnareExpression
16
15
| < 29 |
TD12.SnareExpression
4
0
| < 1 |
TD12.SnareExpression
8 DOT DOT
| < 24 |
TD12.SnareExpression
16
0
| < 12 |
TD12.SnareExpression
4
0
…

164

//
14
//
//
//
0
//
//

[1:1:000]
// [3:1:060]
[3:2:000]
[3:2:360]
[3:3:000]
// [3:4:000]
[3:4:420]
[4:1:060]

See Chapter 9 of the TD-12 manual.
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Assuming we wish to keep this Pattern5 recording for our library, we will rename this
subpattern to Pattern5.SnareExpression. We can then select whether to
incorporate it or not in the master Pattern Pattern5.p:
PATTERN Pattern5.SnareExpression {
REST
1 TIE 1 TIE 32
// [1:1:000]
| < 28 |
TD12.SnareExpression
8 DOT DOT
14
// [3:1:060]
| > 10 |
TD12.SnareExpression
8 DOT 20
// [3:2:000]
| < 2 |
TD12.SnareExpression
16
15
// [3:2:360]
| < 29 |
TD12.SnareExpression
4
0
// [3:3:000]
| < 1 |
TD12.SnareExpression
8 DOT DOT
0
// [3:4:000]
…
}
…
PATTERN Pattern5.p {
// Master pattern for per-Note recording
[
// remove (comment) the first subpattern for pure GM playback
/Pattern5.SnareExpression +
/Pattern5.AcousticSnare +
…
]
}

Since the expression controls determine the sound to play back for each strike of the
pads, we can incorporate these controls directly into our Note definitions within
TD12Lib.drm using multi-notes. For example, we can define a regular snare (Snare)
and a rimshot (SnareRim):
// -----------------------//
// Roland TD-12 Library
//
// -----------------------CONTEXT "TD12"
// default controller assignments
CONTROLDEF OpenHHExpression
[10
CONTROLDEF SnareExpression
[10
CONTROLDEF RideExpression
[10
CONTROLDEF HiFloorTomExpress
[10

: 4 : 0]
: 16 : 0]
: 17 : 0]
: 18 : 0]

"Open or Closed"
"strike position"
"strike position"
"strike position"

NOLISTING
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
LISTING
DEFINE SVelRange
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20..30

"range of velocity for Rim sound"

NOTEDEF SnareRimControl
NOTEDEF SnareRimOff

[SnareExpression] SVelRange
[SnareExpression] 0

NOTEDEF SnareRim
NOTEDEF Snare

[SnareRimControl + GM.AcousticSnare]
[SnareRimOff
+ GM.AcousticSnare]

Along with our recorded 8-bar Patterns, we can augment TD12Lib.drm by adding
various building-block Patterns constructed using these multi-note definitions,
GMDRUMS.DRM and the drum language. In addition, all existing General MIDI libraries
and songs will work well with the TD-12 and most other electronic drum sets.
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Recording a Multitrack Song with Kontakt
In this example we will record a multitrack MIDI song from the ground up using the
Kontakt 5 sample player and employing some of the voices that can be freely
downloaded from the Native Instruments website165. The recorded MIDI events for each
Track will be named Pattern p. First, we will create a recording template with a Track
for each of four instruments, which we will fill in as we record each overdub:
TREBLETRACK "Lead"
//Lead.p

QUANTIZE 16

TREBLETRACK "Rhythm"
//Rhythm.p

NOSHOW

BASSTRACK "Bass"
//Bass.p

QUANTIZE 8

TRACK "Drums"

We will record using a MIDI keyboard that outputs notes on MIDI channel 4 – we will
call this RChan. The Kontakt instruments will be on MIDI channels 1, 2, 3 and 10 – we
will refer to these channels, successively, as OChan. In the Settings dialog, we will set
MIDI Thru, and together with the MIDI MAP statement, this will cause the MIDI
keyboard to drive the appropriate virtual instrument within Kontakt.
// adjust 'O.Chan' for each overdub, e.g.
//
// O.Chan: 1
when recording Rhythm Guitar
//
2
when recording Lead Guitar
//
3
when recording Bass
//
DEFINE R.Chan
DEFINE O.Chan

4
2

"MIDI out channel from controller"
"MIDI channel for playback of current instrument"

DEFINE MidiDevice

"loopMIDI Port"

PLAY
MIDI MAP

R.Chan :

MidiDevice

O.Chan

// drive current instr

To start out, instead of recording drums, we will import a library of GM rock Patterns,
InstantRockLib.drm, containing simple 1-bar Patterns such as Instant.Rock1
and Instant.Rock2 to create a basic drum track to drive the Kontakt instrument
Funk Kit that we will later overdub.

165

As of this writing, the user can download the Kontakt Factory Selection, a selection of 50 free virtual
instruments for use with Kontakt, from www.native-instruments.com.
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Once we’ve recorded the other instruments, we can go back and add more variety to the
drum track if desired. We will create two drum Patterns: Drums.Leadin and
Drums.Verse for our drum track.
INCLUDE "D:\GM Drum Libraries\InstantRockLib.drm"
CONTEXT "Instant"
PATTERN Drums.Leadin { /Rock1

/Rock2 }

PATTERN Drums.Verse {
TEXT "| Verse" 0 F.VerseFont
{ /Rock1
/Rock1

/Rock2
/Rock6

} *3

DESCRIPTION "8-bar verse"
}
ENDCONTEXT "Instant"

The drum Track will provide structure for recording the other instruments and insure the
recorded Tracks are aligned with the metrical structure of the song.
TRACK "Drums"
Drums.Leadin
DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse

// 2 bars
// Verses

DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse
DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse
DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse
DOUBLEBAR

So far, with the Track above, the Staff view appears as:
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For the Staff display we will include a title, tempo, MIDI setup legend and other items:
// Fonts
DEFINE F.LegendFontBig
DEFINE F.LegendFontSmall
DEFINE F.TitleFont
DEFINE F.VerseFont

"InkPen2
"InkPen2
"InkPen2
"InkPen2

Script-16-U"
Script-14"
Script-25-U"
Script-16"

PATTERN Legend {
TEXT"Kontakt Setup"
0
TEXT " MIDI 1 : Jazz Guitar" 20
TEXT " MIDI 2 : Rock Guitar" 36
TEXT " MIDI 3 : Monster Bass" 52
TEXT " MIDI 10 : Rapman Drum Kit"
}

F.LegendFontBig
F.LegendFontSmall
68

PLAY
TITLE "Simple Song"

15 F.TitleFont

KEYSIG f minor
TEMPO 120
Legend

// display MIDI setup

For recording and integrating the overdubs into the drum program, we will add the
following:
NOSHOW NOLISTING
// --------------------------------// New Notes (from Recordings)
// --------------------------------// --------------------------------// Patterns (from Recordings)
// --------------------------------SHOW LISTING
PLAY
TRIGGER LOCATION
TRIGGER RECORD

A1
C9

TRACK "set Track Params"

NOSHOW

// set initial values

PITCHBEND
2
8192
MODWHEEL
2
0
VOLUME 1
127
VOLUME 2
127
VOLUME 3
127
VOLUME 10
127
// set Pan if desired

To make the first overdub, of the Bass part, we compile with OChan set to 3.
DEFINE O.Chan
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3

"MIDI channel for playback of current instrument"

We can now use the keyboard Triggers (keys A1 and C9) to rewind and start playback of
the drum track and overdub record the Bass part.

For our Record dialog selections, we will deselect Tempos
and select Keep active drum program, so we can
immediately compile and audition our overdub. For each
overdub, we will use force channel to match OChan. We
can use either define Notes or literals if we want to force
the MIDI channel, and additionally we must select single
Pattern.
If we would like to keep this take of the overdub, we will
copy and paste just the Note definitions and the Pattern p
back into our simple song.
NOSHOW NOLISTING
// --------------------------------// New Notes (from Recordings)
// --------------------------------NOTEDEF
C3_Note_F3
[3 :
NOTEDEF
C3_Note_Ab3 [3 :
NOTEDEF
C3_Note_Bb3 [3 :
NOTEDEF
C3_Note_Eb3 [3 :
…
// --------------------------------// Patterns (from Recordings)
// --------------------------------PATTERN Bass.p {
// *** Bar 1 ***
REST
1 TIE 1
// *** Bar 3 ***
| < 5 |
C3_Note_F3
8
73
REST
8
| < 4 |
C3_Note_F3
16 DOT 76
SHOW LISTING

F3 : 127]
Ab3 : 127]
Bb3 : 127]
Eb3 : 127]
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We then enable the Bass Track and recompile the simple song.
BASSTRACK "Bass"
Bass.p

QUANTIZE 8

Our Staff view is now:

After recording the Rhythm Guitar part (OChan set to 1) and the Lead Guitar part
(OChan set to 2) in similar fashion, we will record a final track of modulations
(pitchbend and modwheel) to add interest to the Lead Guitar.
PLAY
TRACK
Mods.p
STAFF "ENVELOPES"

The final drum program follows.
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// ------------------------------------------//
// Kontakt - multi-timbral template
//
//
MIDI setup:
//
//
Ch 1:
//
//
Ch 16:
//
// Saved as a multi: <file>
//
// Jan 1, 2017
// -------------------------------------------INCLUDE "D:\GM Drum Libraries\InstantRockLib.drm"
// adjust 'O.Chan' for each overdub, e.g.
//
// O.Chan: 1
when recording Rhythm Guitar
//
2
when recording Lead Guitar
//
3
when recording Bass
//
DEFINE R.Chan
DEFINE O.Chan

4
2

"MIDI out channel from controller"
"MIDI channel for playback of current instrument"

DEFINE MidiDevice

"loopMIDI Port"

NOSHOW NOLISTING
// --------------------------------// New Notes (from Recordings)
// --------------------------------NOTEDEF
C3_Note_F3
[3 :
NOTEDEF
C3_Note_Ab3 [3 :
NOTEDEF
C3_Note_Bb3 [3 :
NOTEDEF
C3_Note_Eb3 [3 :
…
SHOW LISTING

F3 : 127]
Ab3 : 127]
Bb3 : 127]
Eb3 : 127]

// --------------------------------// Patterns (from Recordings)
// --------------------------------PATTERN Bass.p
{…}
PATTERN Rhythm.p
{…}
PATTERN Lead.p
{…}
PATTERN Mods.p
{…}
// Fonts
DEFINE F.LegendFontBig
DEFINE F.LegendFontSmall
DEFINE F.TitleFont
DEFINE F.VerseFont

"InkPen2
"InkPen2
"InkPen2
"InkPen2

Script-16-U"
Script-14"
Script-25-U"
Script-16"
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CONTEXT "Instant"
PATTERN Drums.Leadin { /Rock1

/Rock2 }

PATTERN Drums.Verse {
TEXT "| Verse" 0 F.VerseFont
{ /Rock1
/Rock1

/Rock2
/Rock6

} *3

DESCRIPTION "8-bar verse"
}
ENDCONTEXT "Instant"
PATTERN
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
}

Legend {
"Kontakt Setup"
0
" MIDI 1 : Jazz Guitar" 20
" MIDI 2 : Rock Guitar" 36
" MIDI 3 : Monster Bass" 52
" MIDI 10 : Rapman Drum Kit"

F.LegendFontBig
F.LegendFontSmall
68

PLAY
TITLE "Simple Song"

15 F.TitleFont

KEYSIG f minor
TEMPO 120
Legend
MIDI MAP

// display MIDI setup
R.Chan :

TRIGGER LOCATION
TRIGGER RECORD

MidiDevice

// drive current instr

A1
C9

TRACK "set Track Params"

NOSHOW

PITCHBEND
2
8192
MODWHEEL
2
0
VOLUME 1
127
VOLUME 2
127
VOLUME 3
127
VOLUME 10
127
// set Pan if desired
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O.Chan

TREBLETRACK "Lead"
Lead.p

QUANTIZE 16

TREBLETRACK "Rhythm"
Rhythm.p

NOSHOW

BASSTRACK "Bass"
Bass.p

QUANTIZE 8

// set initial values

TRACK "Drums"
Drums.Leadin
DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse

// 2 bars
// Verses

DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse
DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse
DOUBLEBAR
Drums.Verse
DOUBLEBAR
TRACK
Mods.p
STAFF "ENVELOPES"
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APPENDIX: Other Examples
The grab bag of examples below, some from the Web, may be cut-and-pasted into
DrumGen; the compiled Patterns can be auditioned in the Inspector. More examples may
be found on www.drumgen.com.

Techno Dance Example
The following Pattern combines three one-bar subpatterns while giving several General
MIDI notes local redefinitions in order to supply different default velocities and control
the vertical order of the drum staves.
// *********************************
// General MIDI Techno Dance Pattern at 240 BPM
//
// *********************************
NOLISTING NOSHOW
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
LISTING SHOW
// redefine Notes locally – adjust velocity as nec.
NOTEDEF OpenHH " OpenHH"
[GM.OpenHiHat]
50
NOTEDEF ClosedHH " ClosedHH" [GM.ClosedHiHat]
50
NOTEDEF SnareHi " Snare"
[GM.AcousticSnare] 70
NOTEDEF SnareLo " Snare"
[GM.AcousticSnare] 30
NOTEDEF CongaHi " Conga"
[GM.OpenHiConga]
100
NOTEDEF CongaLo " Conga"
[GM.OpenHiConga]
60
NOTEDEF Bass
" BassDrum"
[GM.BassDrum1]
90
PATTERN cymbal_patt {
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
{
REST
4
OpenHH
4
REST
8
ClosedHH
8
OpenHH
4
} *2
}
PATTERN snare_conga_patt {
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
{
[CongaHi + SnareHi]
SnareLo
8
REST
8
CongaLo
8
REST
4
} *2
}
PATTERN bass_patt {
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
Bass
2
}
PATTERN techno_patt {

4 DOT

*4
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PATTERN bass_patt {
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
Bass
2
}

*4

PATTERN techno_patt {
DESCRIPTION "run this at 240 bpm"
[ / bass_patt + / snare_conga_patt + / cymbal_patt ]
}
PLAY
SWING 50
TEMPO 240
techno_patt *16

Panning Toms Example
In this example, each Tom drum is played with a variable number of hits (3 to 5).
Although Tom drum notes within a drum kit are often preprogrammed with individual
pan positions, the Pattern below gives explicit control of each pan position.
// *********************************
// General MIDI Tom Fill with Pan
//
// *********************************
NOLISTING
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
LISTING
DEFINE trange
DEFINE velrange
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3..5
100..127

NOSHOW
// adjust these PAN positions as desired
CONTROLDEF HiTomPan
[GM.Chan : 10
CONTROLDEF HiMidTomPan
[GM.Chan : 10
CONTROLDEF LowMidTomPan
[GM.Chan : 10
CONTROLDEF LowTomPan
[GM.Chan : 10
CONTROLDEF HighFloorTomPan
[GM.Chan : 10
CONTROLDEF LowFloorTomPan
[GM.Chan : 10
// put PAN MIDI messages in front
NOTEDEF HiTom
[HiTomPan
NOTEDEF HiMidTom
[HiMidTomPan
NOTEDEF LowMidTom
[LowMidTomPan
NOTEDEF LowTom
[LowTomPan
NOTEDEF HighFloorTom
[HighFloorTomPan
NOTEDEF LowFloorTom
[LowFloorTomPan
SHOW

+
+
+
+
+
+

:
:
:
:
:
:

85]
78]
71]
64]
57]
50]

GM.HiTom]
GM.HiMidTom]
GM.LowMidTom]
GM.LowTom]
GM.HighFloorTom]
GM.LowFloorTom]

PATTERN tom_fill {
DESCRIPTION "16th note Tom fill"
HiTom
HiMidTom
LowMidTom
LowTom
HighFloorTom
LowFloorTom

16
16
16
16
16
16

velrange
velrange
velrange
velrange
velrange
velrange

*
*
*
*
*
*

trange
trange
trange
trange
trange
trange

}

Press Roll Example
In this example, the General MIDI AcousticSnare is used with a 32nd note roll contained
in the Pattern snare_roll_base. There is a sforzando dynamic effect with an initial
decrescendo, and a final crescendo ending the roll with duration [0:003:240]. The user
can then add any final notes to personalize the Pattern snare_roll and bring it up to a
duration of one full bar.
// *********************************
// General MIDI Press Roll with dynamics
//
// best at tempo 140..170 BPM
// *********************************
NOLISTING
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
LISTING
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PATTERN snare_roll_base {
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
GM.AcousticSnare 32 CRESC 127..70
GM.AcousticSnare 32 60..90
GM.AcousticSnare 32 CRESC 80..115

*6
*14
*8

}
PATTERN snare_roll {
DESCRIPTION "Acoustic Snare 1-bar roll"
/ snare_roll_base
// last 8th - fill in whatever is desired
GM.AcousticSnare 16 100..127 *2
}

To add realism, another Pattern can be overlaid that uses random multipliers to provide a
small amount of irregularity to the roll:

// give emphasis to a few of the internal drum strikes
PATTERN snare_roll_strike {
DESCRIPTION "NOSHOW"
REST 8 DOT

// initial descrescendo

{
REST 32 *3..5
GM.AcousticSnare 32 110
} *2..3

// slightly louder strike

}

Then add this new Pattern into snare_roll:

PATTERN snare_roll {
DESCRIPTION "Acoustic Snare"
[ / snare_roll_base + / snare_roll_strike ]
// last 8th - fill in whatever is desired
GM.AcousticSnare 16 100..127 *2
}
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Control Automation Example
Many virtual instruments, whether used as standalone apps or VSTi plugins, allow MIDI
control of voice parameters – examples have been shown in the sections The
CONTROLDEF Statement and Controls. More generally, the terms “control automation”
and “track envelope” refer to the feature of track-based audio software for the user to
specify moment-by-moment values for controls within the audio software or parameters
within its effects and virtual instrument plugins. In addition to being controlled with linesegment envelopes within tracks, these values can be controlled and recorded in real-time
using keyboard and mouse or external hardware controllers … or DrumGen.
This example, the SONAR project DanceTrax, illustrates cross-fading by controlling
track faders within SONAR X3 using DrumGen. Two dance Patterns are played and
cross-faded. The Patterns controlling the cross-fade are specified in advance and take
effect during playback, but they could just as well have been recorded in real-time using
DrumGen. The two dance loops are taken from the Web166 as MIDI files and imported
into DrumGen using the File – Import MIDI file menu item with single Pattern selected
in the Import MIDI dialog box.
// --------------------------------------------// Type 0 MIDI File D:\GENERAL MIDI\MIDI – DRUM
//
TRACKS\MidiDrumFiles.com\dance3.mid has 1 track
// Sequence Name: dance3
// --------------------------------------------NOLISTING NOSHOW
INCLUDE "GMDRUMS.DRM"
SHOW
CONTEXT "dance3"
NOTEDEF C10_Note_D2

[10 : D2 : 127]

PATTERN dance3 {
TEMPO
GS.ScratchPull
GS.ScratchPull
GM.HighFloorTom
REST
GS.ScratchPull
GM.ClosedHiHat
| > 30 | GS.ScratchPull
…

120
:32
65
:32
47
32
114
16 DOT
:32
25
16
61
16
21

For this example, SONAR is set up with two virtual instruments (VSTi), both of which
are the Kontakt player. Within SONAR, the Insert – Soft Synth menu item is used to
insert Kontakt. The drum patch Street Knowledge Kit is loaded into both instruments and
the MIDI input channel is set to MIDI 3 for one instrument and MIDI 4 for the other.

166

Dance3.mid and Dance42.mid are from MidiDrumFiles.com.
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Automation of the track faders is set up by right-clicking on the fader buttons of the two
instrument tracks within SONAR and selecting Remote Control from the menu. In this
case, the two faders are set to be controlled by Control #20 and #21 respectively.
…
GS.ScratchPull
:32
124
GM.AcousticBassDrum
:16 DOT
119
GM.Cowbell
16
55
DESCRIPTION "Second 16-bar dance Pattern"
}
ENDCONTEXT "dance42"
PATTERN REST { REST 1 }
// Control SONAR faders for cross-fade
CONTROLDEF V20
CONTROLDEF V21
DEFINE

Unity

// NOTEDOC
//
// -------

[1:20:0]
[1:21:0]

"CC #20 fades 1st dance track"
"CC #21 fades 2nd dance track"

101

"controller value for 0dB fade"

SONAR fader control in Inspector

-------

CONTROLDEF V20_unity [1:20:Unity] "click to restore first fader"
CONTROLDEF V21_unity [1:21:Unity] "click to restore second fader"
PATTERN Up21
PATTERN Down20

{ V21 1 TIE
DESCRIPTION
{ V20 1 TIE
DESCRIPTION

1 TIE
"full
1 TIE
"full

1 TIE 1 TIE 1 0..Unity
fade in over 5 bars" }
1 TIE 1 TIE 1 Unity..0
fade out over 5 bars" }

LISTING
PLAY
// initial fader settings - play only first dance track
CONTROL 1 20 Unity
CONTROL 1 21 0
TITLE "Dance Trax"

"20"

TRACK MIDI 3 dance3.dance3
TRACK MIDI 4 dance42.dance42
// fading tracks - start fade out later than fade in
TRACK REST*5 Up21
TRACK REST*7 Down20

At any time, the Notes V20_unity and V21_unity may be clicked in the Inspector to
return the SONAR track faders to 0dB.
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The tracks within the SONAR X3 project DanceTrax that are controlled by DrumGen
via MIDI Control #20 and Control #21 are track 1 and track 3 in the screen shot below.
As the drum program DanceTrax is run, the Patterns Up21 and Down20 are played and
will cause the faders to move.
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Urban Beat Example
The following example illustrates the DJ-style fading in and out of instruments drawn
from a collection delivered free with Kontakt167. Thus this example has some similarity
to the Control Automation example above, however we will now use the volume controls
directly within the Kontakt instruments. The following looping instruments (all built
using the Urban Beats engine) are set to MIDI channels 2-6. Additionally, we’ve added
an extra voice, Muted Trumpet, to provide an occasional musical figure for interest.

Each of the instruments gives the user some control to adjust the output levels of the eight
patterns comprising the loop, as with the instrument Coral:

167

The Kontakt Factory Selection, a selection of 50 free virtual instruments.
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Particular configurations of these level parameters can be selected by playing the notes
between C5 and B5 (or C3 through B3 in Kontakt), so we will randomly alternate
between configurations for each of 100 bars for each instrument:
NOTEDEF Pad [
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
]

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

C5
C#5
D5
D#5
E5
F5
F#5
G5

// select loop
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

120]
120]
120]
120]
120]
120]
120]
120]

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

"this multiNote alternates between different configurations"

PATTERN Pad {
Urban.Pad 1 * 100
DESCRIPTION

"100 bars of loop"

}
PLAY
…
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK

NOSHOW
NOSHOW
NOSHOW
NOSHOW
NOSHOW

MIDI
MIDI
MIDI
MIDI
MIDI

2
3
4
5
6

VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME

2
3
4
5
6

127
0
0
0
0

Pad
Pad
Pad
Pad
Pad

…

We’ve recorded two trumpet figures, Fig1 and Fig2, which we will insert into the mix,
but just occasionally:
PATTERN Fig1 {…}
PATTERN Fig1_8va { /Fig1 } TRANSPOSEUP 12
PATTERN Fig1_ { [/Fig1 | /Fig1_8va] }
PATTERN Fig2 {…}
PATTERN Fig2_alt { /Fig2 } TRANSPOSEDOWN 1
PATTERN Fig2_ { [/Fig2 | /Fig2_alt] }
PATTERN Figures { // mainly REST
[
/REST | /REST | /REST | /REST |/REST | /REST | /REST |
/REST | /Fig1_| /Fig1_| /Fig2_
]
}
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The entire drum program is:
// -------------------------------------------------//
// Urban Loops
(Kontakt player)
//
//
MIDI channel setup is:
//
//
Ch 2: 101 - Orient Vacation
//
Ch 3: 098 - Green Bag
//
Ch 4: 095 - Domination
//
Ch 5: 091 - Coral
//
Ch 6: 091 - Beat Em Down
//
//
Ch 7: Muted Trumpet
.. for figures
//
switch SOLO off so chords can sound
//
// Jan 2017
// -------------------------------------------------CONTEXT "Urban"
DEFINE Chan

2

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

50
100
150
200
250

OrientDepth
GreenDepth
DominationDepth
CoralDepth
BeatEmDepth

NOTEDEF Pad [
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
[Chan
]

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

C5
C#5
D5
D#5
E5
F5
F#5
G5

// for subtitles

// select loop
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

120]
120]
120]
120]
120]
120]
120]
120]

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

"this multiNote alternates between different configurations"

ENDCONTEXT "Urban"
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NOSHOW
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF
CONTROLDEF
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
PATTERN
SHOW

Volume_2
Volume_3
Volume_4
Volume_5
Volume_6

"Vol-Orient"
"Vol-Green"
"Vol-Domin"
"Vol-Coral"
"Vol-BDown"

FadeIn_2 { Volume_2
FadeOut_2{ Volume_2
FadeIn_3 { Volume_3
FadeOut_3{ Volume_3
FadeIn_4 { Volume_4
FadeOut_4{ Volume_4
FadeIn_5 { Volume_5
FadeOut_5{ Volume_5
FadeIn_6 { Volume_6
FadeOut_6{ Volume_6
REST { REST 1 }

DEFINE MessageDepth

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE

[2
[3
[4
[5
[6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0..127
127..0
0..127
127..0
0..127
127..0
0..127
127..0
0..127
127..0

:
:
:
:
:

7
7
7
7
7

:
:
:
:
:

0]
0]
0]
0]
0]

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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// PATTERNDOC
// -- these Patterns fade the MIDI channels running Urban loops
PATTERN Fade_2 {
STAFFTEXT " ...fading in Orient Vacation"
"Comic Sans MS-25-i"
[
/FadeOut_6 +
/FadeIn_2
]
REST
1 *2
}

MessageDepth

PATTERN Fade_3 {
STAFFTEXT " ...fading in Green Bag" MessageDepth
[
/FadeOut_2 +
/FadeIn_3
]
REST
1 *2
}
PATTERN Fade_4 {
STAFFTEXT " ...fading in Domination" MessageDepth
[
/FadeOut_3 +
/FadeIn_4
]
REST
1 *2
}
PATTERN Fade_5 {
STAFFTEXT " ...fading in Coral" MessageDepth
[
/FadeOut_4 +
/FadeIn_5
]
REST
1 *2
}
PATTERN Fade_6 {
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STAFFTEXT " ...fading in Beat Em Down" MessageDepth
[

/FadeOut_5

+

PATTERN Fade_6 {
STAFFTEXT " ...fading in Beat Em Down" MessageDepth
[
/FadeOut_5 +
/FadeIn_6
]
REST
1 *2
}
PATTERN Fades {
/Fade_3
/Fade_4
/Fade_5
/Fade_6
/Fade_2
DESCRIPTION "successively fade each Urban loop"
}
PATTERN Pad {
Urban.Pad 1 * 100
DESCRIPTION "100 bars of loop"
}
// PATTERNDOC
// -- occasional one-off figures for variety
CONTEXT "Trumpet"
DEFINE Chan 7
PATTERN REST { REST 1 }
PATTERN Fig1 {
| > 0 | [Chan
| > 5 |
[Chan
| > 10 | [Chan
| < 36 | [Chan
| < 17 | [Chan
| < 7 | [Chan
REST
| > 33 | [Chan
| > 37 | [Chan
| < 8 |
[Chan
REST
}

:
:
:
:
:
:

Eb5 : 127]
G5 : 127]
C5 : 127]
B4 : 127]
F#5 : 127]
D5 : 127]

: Eb5 : 127]
: C5 : 127]
: G5 : 127]

:16 DOT
:16 DOT
16 DOT
:16
62
:16
59
32
60
16 DOT
:16
70
32:32 72
32
66
2 TIE 8 DOT

72
72
68

TIE 32

PATTERN Fig1_8va { /Fig1 } TRANSPOSEUP 12
PATTERN Fig1_
{ [/Fig1 | /Fig1_8va] }
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PATTERN Fig2 {
| < 2 | [Chan
| > 13 | [Chan
REST
| < 9 | [Chan
REST
| < 14 | [Chan
REST
}

: C7 : 127] :16 DOT
: B6 : 127] 16
32
: F#6 : 127] 16
8
: F#6 : 127] 16
2 TIE 8 TIE

67
74
52
68
32

PATTERN Fig2_alt { /Fig2 } TRANSPOSEDOWN 1
PATTERN Fig2_
{ [/Fig2 | /Fig2_alt] }
PATTERN Figures { // mainly REST
[
/REST | /REST | /REST | /REST |/REST | /REST | /REST |
/REST | /Fig1_| /Fig1_| /Fig2_
]
}
ENDCONTEXT "Trumpet"
PLAY
TITLE

"Urban Loops"

KEYSIG

Eb

SUBTITLE
SUBTITLE
SUBTITLE
SUBTITLE
SUBTITLE

"Orient Vacation"
"Green Bag"
"Domination"
"Coral"
"Beat Em Down"

TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK
TRACK

NOSHOW
NOSHOW
NOSHOW
NOSHOW
NOSHOW

MIDI
MIDI
MIDI
MIDI
MIDI

2
3
4
5
6

VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
VOLUME
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80
100
120
140
160
2
3
4
5
6

127
0
0
0
0

Pad
Pad
Pad
Pad
Pad

TRACK
REST * 2
Fades * 5
TREBLETRACK "Figures"

QUANTIZE 16

Trumpet.Figures *100
STAFF "ENVELOPES
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NODRUMS PIANOSTAFF 300"

"Arial-25-U"
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